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BOARD OF ZONING APPEALS

The Board of Zoning Appeals took the following action at this meeting: 

1. Crown Fiat - Parking and Setback Variances
11 - 022V

5105 Post Road

Non - Use ( Area) Variances

Proposal: Non - use ( area) variances to permit vehicular use areas to

encroach the required 50 - foot setback from Post Road by 40 feet
and to permit 14 fewer parking spaces for vehicle service and
display areas than required by the Zoning Code for an automobile
dealership. The site is zoned CC, Community Commercial District, 
and is located on the south side of Post Road approximately 600
feet west of the intersection with Frantz Road, 

Request: Review and approval of variances to Zoning Code Sections
153. 072( E) and 153. 212 under the provisions of Zoning Code
Sectlon 153, 231. 

Applicant: Crown Automotive Group, represented by Mike Close and Tom
Hart, attorneys. 

Planning Contact: Claudia D, Husak, AICP, Planner 11. 

Contact Information: ( 614) 410 - 4675, chusak @dublin. oh. us

MOTION # 1: Victoria Newell made a motion, seconded by Brian Gunnoe, to approve this
application for a non - use ( area) variance to permit 14 fewer parking spaces for vehicle service
and display areas than required by the Zoning Code for an automobile dealership because the
applicants are bringing the site into compliance with lot coverage, 

VOTE: 5- 0. 

RESULT: This non - use ( area) variance was approved. 

RECORDED VOTES: 

Victoria Newell
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Patrick Todoran
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Yes
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1. Crown Fiat - Parking and Setback Variances
11 - 022V

5105 Post Road

Non - Use ( Area) Variances

Proposal: Non - use ( area) variances to permit vehicular use areas to

encroach the required 50 - foot setback from Post Road by 40 feet
and to permit 14 fewer parking spaces for vehicle service and

display areas than required by the Zoning Code for an automobile
dealership. The site is zoned CC, Community Commercial District, 

and is located on the south side of Post Road approximately 600
feet west of the intersection with Frantz Road, 

Request: Review and approval of variances to Zoning Code Sections
153. 072( E) and 153. 212 under the provisions of Zoning Code

Sectlon 153, 231. 

Applicant: Crown Automotive Group, represented by Mike Close and Tom
Hart, attorneys. 

Planning Contact: Claudia D, Husak, AICP, Planner 11. 

Contact Information: ( 614) 410 - 4675, chusak @dublin. oh. us

MOTION # 1: Victoria Newell made a motion, seconded by Brian Gunnoe, to approve this
application for a non - use ( area) variance to permit 14 fewer parking spaces for vehicle service

and display areas than required by the Zoning Code for an automobile dealership because the
applicants are bringing the site into compliance with lot coverage, 

VOTE: 5- 0. 

RESULT: This non - use ( area) variance was approved. 

RECORDED VOTES: 

Victoria Newell Yes

Patrick Todoran Yes

Brett Page Yes

Kathy Ferguson Yes

Brian Gunnoe Yes
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Crown Fiat - Parking and Setback Variances
11 - 022V

C7

5105 Post Road

Non - Use ( Area) Variances

MOTION # 2: 

Victoria Newell made a motion, seconded by Patrick Todoran, to approve Phis application for a
non -use ( area) variance to permit a vehicular display area to encroach the required 50 -foot
setback from Post Road by 40 feet because the adjoining sites all are already violating that 30- 
foot setback and the applicants are improving many of the other Code violations on this site, 
with one condition: 

1) That the vehicular display area be screened with landscaping to the same extent as
parking spaces along Post Road. 

Tom Hart, attorney, on behalf of Crown Automotive Group, agreed to the condition. 

VOTE: 5- 0. 

RESULT: This non -use ( area) variance was approved. 

RECORDED VOTES: 

Victoria Newell Yes

Patrick Todoran Yes

Brett Page Yes

Kathy Ferguson Yes

Brian Gunnoe Yes

STAFF CERTIFICATION

Claudia D. Husak, AICP

Planner II
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1. Case 11- 022V- Crown Fiat - Parking and Setback Variances - 5105 Post Road

Chairperson Newell introduced the case. 

Claudia Husak presented this request for two non -use ( area) variances, one to the 50 -foot

setback along Post Road, and one to the parking requirements for service bays and for vehicle
display areas. The site is located on the south side of Post Road and also has frontage on US

33 /State Route 161. It is zoned CC, Community Commercial District, and to the west is the Red
Roof Inn hotel, and to the east is the Bob Evans Restaurant. This application was reviewed by

the Board at their April meeting, where variances were sought to the parking requirement and
the US 33 /State Route 161 frontage for vehicle display area, and the applicant has since revised

that site plan. This application was tabled after a long discussion and the applicant has tried to
work out several different scenarios for decreasing the variance. Planning worked with the
applicant to identify the best way to proceed and to come up with the site plan presented
tonight. 

Ms. Husak stated that one of the options that the applicant had proposed to staff was

eliminating all setback variances, but also included eliminating the large landscape island in the
center of the site that is used to meet landscape code requirements and lot coverage

requirements and also for stormwater management. Since that proposal deviated so vastly from

what the Planning and Zoning Commission approved as part of the conditional use process and
also created issues with stormwater management, Planning suggested that the applicant not
move forward with that plan and instead move forward with the plan that is before the Board

tonight. 

Ms. Husak described the proposed site plan. There are 18 parking spaces currently located

along Post Road, and the applicant is proposing to use those for vehicle display, but removing
the parking spaces previously located along the State Route 161 / US 33 frontage. This site
configuration allows the applicant to have the display that they need. However, there is also a
50 -foot setback requirement along Post Road, and while the Zoning Code makes an allowance
for parking to encroach into a building setback, the applicant is proposing to have display area, 
which we consider a use, within that setback; so Planning has determined that the 50 -foot
setback must be maintained, and with that, the applicant is requesting a variance of 40 feet for
their vehicular use display. 

Ms. Husak explained the second variance with a slide that showed the areas designated for

vehicle display and parking spaces. The applicant is requesting a variance to the display
parking, where they want to park at 1 space per 2, 000 square feet, which is 7 spaces, and they
want to provide 2 parking spaces per service bay, which is 16 spaces; so that the total variance
is 14 parking spaces from what Code requires. 

Chairperson Newell asked why the solution that Planning preferred, after working with the
applicant, still required a variance. 

Ms. Husak said that the problem is that the other plan did not meet other Zoning Code
requirements, with the removal of a lot of the landscaping. It didn' t meet the stormwater

requirements, and it was very different from what the Planning and Zoning Commission
approved. While this plan still requires variances, and we, as a staff, have a hard time finding
that it meets the standards, it still works better than the plan presented in April and the other
plan that the applicant presented to Planning. 
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Tom Hart, the applicant, introduced himself. Mr. Hart said that they had tried after the last

meeting to listen to the Board' s feedback and listen to what staff told us. We do have a plan for
that landscape island that is a significant upgrade. This proposal keeps the existing display

parking, and that' s our variance request, in the Post Road setback. As staff stated in their report, 
it' s a more desirable option for display than the previous proposal, given the fact that we have
those conditions today on our site and along various places on Post Road. 

Mr. Hart said that the requested variance is more appropriate along Post Road than would have
been along US 33. He mentioned that they are losing two more display spaces, and that they
are going from over 200 existing parking spaces down to 116 overall because of all the
compliance necessary for landscaping, lot coverage, stormwater, the new building footprint, 
and then the effect of the right -of -way changes from when the site was originally developed. 
Twenty display parking spaces are still requested, but this time along the Post Road setback. 
These spaces weren' t always display spaces for cars, they have been customer parking for
various uses. We don' t think this is a special privilege under the factors that the City uses now, 

because other sites in the area and this existing site have those kinds of parking spaces in the
setback. We don' t think it will be a special privilege in the future because of the Bridge Street

plan and because setbacks in this area under that plan and Code are likely to be used more

than they' ve been used as development patterns change. 

Mr. Hart said that since the last meeting, he had provided additional information about Ohio law
on variances. Probably the best example is the Albert versus Bexley case, which was all about
setback regulations and parking regulations. There was no unique shape to the property or
topographical issue that drove that case. It was the regulation itself that created the need for a

variance, where an otherwise approved use of the Code is affected by a regulation in another

part of the Code that' s not really intended. 

He said the variances are requested because the regulatory impact on this site has changed

since it was initially developed. That change is rather dramatic in terms of the impact on the use
of the site and parking, and in fact many uses would be challenged by all of the new
regulations. 

Ms. Ferguson asked the applicant to clarify. 

Mr. Hart said that one reason was the fact that the right -of -way itself changed from that time
from Route US 33, taking away a number of spaces, since 1984. The second change is the

setback line where it is on Post. 

Ms. Ferguson thanked Mr. Hart. 

Chairperson Newell had a question in terms of landscaping along the parking spaces or the
display spaces that the applicant is proposing along Post Road. She requested additional
information about the landscaping proposed along Post Road. 

Brad Parish, Architectural Alliance, 165 North Fifth Street, explained that where they would have
either a six -foot mound with trees required along US 33. 

Ms. Husak clarified that along Post Road, the landscaping would be required to be three and a
half feet tall. The applicant would, if the variance would be approved, be allowed to only have

one -foot tall shrubs there because they are using the area for vehicle display. 
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Chairperson Newell asked specifically what the applicant was planning to provide. In other
words, whether the landscaping requirements would be different if the spaces were used for
parking rather than vehicle display. 

Mr. Parish said that they are showing a hedge treatment with taxus, an evergreen shrub. 

Chairperson Newell asked about the lot coverage shown on the proposed plan. 

Mr. Parish answered that it would be about 70 percent lot coverage. 

Chairperson Newell questioned whether the existing site is over lot coverage. 

Ms. Husak said that it is at 78 percent lot coverage currently, where they are permitted 70
percent. 

Mr. Page appreciated the removal of parking along US 33. 

Chairperson Newell agreed and asked whether the spaces shown along Post Road would
violate the Zoning Code if they were parking spaces rather than display spaces. 

Ms. Husak said that they are violating the Code even if they were parking spaces. 

Kathy Ferguson found the applicant' s arguments compelling specifically because it seems as
though by granting the variance they would be allowed to move into a direction that the City is
going with development in the area anyway. 

Brian Gunnoe agreed with Ms. Ferguson. 

Chairperson Newell asked if any of the surrounding properties have a similar location for where
they have parking laid out on their site. 

Ms. Husak answered that Bob Evans has a drive aisle in the setback, but not parking. Across the

street, MAG has display spaces also on Post Road, again not in compliance with Code, 
developed a long time ago. So that is display, not parking, so those cars are there all the time. 

Ms. Husak said that one of the areas in which the Bridge Street Code would help this applicant is

the parking requirements. The proposed parking requirements are vastly reduced from what the
current Code requires, so that variance would likely go away. 

Chairperson Newell asked when the zoning regulations changed in terms of parking setbacks on
both sides of this site. 

Ms. Husak said that Planning disagreed with the applicant' s argument. The plat as it was platted
in 1980 took the rights -of -way into account as they are today, so there have been no changes
made to the right -of -way from that time. 

Chairperson Newell appreciated that the applicant is bringing this site into compliance with lot
coverage, even with the addition that they' re putting on the building. She didn' t see a strong

argument for extending into the setback except for the fact that they are bringing the site into
compliance, and she iscurious to know from the applicant if they would be willing to accept
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landscaping for the display spaces to conform to the landscape provision as if they were
parking spaces. 

Mr. Hart agreed with that condition. 

Chairperson Newell made a motion for approval of the variance request for a parking reduction

to provide 14 fewer parking spaces because they are bringing the site into compliance with lot
coverage. Mr. Gunnoe seconded the motion. ( Vote taken; motion passed unanimously.) 

Mr. Page said that regarding the second variance request, the standard that discusses whether
the variance is not necessitated because of an action or inaction of the applicant, he asked if
the applicant could address this point. 

Mr. Hart said that in the Bexley case, the effect of the regulation itself can be a special
condition, when you have one part of the Code that allows you to do something, but then you
have other parts that make it impossible or impractical, that' s where this test comes in. He

believed that there is some evidence from one of the last thoroughfare plans that the right -ot- 

way along US 33 did change. 

Ms. Husak said that the plat the applicant submitted shows the property line as coincidental to

the right -of -way line of US 33 and SR 161, and, therefore, Staff does not believe that anything
changed with the right -of -way because that property is what it is today, and the Code said
then, as it does now, that there is a 50 -foot setback required. 

Mr. Hart said he looked at the 2007 Thoroughfare Plan and believes that there was a change. 

Ms. Husak said that the setback is from the property line and the property line doesn' t change, 
and it' s 50 feet from the property line. That' s the same property line as it was in 1980 as it is today. 
The setback requirement was in the 1982 Code, and it was in the 1990 Code. 

Chairperson Newell thanked staff for their research. 

Mr. Gunnoe asked if the Board members agreed that the first and third required standards had

been met, and if the other Board members were struggling with the second standard regarding
application action or inaction. 

Chairperson Newell said she was struggling more with the first standard more than the standard
regarding action or inaction of the applicant. 

Mr. Gunnoe asked whether " special conditions'' only related to the geography of the site. 

Ms. Husak said that if the Board found something else, it would be up to their interpretation
regarding what would be considered a special circumstance. 

Tammy Noble - Flading said if Planning were to enforce the setback and they were to be 30 feet
farther back than they' re requesting and the other adjacent sites are currently at their locations, 
their visibility is going to be considerably hindered. If other parking areas are closer to the road
and they're 30 feet back and the purpose of that parking is the display spaces, they're going to
be hindered because of the other parking on both sides of them. 
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Chairperson Newell said that all of that pavement that' s along Post Road is already violating that
setback requirement. She questioned how the setback could be enforced on this site, since by

not allowing them to encroach the setback, the Board would be denying them a special
condition that the other property owners are currently afforded. 

Mr. Page said that for him it was also an issue of what is across Post Road and those conditions
are similar maybe even the same as for this site. 

Chairperson Newell made a motion for approval of the applicant' s variance request to permit

display parking within the required setback from Post Road with the condition that the display
parking be treated and screened consistent with the screening for typical parking spaces, 
because the adjoining sites all are already violating that 30 -foot setback and the applicant is
improving many of the other Code violations on this site. Mr. Todoran seconded the motion. 
Vote taken; motion passed unanimously.) 

Mr. Hart thanked the Board. 
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The Board of Zoning Appeals took the following action at this meeting: 

MOTION: Brett Page made a motion, seconded by Victoria Newell, to approve the January
27, 2011 Meeting Minutes as presented. 

VOTE: 5- 0. 

RESULT: The January 27, 2011 Meeting Minutes were approved. 

RECORDED VOTES: 

Victoria Newell Yes

Patrick Todoran Yes

Brett Page

Land Use and

Kathy Ferguson

Long Range Planning

Brian Gunnoe
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MR. TODORAN: I' ll seQ6nd. ( Vote taken; motio dssed unanimously.) 

MS, NEWELL e will move on to ca presentations. Anyone o is planning to speak this
evening fore the Board needs to and to be sworn in. ( Wit sses sworn,) 

Case 11 - 022V - Crown Fiat - Setback and Parking Variances... 
Ms. Newell introduced the case) 

MS. HUSAK: Good evening. This is a request for two variances for a parking requirement and for a
setback requirement. The site is located on the south side of Post Road just north of US 33. The
Bob Evans restaurant is located to the east and to the west is the Red Roof Inn hotel. The site is
currently vacant and contains a 10, 000 square foot building that was originally developed as the
Chi -Chi' s restaurant with ample parking around the site, 

The applicant is proposing to develop the site with a car dealership for the Fiat brand with eight
service bays and a service write -up area included as part of the dealership. The car dealership is
a permitted use in the Community Commercial District, and the Planning and Zoning
Commission recently approved a conditional use for vehicle service boys. The Commission also
approved two deviations from the zoning requirements to allow the service drive to encroach
into the 50 -foot required building and pavement setback from State Route 33, The Commission
also allowed the parking for the service bays to be provided at three spaces per service bay. 

The first request is for a variance to the setback requirement from State Route 33, In the mid
1980s this site was included on a plat for Post Road, and the plat included a 10 -foot setback for

parking along the southern property line, The Zoning Code was amended in 1991 to require a
50 -foot setback for building and pavement, and because the applicant is making significant
improvements to this property, they are required to bring the site into compliance. They are
requesting a variance of 40 feet into the required setback. 

The second request is for parking. The Zoning Code does not have a requirement for display
area, where auto dealers typically store their inventory vehicles. The current requirement is one
space per 1, 000 square feet of display area. The total requested variance is for 15 parking
spaces based on the parking requirements for the sales facility, service bays, and display
spaces. 

For the setback variance, in Planning' s opinion, the need for the variance stems from the
applicant' s action requiring additional vehicle display versus customer parking for this site. 
Display parking is something that the code does not require, but is something that the applicant
wants to have. Planning has made similar findings on the review criteria for the parking variance, 
that adequate parking would be available if more spaces would be used for display. Planning
therefore recommends disapproval of both variance requests. 

KATHY FERGUSON: You said if the variance is approved, it would mean more space for display
and less for parking, correct? ( Ms. Husak affirmed). What is the purpose of the parking
requirements? 

11 -022V
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MS. HUSAK: The Zoning Code requires a minimum number of parking spaces for each use that
are fairly typically for many cities. If a site were not to provide enough parking spaces, it would
force customers to park in drive aisles, which could potentially prove a hazard for Fire to get
around the building if there were an emergency. It may also cause people to park on the road
and then impeding travel through the cityThe applicant is essentially proposing to use spaces
that would typically be available for a customer to come to the site and park and walk around
and look at cars for vehicle display. The display spaces would take away from spaces available
for customers because they would be occupied by cars for sale. 

MS. NEWELL: Will the applicant please come forward. 

TOM HART: Tom Hart, 300 Spruce Street, Columbus, Ohio. With me tonight is Mark Wigler, the
president and general manager of the Crown Auto Group. As Claudia said, we have been
approved for a conditional use by the Planning and Zoning Commission. We are planning major
improvements and upgrades to the architecture of the building on this site. We' re remodeling
the inside of the building with the addition of the service bays that we requested. There will be
significant landscaping additions and new jobs and auto product sales on what is now a vacant
site. Along with the requested variances, if Crown purchases the property, we will also bring it up
to all Dublin Zoning Code standards. 

In summary, this case is about two changes to the rights -of -way on Post Road and State Route
33 since the site has been developed that impact the use of the site. That's the reason for the
variance requests, Regarding the first variance, the code changes and the changes to the
Thoroughfare Plan has resulted in a significant change resulting in a loss of parking. In addition to
the setback constraints, we have an issue in terms of the second variance for non - display
parking. 

A car dealership of this size in today' s world doesn' t need that much general parking. We think
it's an unreasonable requirement to only leave 47 spaces for display for a dealership of this type. 
Without the setback variance, we would only have 25 spaces left for vehicle display. The reality
is that we' re not going to get a national contract from Fiat USA to have a dealership here with
that number of display spaces for this business. Crown Fiat is a low impact dealership in terms of
sales, traffic, and employee size. Our service function simply does not need 24 parking spaces - 
we believe 16 is adequate. The dealership will probably have 15 total employees, and under the
proposed variances what we' re asking for would result in 15 employee spaces, 16 spaces
allocated to the service bays for the public, and then 62 inventory display spaces. There would
be 25 remaining spaces for customers. There are 200 spaces on this site today. Our request
would result in taking a lot of those spaces away to address landscape issues, screening, and
the addition of service bays. 

MARK WIGLER: I' ve been running the Mercedes - Benz, Chrysler, and Kia dealerships on Perimeter
Loop Road for six years. We track all of our customers that come in through phone, internet, and
regular traffic. Looking at a three -year average for the other three stores that we currently run, at
our Mercedes store, we get an average of 6.2 clients per day over nine to ten hours. Our
Chrysler store does 4. 5 customers per day, and our Kia dealership actually has 5.2 customers per
day, When we start talking about 25 parking spaces for customers, unless there is some sort of an
event which would create that kind of traffic, we may have three or four customers per day. 
Looking at the volume that Fiat is looking for, the full planning volume is 493 vehicle sales per
year, The industry has changed - we don't get as many visits as we used to get in the mid ' 80s. 
People do their research on the internet, and we look at 3. 5 visits per every sale that we do. So
we' re looking at if we sell everything that they say we could sell, 1, 725 customers would be the
projected number to visit over an entire year. About five customers a day would actually visit the
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store from the sales side. And I think that' s what a lot of these parking spaces are actually
allocated for, is for the sales side, so it looks like too many customer parking spots are required. 

MR. HART: The extraordinary circumstances we see in this case are the combination of two
regulations that impact parking. The two code requirements for parking and setbacks should be
varied from because they operate together and have an unreasonable impact. The resulting
limitation of the display spaces is only the effect of the two code provisions impacting this site
without considering how those two code provisions come together in an unintended way. 
There' s no Zoning Code prohibition against the number of display spaces provided, but together
these two factors, the right -of -way and the parking restrictions, mean that we can' t provide the
amount of display that we need. 

I also want to address the issue of uniqueness. The impact here is uniquely severe as compared
to other properties between Post Road and 33. Of course, there are other properties where the

two rights -of -way affect existing sites, but I think this site is different. I don't think any site adjacent
site loses as much parking because of the setback requirements. Bob Evans has a drive aisle in
the northern portion of their site, not parking. We do think that there's a special condition present
on the site based on those two factors and because of the configuration of this site, because of

access in the front, which I' ll go over. 

Special circumstances aren' t limited to topography or the shape of the property. In this case the
fact that both the front and the back of the site are severely impacted by changes in the right - 

of -way and the large volume of parking that is lost compared to other sites, 

Staff also commented that our display areas could have been permitted on the south side with
exposure to 33 but we chose to arrange the site in a way that took away that potential. The
problem with that is that we didn' t have many choices where that service bays could go, 
There' s very little impact on the Red Roof Inn property to the west from the addition of service
bays because most people are not sleeping in those rooms during our operational hours before
6:00 p.m. We couldn' t put the service bays on the east side because most people at Bob Evans
don't want to see and hear vehicle service. 

The other possibility, because we wanted to keep the service bays on the west side, would either
be putting the service write -up on the front of the building. We didn' t propose that location
because we believe that would conflict with the entry to the site. We don' t want the service
write -up to be the first thing people see on the site. We think the architecture is going to be
stunning. It's kind of modern, and we want visitors to have an experience. The portion on the
northeast side of the building was eliminated as an option because of site circulation and
because of the dumpster location. It is also the front elevation of our business, and we didn' t
want the service in the front of the site. 

For those reasons, we disagree with staff that we could have proposed a different site plan or

that there was any inaction on our part. 

Staff also commented that customer parking is intended to be temporary, as opposed to display
parking, which is continuous. There' s no evidence to support that. The site has been vacant
recently, but in the past this site was a car dealership and a restaurant. When it was a car
dealership, there were cars parked as display all the time. 

Next, with regard to staff comments on the parking variance, I think some of the issues are the
same in terms of special conditions and substantial adverse effect. In terms of what we could

have done differently to avoid the need for the variance, it's the right -of -way changes that
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brought us here. If we didn' t have the changes to the right -of -way, we wouldn' t need these two
variances. 

MS, NEWELL: Are there any questions for the applicant? 

BRETT PAGE: I have a couple questions. How do you define a customer? 

MR. WIGLER: You' re a man in a white shirt, We write it down. We' re pretty good at tracking visits, 
regardless of whether they stop. 

MR. PAGE: How many cars are serviced on average each day? 

MR. WIGLER: We' ve never had a Fiat dealership before, but the industry average is 1. 7 times per
year per car sold. If we sold 400 cars a year, that would be about 800 vehicles per year for

service. With the life cycle of a car, about 39 months, it equates to about 3, 200 cars per year

coming in, but that' s not usually the way it turns out. 

MS. NEWELL: You compared the size of a Fiat dealership to the Crown Kia dealership, Can you
give me a comparison on what your parking space count is on your Kia dealership site in
comparison to this site? 

MR. WIGLER: We have 12 parking spaces for customers right out front. Sometimes we do have
display vehicles sitting in those spots, but I don' t have all of the numbers. 

MS. NEWELL: Does staff have the parking count for the Kia site? 

MS. HUSAK: I don' t know off the top of my head, but the difference between the properties, as
Mr. Wigler said, is that they are separate parcels that function as one campus. The spaces are
shared throughout, and most importantly, it is a Planned Unit Development District, so the
requirements may be different as approved with the final development plan. 

MS. NEWELL: It seems that there' s actually more parking spots on the Kia dealership site currently. 

MR. WIGLER: I can tell you that we do service eight vehicles per day at the Kia dealership after
almost ten years. We have about 20 spaces right behind the carwash used while the cars are

being serviced. But directly behind that is where all the employees of all three dealerships park, 
so we don't utilize all the spaces for just Kia. 

MS. NEWELL: Is the existing structure being renovated? Or will a substantial portion be torn down? 

JOHN ONEY: John Oney, Architectural Alliance, 165 North Fifth Street, Columbus, Ohio. We' re
working with the existing building location and renovating from the footprint of the building and
the exterior walls. We are renovating the existing showroom and parts areas. The back wall
would stay, and then we' re adding the service bays to the rear of the building. 

MS. NEWELL: Is there a requirement for the number of service bays, or was that your choice? 

MR. ONEY: Yes, there is a requirement. We were required that there be two service reception

lanes for the incoming customers and eight working service bays, 

MS, HUSAK: That' s not a zoning requirement, though
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MS. NEWELL: Can you tell me where cars are going to be delivered to this site? 

MR. WIGLER; Ultimately they would be delivered directly to the site and then probably unloaded
behind service using a semi truck. 

MS. NEWELL: Has staff looked at the turning radii? 

MS. HUSAK: As part of the conditional use plan approved by the Commission, we had the
applicant indicate where loading and unloading would occur. 

MS. NEWELL: Did engineering make sure that semis could actually enter and exit the site? The
reason I' m asking is because about a month ago, one of the other automotive dealerships was
unloading their vehicle in the street. 

MR; WIGLER: We first looked into servicing vehicles in our Chrysler facility, since Fiat is actually, 
part of the Chrysler brand, but we' re required to have service at the same location as the sales

facility. We thought about unloading the vehicles and doing pre - delivery inspections at Chrysler
and then just driving over or the cars over. If that's a real sticking point and we can' t drop the
cars, we certainly can accommodate, 

MR. PAGE: Is the stormwater detention area untouchable, or is there some way that the site
could be creatively utilized to potentially increase parking capacity? 

MS. HUSAK: There are a couple of points to clarify. One is the plat that set aside that parcel in
1984 included the Post Road right -of -way as it is today, so there was no taking of right -of -way or
changes to the right -of -way. How the parking came to be in the present location along Post
Road is unclear, because the setback requirement from Post Road was the same in 1984 as it is

today. The applicant is also required to screen the vehicular use area, including drives, parking
areas, any kind of pavement from the roadway on their site. The proposed plan includes
adequate screening and required trees. Certain landscape areas are required by the Zoning
Code for parking areas, 

MR. HART: We didn't ask for a variance along Post Road for those reasons. We needed that area
for other code compliance issues. 

MR. PAGE: I' m just wondering if the site plan has been maximized to the fullest extent. 

MR. HART: Today, the site doesn' t meet lot coverage. We' re bringing it into compliance with lot
coverage by maximizing parking versus green space, 

MS, HUSAK: The code does not require a certain number of spaces for display. It also does not
require display to happen in a parking space. We prefer to have the area outlined on a plan
where the display occurs. 

MS. NEWELL: Can you tell me what the setbacks are for other car dealerships in the city? 

MS. HUSAK: This is the Perimeter Center area, with the Kia and Chrysler dealership that the
applicant owns, and this is the Bob Evans site. All of those sites have the same 50 -foot setback

requirement from 33. The requirement for the Post Road setback is 50 feet as well, because the

Post Road right -of -way is 100 feet, Parking is permitted to encroach 40 percent into that, setback
requirement, which is 30 feet. The sites on the north side of Post Road are nonconforming. 
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BRIAN GUNNOE: Being part of the Bridge Street Corridor, how is this site going to be affected by
the proposed changes regarding setback? 

STEVE LANGWORTY: One of the concepts for the Bridge Street Corridor includes the relocation of
Post Road, potentially even north across the creek. Should that occur, one of the things we
believe will occur is that this will allow the site to become much more developable. The other
option is to keep the street south of the Indian Run Creek parallel to Bridge Street, ultimately into
the Historic District. In this case, the street would become a primary street, and we would want
most of these uses as they redevelop to push closer to this street and get more of a setback and
green area along 33. 

We also have to anticipate the changes that may occur with the US 33 -270 interchange
improvements and the potential effects on the parcels in this area. As a result, we're trying to
push as much off of the 33 right -of -way as we can and then shift the emphasis up to Post Road
as being the primary frontage road. 

MR. HART: We feel very strongly that the application has to be considered on its merits for what
has been presented, and how this site is impacted by the conditions we've outlined, and not
necessarily what could happen in ten years. 

MS. NEWELL: I' m struggling a little bit with seeing where there is a hardship on this property, and
the reason is that I can think of multiple sites in the city of Dublin that have the exact same
constraint this one does with dual frontage and large setbacks along 33. As an architect, I have
tried developing some of these properties with similar constraints. Ultimately most of those sites
have been developed within the city with similar requirements, so it's hard to say that there are
circumstances unique to this site. 

Is there anyone from the public that would like to comment on this application? 

JEFF ROBY: Jeff Roby, 8596 Dunsinane Drive, Dublin, Ohio. We bought this property around 2000. 
The property technically is not vacant. There is a car dealership there licensed in the state of
Ohio. If we look at where the drive - through, write -up area is, that's exactly where it was located
on a site plan approved by the City of Dublin in 2006. The only issue was that we had to change
radii on the corners of the building. Additionally, the area along 33 was our display area, since
we were permitted a certain amount of designated display area. 

I understand what the City is doing, but it is sickening to me to find that I have lost 90 parking
spaces on a piece of property that we own. Then you have an applicant that comes in and
wants to fix the property up, and now we have setbacks to deal with. I' m not sure I understand
the setback requirement on Post Road and when that became effective. 

MS. HUSAK: That setback was required when the former Chi -Chi' s restaurant developed as well. 

MR. ROBY: That' s all I have. I hope you approve the application. Thank you. 

MS. NEWELL: Any other thoughts? I have a harder time with the 50 -foot setback than I do the
variance in terms of the quantity of parking that they're providing on the site. I do know that it's
not unusual that the parking counts in communities require more service bay parking than they
actually need from having worked with auto dealerships in the past. I know that for the
dealerships farther to the west on 33, their service bay parking was counted at the lower number
than the maximum, and I think that's pretty common in Dublin. So I think there are some fair
considerations to some of the parking reductions that are here. I' m struggling a little bit more
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with the 50 -foot setback, especially in terms of their increasing the size of the existing building in
this instance. Now they're increasing the amount of coverage they have on site, in addition to
asking for reduction of parking spaces, and the two of those are not really balancing for me. 

It seems that the request is that they' re asking for a reduction in the overall parking spaces, but
the reduction includes the parking spaces that are in the setback, correct? 

MS. HUSAK: Yes. What they are asking is that the zoning requirements be changed so instead of
three parking spaces per bay they are requesting two per bay. Instead of one space per
thousand, they' re requesting per two thousand. 

I also wanted to clarify that if you were not to approve this variance, these display spaces along
the south side of the building would have to go away. The overall parking requirement would
change because they would have less display area and, therefore, they would have to provide
fewer parking spaces for that display area. 

MS. NEWELL: I can agree and understand the request for reducing parking spaces. I would much
rather have a site that has green space on it than have a site that is loaded with parking spaces
that aren' t needed. I' m equally concerned that we don' t try to put too much into a small site. I
just don' t see that there' s a hardship for the 50 -foot setback requirement. 

When this went through the Planning and Zoning Commission and they got their conditional use
application, they allowed the driveway to extend into that 50 -foot setback. They are still be
permitted to have that. So the only thing that would have to be removed in this plan is those
parking spots that are extending into the setback, correct? (Ms, Husak affirmed), 

MR. PAGE: I' m really having a hard time finding that there are unique circumstances with this
site, but I have less of an issue with parking. I am concerned about there not being adequate
parking for the site, especially with the number of service bays being required in there, too. And I
appreciate the information regarding the number of customers per day walking in and out. But
we' re also talking about other things going on beyond cars being parked for service. I am also
concerned about a large vehicle dropping off cars there and getting in and out since there are
some pretty tight turns. To me, it's a great concept, but that shouldn' t be the justification for why
we approve a variance for this particular site. I appreciate the opportunity for a new business at
this site, but I don' t see unique issues here. 

MR. ROBY: When did the setback requirements along 33 and Post Road go into effect? 

MS. HUSAK: The setback requirement along 33 went into effect with the 1991 Zoning Code, and
the setback requirement from Post Road has been in the Zoning Code as long as Dublin was a
city. 

MR. ROBY: I have gone through the process of renovating this building twice. Now, when this
applicant comes, you want to take 90 parking spaces away. Nobody ever brought up any
setback issues. To me it sounds terribly unfair. 

MS. NEWELL: We' re here to interpret what the Zoning Code requires for the case before us. I' m
looking at this application from the objective criteria, and that' s where I am having the issues
here, and I believe I' m hearing that from some other Board members also. 

MR. WIGLER: We first thought about opening the Fiat dealership with off -site service just so we
wouldn' t have to go through everything we' re going through today. If the variances aren' t
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approved, the site will likely end up with a pre -owned lot. The modifications to the building won' t
be done, and the site won' t be brought into compliance. But because we want to make such

significant improvements, we' ll be at the point where we won't have enough parking. And I think
we' re bringing a great business to Dublin. 

MS. NEWELL: And I appreciate that, because I think all of us would love to see this property
redeveloped, but we are the Board of Zoning Appeals. We' re not the Planning Commission, so
we can only deal with the existing zoning regulations in reviewing the variance requests. 

MR. PAGE: We have certain criteria we have to look at when reviewing variance requests. 
appreciate the integrity of the design and the potential for new business, but that is not what our
determination is based on. 

MR, HART: I wanted to just make sure that the Board understands that the Planning and Zoning
Commission is aware that we are seeking these variances. We were fully aware that we needed
the variances to be able to develop this site. 

The second thing is that the word " hardship" keeps being used. This is a non -use variance, or an
area variance, and the legal standard, and I think the standard in the Dublin Zoning Code, is a

finding of practical difficulty. Economics are part of that consideration. That consideration is
based on a court case called Duncan, and the Duncan factors. I would argue Dublin' s code

allows economics to be a consideration, and that the entire circumstance can be considered. 

would ask very strongly that if you consider Mr. Langworthy's testimony about what could
happen someday in this area, that you also consider that we have a real economic benefit
coming to this city today because that is part of this consideration for the practical difficulty test. 

MS. RAY: I think we would respectfully disagree with Mr. Hart. We feel that the special conditions
criterion relates to the particular property, either specific attributes to that particular property in
terms of physical considerations that would require and necessitate the variance. 

MR. HART: Special conditions are not only related to topography or the shape of the property; it's
the total circumstance. My main focus is the case of Duncan v. Middlefield. That is the case that
governs practical difficulty tests in Ohio, and Dublin does have a different set of standards in the
code that they use. But Duncan is what governs any challenge, any court action, anything
relating to area variances. I am stating for the record that economics is part of the mix. There
are seven factors in that case, and if I have a moment, I can go back to the Dublin code and

talk about where else I think economics come into play. 

MS. NEWELL: It sounds to me like we have a difference of opinion with respect to what

constitutes special conditions. You' re saying that we are applying the wrong standard. 

MR. HART: Yes, and we have substantial private property rights here at stake, and I would like a
chance to each of the criteria once more. 

First of all, I think all three required findings are made because in terms of special conditions, we

have a unique site because there are two rights -of -way that constrain the site as we talked
about. You don't just have to have topography to have that kind of special condition. We have
a site that does have lots of limitations on it based on the tightness of where the drive entry is

today. But in the end, regulatory impacts, can be special conditions. 

In terms of action and inaction, the theme from staff's report tonight is about self - infliction or that

we brought this condition on ourselves by virtue of this application. Again, it's the right -of -way
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changes that eliminated the spaces, which is why we' re here. I do want to talk about self - 
infliction because it is in the staff report. I don't like to use the word " hardship" because I don' t
think that' s the legal context. This is not self - infliction, but for the right -of -way change, upon
redevelopment of this site, we would be able to meet any parking requirement and the
applicant' s need for parking for display. 

The right -of -way change I believe took place in 2007 with the adoption of the Thoroughfare Plan
in the Community Plan. In Ohio, courts have found self - infliction for bringing a hardship onto the
applicant themselves when an applicant builds something, and then tries to go in and get a
permit for it and get a variance when it is noncompliant. These are cases of taking action first
without permission and then seeking forgiveness through the variance process. And I have some
copies of cases that I would like at this point to turn in to the Board of Zoning Appeals that
document those cases in Ohio. The right -of -way changes are what changed the situation for the
property. That was something we didn't know about, and sounds like Mr. Roby didn' t either. 

The parking on the site appears to have existed since the 1980s. We' re asking for some of the
parking that has been there since 1984 to stay. Also under Ohio law, even where self - infliction
has been found, in the area of non -use variances, it's not considered fatal. And I have another

case that I will turn in on that. In this case Crown is asking for a variance from the code
provisions, which is our right to request. I don' t think that, in and of itself, our application for a

variance can be considered self - inflicting. We have a right to come here and request what we
think is a variance for an unreasonable code situation. We shouldn' t be penalized because we

are here with an application. In a local court here in Franklin County, a Court of Appeals, in
Bexley the Court found that prior knowledge of zoning restrictions is just one factor to be
weighed and considered, and by itself, it's insufficient to be the reason that the property owner
gets denied from obtaining a non -use or an area variance. 

The facts are that Crown can't reconfigure the site to allow enough display spaces along the 33
setback without the variance. Asking for the variance because of difficulties created by these
two code sections is perfectly within our right, and the idea that somehow we are denied
because we' re asking for a variance itself is inappropriate. There' s no substantial adverse effect
on the property or the improvements in the vicinity of this site on our neighbors whatsoever. In
fact, quite the contrary, the applicant is going to get rid of some parking. The applicant is going
to add substantial landscaping and investment to this city. The applicant is going to significantly
upgrade the building and the grounds and the parking lot of this facility. I would say this is where
economics comes in, It's the function of whether or not there is an adverse impact. We' re

coming here with an economic impact that is the opposite of adverse. 

Asking to keep the parking in the setback is not a special privilege because it has existed and it
is the pre- existing condition for 27 years. It's also very similar to what you saw on the aerials in the
surrounding property. There is the parking in the right -of -way and in the setback areas on almost
every one of the properties surrounding this facility. We are asking to keep an existing condition
that is actually enjoyed by our neighbors. To say that we' re asking for special privileges is wrong. 

In terms of whether this would create a precedent or some kind of regulation that could be
recurrent, I think we did address that. I think Mark addressed that. We have a pretty unique
situation here in terms of the fact that there are very few properties of this size that would
support a niche dealership that are crunched by two major changes in the right -of -way. There
are a couple properties that are similar that are, you know, next to us, adjacent to us that are

constrained by the 33 and the Post Road right -of -way, but they're existing businesses. In
particular Bob Evans, the impact they have from Post Road is on their drive aisle. There' s no
elimination of parking if that site were to come forward with the same requests. 
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Finally, the reason it's not recurrent is because this dealership is, I think, pretty unique in terms of
where it's located and the fact that it' s going to have 15 employees. It's going to have a low site
visitation. The danger of granting a car dealership a variance like this and then fearing that
bigger car dealerships with more issues would come along is not going to happen because no
other site this size is going to support any larger dealership that could happen. 

The fourth criterion is in some ways the main point because that' s where the term " practical

difficulty" of this test comes from, and I think that' s where economics in particular are a factor. 
The applicant doesn' t agree that we could have somehow adjusted the site and gotten more

parking a different way. We can' t put the service bays, service write -up, garage, or facility, on
the northeast or northwest corners. That' s what I was saying, because it really mars the
architecture and creates conflicts with drive aisles and the entry road. 

These variances are about individual property rights. It' s not about what could happen someday
with a roundabout or an interchange. It' s about this property and what they have today. 

MS. NEWELL: In terms of some of the discussion that we had this evening and speaking with staff, 
the questions asked were intended to benefit the applicant in terms of wanting to understand
how the site will be impacted. Even if we take into consideration your economic concerns that
you addressed in front of this Board, if you look at the special conditions under section A. and
you had felt that that special condition was because you have two rights -of -way that were
unique to this particular parcel, I tend to disagree with you because we have other parcels

throughout the City of Dublin that have two rights -of -way as well. 

So there isn' t something that's unique to this site with having those two setbacks. And we're
looking at the Zoning Code and the current setbacks. You, even in your testimony this evening, 
said that it would not matter when that 50 -foot setback came into play as long as it came into
play before you brought this in front of the Board of Zoning Appeals. You have testified here this
evening that that 50 -foot setback came into play in 2007, and you' re in agreement that the 50- 
foot setback is in place now. And so now we're judging new development on the site with new
construction and building additions, so that new construction would have to be judged against
current zoning requirements. 

MR. HART: I concur with Ms. Newell that because of the new construction that we dealing with
existing zoning requirements. I think there's some things that you bring up that are debatable, 
but based on our interpretation, I think those are yet to be completely finalized or to be worked

out specifically here regarding the economics being a factor. 

MR. PAGE: I' m looking at the first set of variance criteria, all three of which are required to be
met. I think the applicant has met the third criterion, that granting the variance will not cause a
substantial adverse effect to property or improvements in the vicinity. I think where I am
struggling is the definition in front of us of special conditions. The code states that " Special
conditions or circumstances may include: Exceptional narrowness; shallowness or shape of a
specific property on the effective date of this Chapter or amendment; or by reason of
exceptional topographic or environmental conditions or other extraordinary situation on the

land, building or structure; or by reason of the use or development of the property immediately
adjoining the property in question." So that's the standard we are working off of. Can you
convince us, do you have an argument that you meet one of those? 

MR. HART: First of all, the word in the middle of the paragraph is " may." The paragraph doesn' t
preclude any other argument. We' re not just talking about topography and the shape of the
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property as the reasons that somebody can ask for a variance, I think the chair is correct that

there are other parts of the city that have two major thoroughfares that have 50 -foot setback

requirements, but I would argue that those don't necessarily have the existing conditions that
are here. I think that the term " other extraordinary situations on the land, building or structure," 
relate to this site. I think we fall under that condition because I think they' re expansive, not
limiting, because we have a great proposal and a great site plan. We have a site that's severely
limited, and we have two code provisions that act together that I think is unique to this site

because, again, there's nothing in the code that says you can't have X number of display
spaces. 

It' s the fact that these two code sections for setback and parking combined create an
extraordinary circumstance. That to me is a situation on a land, building, or structure. If your
code said you could only have X number of display spaces for a car dealership, we wouldn' t
have a point there, but your code doesn' t say that. It's the impact of two separate code
sections unintended on this particular site. 

I do want to pass out some of the material I have on the criteria because I do want to get it into

the record because the Duncan criteria are extremely liberal. They're not restrictive. 

MS. NEWELL: You have every right to ask to table this application and submit additional
documentation, and we can review it at the next meeting if you believe it is pertinent and
important enough that we should see it before making a decision. 

MR. HART: I made some references to the case law this evening, and I just want to submit that
for the record, but I don' t necessarily want to discuss it at length. 

MS. NEWELL; The materials would be something that I would put due diligence to and read, If it' s
important enough for it to be in front of us, we should have the ability to sit here and read it and
pay attention to it, 

MS. FERGUSON: I agree with that. If you're going to pass out case law that arguably
demonstrates that perhaps our definition of special conditions and circumstances is not

consistent with Ohio law, I would certainly like the opportunity to read that case law and
consider it. I think it would have been helpful if we had had someone from the Law Director' s

Office here tonight to maybe address those points. 

MS. NEWELL: Clearly you have the right to submit anything into the record you would like to
submit, but if the purpose is simply to submit it and get it into the record, that's one thing. If you
would like to submit it and review and analyze it, it might be advantageous to table the
application. 

While you have stated the issues in terms of the setbacks creating a special condition on the site, 
I don' t believe they do. And it can' t meet all of those standards that are here based upon that. 
There is still usable, buildable land left after taking the setbacks into account. You can get a
building on the site. You can get parking on that site. I can however agree that taking into
account both of those setbacks, that I could use that in relationship to the parking variance that
you' re requesting. Because of that limitation I could see that creating a situation in which you
could not provide as much parking while preserving green space. So, as I said earlier, I can
support one of these variances. I can' t support the other based upon the criteria that' s in front of

US. 
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MR, PAGE: I' m looking at the key words in the special circumstances criterion regarding the term
may ": circumstances exist which are peculiar to the land or structure. That " may" may relate to

the peculiarity of the lands or structure involved which are not applicable to other land or
structures, and I think that there are many other properties in this area which have these same
setbacks on both side. That' s the criterion I can' t get past right now. 

MR. HART: What we gave you was the comparison of Bob Evans, and I understand that there are

other sites around Dublin that have two rights -of -way. What I' m saying is we have evidence of
another site that I think is probably a good comparison because it's right in the same district. Bob
Evans is probably the most comparable site that we have to compare to, and while there may
be other sites that are affected by two rights -of -way, Bob Evans is evidence to the contrary. 

MS. RAY: Although there is parking on the Bob Evans site along the 33 right -of -way, it is in the
same position as this particular site is in that it was either originally approved in error or is
nonconforming, and if Bob Evans were to come forward and redevelop, they would be in the
exact same position as this property. 

MS, NEWELL: I was just going to ask that. If Bob Evans put an addition on their structure the same
as this applicant is proposing, they would be facing the same site constraints with the setbacks
on that property as well, correct? (Ms. Ray affirmed). 

MR. HART: I have to respectfully disagree because, again, the number of Bob Evans parking
spaces in that right -of -way is nowhere near the 20 or so that we have in that some right -of -way, 
so the impact on us compared to them is very dramatic, over 20 spaces. 

MS. NEWELL: I think we have some agreement, although we have not taken an official vote, that

we saw some support of the parking variance but not to the setback. Mr. Hart, what would you
like to do? Do you want to present your additional evidence and table this case for this

evening? 

MR. HART: I' ll make the request to table the application. 

MS. NEWELL: I will make a motion based upon the applicant's request to table this application. 

MR. PAIGE: Second. (Vote taken; motion passed unanimously.) 

The meeting was adjourned at 8: 44 p,m. 
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Creating a Legacy

The Planning and Zoning Commission took the following action at this meeting: 
4. Crown Fiat

11 -008CU

Proposal: 

Request: 

Applicant: 

Planning Contact: 
Contact Information: 

5105 Post Road

CondHfonal Use

An eight -bay vehicle service facility in association. with a car
dealership for a 2. 5 -acre site zoned CC, Community Commercial
District, located on the south side of Post Road, approximately
1, 000 feet west of the intersection with Frantz Road. 
Review and approval of a conditional use under the provisions of
Zoning Code Section 153. 236. 

Crown Automotive Group; represented by Michael Close. 
Claudia D. Husak, AICP, Planner II. 
614) 410 -4675, chusak@dublin. oh. us

MOTION: To approve this conditional use and grant relief of the service parking at the lower
Code requirement and the 20 -foot drive aisle encroachment into the required setback along US
33 because it complies with all applicable review criteria and the existing development
standards within the area, with two conditions: 

1) That the safety bollards be painted black; and
2) That the applicant work with Planning to ensure that the screening for service doors

address noise concerns. 

Tom Hart, Wiles, Boyles, Burkholder and Bringardner Company, LPA, agreed to the above
conditions. 

VOTE: 7- 0. 

RESULT: This Conditional Use application was approved with the relief of two
development standards. 

STAFF CERTIFICATION

Claudia D. Husak, AICP
Planner II
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Mr. Taylor made motion to,_,eo'prove this Final Developm Plan for the proposed park

development because ' , appropriate, meets the NE,,oCuad PUD development to and

complements the e_xistl6g development in the area, two conditions: 

1) Th , ans should be revised to sho ite visibility triangles, and inc se the turning radii
0 35 feet, subject to approva Engineering, and

2) Tree protection fencing be installed and inspected or to construction, to include

the area for the newefitrance driveway. 

vod5s

man s nded the motion. 

as follows: Ms. Kramb, y s. Amorose Groomes, yes; udde, yes; Mr. Hardt, 

man, yes; Mr. Zimmer yes; and Mr. Taylor, yes. ( A oved 7 - 0.) 

4. Crown Fiat 5105 Post Road

11 - 008CU Conditional Use

Richard Taylor requested to pull this application from the consent items to make comments. 

Chris Amorose Groomes introduced this conditional use application involving an eight -bay
vehicle service facility in association with a car dealership for a 2. 5 -acre site zoned CC, 

Community Commercial District, located on the south side of Post Road, approximately 1, 000
feet west of the intersection of Frantz Road. She swore in those intending to address the
Commission in regards to this case, including Tom Hart, Wiles, Boyles, Burkholder and Bringardner
Company, LPA, representing Crown Automotive Group, and City representatives. 

Claudia Husak presented this request for a conditional use which stemmed from Service being a
conditional use in the CC District. She explained that a car dealership is a permitted use within
this district. She said the existing building is currently vacant and the site has many non- 
compliance issues in terms of setbacks and landscaping. She said that Planning and Dublin' s
Zoning Compliance officer have been working with the applicant to bring the site into
compliance. 

Ms. Husak explained that the Commission is reviewing the conditional use requests which consist
of approximately 5,000- square -feet of service area to the rear of the building on the west side. 
She said proposed are eight service bays, a four - vehicle write -up area on the south side, and
screening along the western property line to screen the service doors per Code. She said the

applicant has provided the hours the service area will be open. She said the reliefs that are

being requested as part of this application include service bay parking at a ratio of two spaces
per service bay and an encroachment of the drive aisle on the south side into the limited access
setback which is at 50 feet. Ms. Husak pointed out that currently on site; there is parking and
pavement within ten feet of that rear property line, She said the site is coming into compliance, 
but the drive aisle is proposed to encroach 20 feet. 

Ms. Husak said that Planning reviewed this application and based on the criteria and they are
recommending approval with a condition that the proposed yellow safety bollards be black to
match the building and follow the Commission' s preference. 

Mr. Taylor asked how the relief requests were documented for the record since they were not
conditions. He noted that there was nothing included except a letter to indicate the requests. 

Ms. Husak explained that based on the minutes it would be reflected that they were made. 
However, she said a separate motion could be entertained as has been done for text
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modifications in the past, if the Commission preferred, Ms. Husak said for recordkeeping that
would probably be the preferred option. 

Mr. Taylor said he visited the site, and he had a mild concern about eight vehicle bays
potentially being open with noisy activities. He wanted Planning to be certain that the
screening is adequate to address the potential noise issue. 

Mr. Taylor said he thought the building was neat looking, and this would certainly be better than
what exists there now. He said for the record, that this was the second automobile facility in this
general area that this architectural firm has put forth recently and he wanted to commend the
firm for the fine work they were doing on these kinds of facilities in Dublin. 

Amy Kramb clarified that the pavement was not in the right -of -way, just the setback and that
nothing was changing. 

Ms. Husak explained that the pavement exists today. 

Tom Hart, Wiles, Boyles, Burkholder and Bringardner Company, LPA, representing Crown
Automotive Group said he thought their application requested three parking spaces per bay, 
and not two. 

Ms. Husak said she accidently misrepresented that, She said the two requirements in the Zoning
Code were for having service bays parked per square footage, which in this case would require
50 parking spaces, and the other, having three spaces per bay and not two. She said the
difference was 24 spaces. She explained that the Code stated whichever was greater, so 50

spaces would always end up being greater and the applicant was asking to allow the 24 to be
provided. She clarified that the Planning Report correctly reflected that. 

Mr, Hart said that they had discussed a different process to go to two spaces, but this request

was for 3 spaces and 24. He said they felt they had adequate parking on the site, but allocation
of what they can use for display parking versus general parking was an issue that they were
going to pursue with a variance. 

Mr, Taylor requested that the new condition be provided. 

Ms, Husak proposed a second condition that the applicant work with Planning to ensure that the
screening of service doors addresses any potential noise concerns. She suggested that

regarding the two reliefs the applicant is requesting, 1) that they be allowed to parking the
service bays at three spaces, and 2) the setback encroachment for the drive aisle, they made
be part of the motion. 

Motion and Vote

Mr. Taylor made the motion to approve this conditional use and grant relief of the service

parking at the lower Code requirement and the 20 -foot drive aisle encroachment into the
required setback along US 33 because it complies with all applicable review criteria and the
existing development standards within the area, with two conditions: 

1) That the safety bollards be painted black; and
2) That the applicant work with Planning to ensure that the screening for service

doors address noise concerns. 

Mr. Hart, on behalf of the applicant, agreed to the above conditions. 

Mr. Zimmerman seconded the motion. 11 -022V
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The vote was as follows: Ms, Kramb, yes; Ms. Amorose Groomes, yes, Mr. Budde, yes; Mr. Hardt, 

yes; Mr. Fishman, yes; Mr. Zimmerman, yes; and Mr. Taylor, yes. ( Approved 7 - 0.) 

5. Tartan West PUD, Subarea B - as of Corazon Coraz Drive

11- 009AFDP Amended Final Devel ent Plan

Chris Amorose Groomes intr ced this Amended Fin evelopment Plan for t construction

of 29 detached condom' m units in Subarea B o e Tartan West Planne it Development

District. Ms. Amorose omes swore in those in ding to speak. 

Ms. Amorose omes invited public in egarding this applicati . ( There was none.) 

Mr. Fis an said asked if the sid' proposed for the new nits is the same siding d on the

cur t units. Randy Turturice e applicant' s represen ive, said yes. 

Ms. Amorose Groome sked the applicant if he greed to the conditions. r. Turturice said yes. 

Motion and V

Mr. Taylor de the motion to app e this Amended Final velopment Plan, beca e the

propos meets the developme ext and will provide a re diverse type of hou ' g choice

wit ' the subarea, with two ditions: ._"°` 

1) That minor modifi ions be made to the evations of Units 1, 2, id 4 to include

additional win s and dormers on the nt and side elevations; cl

2) That the o or spaces ( patio, scr ned porches, stamper oncrete area, etc.) be

approv by Planning, prior to t ubmission of a building rmit to ensure compati ' fity
wit e existing units. 

r' 

Mr. merman seconded th otion. 

The vote was as folio Ms. Kramb, yes; Ms. AMorose Groomes, yes; Mr. cle, yes; Mr. Hardt, 

yes; Mr. Fishman, y Mr. Zimmerman, yes; apd"Mr. Taylor, yes. ( Approy 7- 0.) 

6. kland Nursery . r " 4261 West Dublin -Gra a Road

11- 014CDD Corridor Devel ent District

Chris Amorose Groo ` introduced this request,,for review of a Corridor evelopment District

application for the onstruction of a 1, 024 - squire -foot retail greenhou attached to an existing

building locate on the south side of Westdublin Granville Road. 

Ms. Kr said a year ago ftw". seasonal dis area was approved nd she

req ted it be completed as approved. 

Ms. Amorose Groome
I vted public comment r arding this application. ere was none.) 

Motion and Vo

Mr. Taylor de the motion to appro this Corridor Develop t District application b use

the pro sed modifications are sistent with the surroun ' g development and t Corridor

Dev pment District require nts within the Zoning de. Mr. Zimmerman onded the

Lion. 

The vote was as fo s: Ms. Kramb, yes; Ms. orose Groomes, y 11 -022V
yes; Mr. Fishma es; Mr. Zimmerman, yes' nd Mr. Taylor, yes. ( API Non Use ( Area) variances
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The Hoard of Zoning Appeals took the following action at this meeting: 
1. Jelly Bean, lunction Learning Center 5105 Post Road

09. 005V Use Variance

Proposal: Permit day child care and tutoring services for 150 children within

No

an existing building that are not permitted in the CC, Community

No

Commercial District. The site is located on the south side of Post

No

Road, approximately 560 feet west of the intersection with Kilgour

No

Place. 

Request: Request for review and recommendation of a use variance to the
City of Dublin Zoning Code Section 153. 028 under tltn provisions
of Section 153. 231( H). 

Applicant: Jei' fery Roby, Roby Holding Co. L.L. C. 
Planning Contact: Steve Langwottby, Director and Ryan Pilewski, Planning

Assistant. 

Contact Information: 614) 410 -4600, stangworthy@dublin. oh.us or
rpilewski@dublin,oh.us. 

MOTION: Keith Blosser made a motion, seconded by Drew Skillman, to recommend approval
of this use variance to City Council. 

VOTE: 0- 5. 

RESULT: This Variance application was disapproved. 

RECORDED VOTES: 
Drew Skillman No

Bangalore Shankar No

Keith AIosser No

Sean Cotter No

Victoria Newell No

STAFF Cl?RTIFICA; TION

Se Langwordty
Director

11 -022V
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DUBLIN BOARD OF ZONING APPEALS

MELTING MINUTES

FEBRUARY 26, 2009

Griot

L Jelly Been Jun n Learning Center
09r006V

i

Rangalore enkar called the mcu tfg to order at 7: 00 p. tAither members
aPentatives

r`,vere Keith

Blosser can Cotter, Draw Ski Aan, and Victoria Vviv . City of Dublin iv wets

St csv angwoethy, Tammy lbblc- !:lading, Rachel S hor, and Flora Roger, . 

th

es; 

r to approve the lttuu try 22, 2009, mmtoig
Mr. Skillmaq/ yyes; Mr. Blosser, yas, / its. 

6100 Post

Use Vat

Motion and Vote I / 

Bangalore Sftet ar made a motion, satti try Kei
rdaoM. T h to was as fotlaws: r. Skilltnaa, 

Masser, 9; and Mr. Shattkar, y ( Approved 5 — 0, 

Mjpdon and Vote

fr. Shenker made a n
minut/

nbutioneasoatn

correct

Newel

Mr. Spresented

sari co

Kr. Blossar thanked
that through the yc# z

afion, secotuied by M al

The vote Wag 88 lows: 

yes; and Mr. S nkar, yes. 

Kcaxbcr Keith Blosser
the Soard from AariW

Board members and aanial
efforts had donsji4ttle good. 

Illosst dtoaceept flee accwnenta• ratty the

i4l dyFla veall, yeas; Mr. Co* yeas; Mr. 

r
d

prtwex! Y 0.) 

fa plaque acknowle ag his serviceIt

7February

for thei said that he hoped

t. Jelly Haan Junction Learning Center 310".1 Post Road
09 -003V Uw Vninee

Mr. Shankar swore in those who intended to speak in regard to this cane, including the applicant, 
Jessica Roby ofRoby Holding Company LLC, and City representatives. 

Steve Langworthy explained that a use variance by definition, would permit a use not otherwise
allowed in the zoning district in which the property is looated. He seal if approved, this

slrplloation would permit a commercial childcare nad tutoring finoility with the capacity of up to

11 -022V
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150 children. He said the Board will, as a result of the action tonight, submit a recommendation

to City Council for Its final action. 

Mr. Langworthy pointed out that a memo from the Law Director' s office had been provided
which indicated that while City Council may consider both the recommendation of the Board and
the use variance review standards in the Code, they are not bound by them; that they may make
the decision based upon factors that they deemed to be reasonable. He said unlike the non -use
variance, where some standards can be met and others must be met, all review standards for a

use variance must be met in order to recommend approval to City Council. 

Mr. Langworthy presented photographs showing the Bob Evans restaurant located to the east of
this site; the Red Roof Inn to the west, Embassy Suites across SR 161 , and the MAO and the

T'oy Barn dealerships across the street. He said the site is zoned CC, Community Commercial, as
are the surrounding sites. Mr. Iangworthy stated the site has a shared drive off Post Road. He
said the playground area is located on the side of the building which borders the Red Roof Inn, 
Mr, Langworthy said Planning was not concerned about the playground location near the Red
Roof Inn, because typically, in the daytime when the children would be outside not many guests
are in their rooms sleeping. He presented plans of the proposed drop- otiand playground areas. 

Mr. Langworthy said Planning in evaluating this use variance application, analyzed the review
criteria and found that: 

1. The site was flat and had suitable accessibility and that there are no existing physical
conditions that would preclude its use as zoned. 

2. The proposed use would not alter the character of the area and was appropriate because it

had no effects that would disrupt the surrounding use of the properly, given the comment
about the Red Roof Inn. 

3. The land could be used for a wide range of uses otherwise allowed in the zoning district. 
4. The request as submitted is not based on the inability of the applicant to use the property

as permitted in the CC District but is based solely on the applicant' s desire to not wait on
the outcome of a proposed zoning amendment. 

Mr. Langworthy explained that there was a little ` mca culpa' because a Code amendment that
would permit this use through a conditional use process was reviewed by the Planning and
Zoning Commission ( PZC) and briefly before City Council. He said it was expected that the
Code amendment may be approved at the Council meeting in March or the first meeting in April
and if approved, the applicant could submit for a conditional use request. Mr. Langworthy said
that Planning felt that the better process would be for the applicant to wait for the amendment to
be approved, and then apply for the conditional use. He said it had been indicated to the
applicant that based on the conditional use criteria that Planning would probably support this use
in this location when reviewed by the PZC. 

Mr. Langworthy said that it is Planning' s opinion that the application does not meet the criteria
provided in Section 153. 23 1 ( fD( 3) of the City of Dublin Zoning Code and therefore recommends
that the Board recommend disapproval of this application to City Council. 

Mr. Shankar asked how ` school' was defined in the Code. Mr. Langworthy explained that a
school had to be certified by the State, and there were different varieties of schools. He said that

11 -022V
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was separate and apart from a daycare operation, Mr. Langworthy said that Planning had made
the determination that this was not a school. 

Jessica Roby, the applicant, said she did not understand why they had to go through this process
because she knows they arc not going to meet criteria A, C, and D. She said they had been
working on this' since November and been delayed * om getting on the City Counoil agenda for
months, She said they were sitting with a vacant lot which looked horrible' fb the City of
Dublin. She said they stns losing money because they have nothing there, She said when it goes
to City Council, they will have to do another conditional use application which was another

2,200 or more to add to their expense, She said it was crazy that they could put a strip olub on
the site which was a permitted use as it was currently zoned, but they could not have a childcare
center. She asked for sympathy and understanding that they want to fill this building, but the
building needs a lot of interior work, and they did not want to begin it until they are approved. 
She asked for the Board' s assistance. 

Victoria Newell said she appreciated Ms. Roby' s honesty and realized that she was in a tough
position; however, the Board had to abide by the regulations that arc in place. Site said even in
Ms. Roby' s own twthnony, she realized that there was not a, case' for requesting this variance. 

Ms. Roby reiterated that shay did not understand why they wore told to pay the $ 2,200 by
Planning, when Planning knew that the Board had to disapprove the request. 

Ms. Newell said although she could not speak for Planning, she thought they probably felt an
obligation to inform the applicant what the options were, She said in asking for the variance, 
Planning must inform thorn of that option and Planning would be amiss if they did not provide
the application information on all of the courses of options that would be available. 

Mr. Shankar said the Board can only make recommendations based on what had already been
stipulated. He said he did not feel comfortable with a childcare cattier use on this site unless

there was smenitrg for satoty and protection because it was surrounded by SR 161 and
busine008. 

Soon Cotter asked if the use variance can would be placed on the next City Council Agenda. 

Mr. Langworthy explained the use variance could go to City Council on the second March
agenda, He said City Council is also reviewing a Code amendment to allow childcare as a
conditional use in the Community Commercial District. He said if Council passes the

amendment, then a condition use application will go to the PZC for review and approval. 

Mr. Blosser asked if the Board were to recommend disapproval on the use variance tonight, and

City Council would disapprove It, would that shirt the door on them. 

Mr. Langworthy said although the use variance process is one that is available to everyone
should they choose to take advantage of It, Planning is not encouraging applicants to take that
route. He said Planning was indicating that they are or should be difficult to got approved. He
said that Planning would make the point to City Council that they did not have a particular
objection to the use, this is largely procedural in nature, and they were not interested in having
everyone bypass the ordinance to come to City Council, when a rezoning or amendment to the
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zoning code to allow uses would be an available procedure. Tic said Planning is trying to reserve
use variances for those properties in a difficult situation, and there was not a good district they
could be placed that would matte sense. 

Mr. Skillman asked if Mr. Langworthy was confident that City Council would install a Code
amendment to allow a conditional use. 

Mr. Langworthy explained that the Code amendment was delayed at the City Council level and
had not yet been back to them, 

Mr. Cotter asked if City Council could forgo the hoard' s recommendation where was that
included in the Code. 

Mr. Langworthy said there was actually no guidance in the Code whatsoever for City Council, 
aad they do not have to follow the same criteria that the Board does, but can use whatever
criteria they deem as long as It is reFwonable, lie said the amendment does not depend on this
application. 

Mr. Shankar asked if the Code was not changed, but this use variance was approved by City
Council, would it set a precedent. 

Mr. Langworthy explained that the precedent would only apply if the standards were ignored and
some other criteria were used. He said then, the applicants would have the right to have that
criteria applied to their request as well. He said by using a consistent set of criteria each
individual case can be looked at in different circumstances, Iocations, or other situations and a
different decision can always be reached. 

Mr. Skillman said after studying the Code, he knows the hoard is obligated to follow the Code
and not issue a use variance, however he wished he could. 

Mr. Blosser reiterated that hu agreed with Mr. Skillman and Mr. Shankar in that the Board was
bound by the Code. He said the project had merit and he would love to see it happen and he had
the feeling that it would. 

Motion and Vote

Keith Slosser made the inotion to recommend approval of this use variance to City Council, Mr. 
Skillman seconded the motion. 

The vote was as follows, Ms. Nowell, no Mr. Cotter, no; Mr. Skillman, no; Mr. Shankar, no; 
and Mr. Blosscr, no. ( Motion failed 0 - 5). 

Mr. Shankar and the other Board members wished Mr. Blosser the best for the mission he was
undertaking. 

Tha .meeting was adjourned at 7: 34 p.m. 

Libby Iran
Administrative Assistant
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Me, t3rautigem led that en the pilot pro)eot staff has been very OexIpfie in regard to the
kind of trash larners used, They havo' wcrrked NADt residents torat oratmodata their
needs with 3, 0-1, or 95 -gaiton conlaipers. Not Ailing in the garlgo has not been a
problem either of the pilot areas, 

Mr einor rnovod for passag f the :.amended Ordlnanca 50. 03. 
i . Salay seconded ciao n Iron. 

i

a a nn iho motion: Arts. SatayY yes: Mr. Leckilder, y6s; Mr, Reiner, yes; Mr. Keenan, yes: 

Mayor Chionicl- XuerCtlCr. yes; tvtr h, tc Cash, yes; Mrs. Boring, yes. 

RE ?0NINGS ' / 

me Clark roa / iw litices of Ordinances/ 84- 03 ( Arrianded), t08. 03'( Amanded), 109 -03
IAn ) mid 119 -03 into the record
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Ordinance 1011. 03 (Amended) 

Rezoning 50 Parcels Comprising an Area of Approximately 400 Acres as Annexed
from Washington Township between 1985 and 1989, Southeast of 1. 270. West of
Oublln Road, North of Rings Road, to: CC, Communtty Commercial, OLYR, Office, 
Laboratory and Research, SO, Suburban Office and Institutlonsk and U. Lindlied
Industrial Districts. ( Case No. 03 -099Z - inner Circle 1. 270, Commercial Area

Rezoning) 
Mr. Gunderman stated that this Is the inner circle commercial area. There was no
particular discussion on these, except for the LI district. It was pointed out that If
changes were considered to this, much of the development pattern In the area would be

non - conforming, 

Ord co 109 -03 (Amended) 
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The Planning and Zoning Commission took the following action at this meeting: 

3. Area Rezoning 03 -0992 - Inner Circle I -270 Commercial Area Rezoning
Location: 46 parcels comprising an area of approximately 411 acres as annexed from
Washington Township between 1965 and 1969, southeast of 1 - 270, west of Dublin Road, 
north of Rings Road. 

Request: Review and approval of ordinance to establish Dublin CC, Community
Commercial, OLR, Office, Laboratory, and Research, SO, Suburban Office and
Institutional and LI, Limited Industrial Districts. 

Property Owners: ( To the LI District) OCLC Online Computer library Center Inc., 
6565 Frantz Road; OCLC Online Computer Library Center Inc, 5000 Post Road; 
Midwestern Enterprises LLC, 6540 Frantz Road; ( To the OLR Distrkt) Delphinsus

Associates LLC, 5151 Blazer Parkway; Ashland Oil & Refining Tax Dept., P,O. Box
14000, Lexington, Kentucky 40512; Metro Medical LLC Bradford Investment Co, 5050

Blazer Parkway; William and Lujean Bay, 5178 Paul G. Blazer Parkway; City Of
Dublin, clo Jane S. Brautigam, 5200 Emerald Parkway; Great Lakes Reit L P, 655 S. 
Metro Place Road; Great Lakes Reit L P, 823 Commerce Drive, Suite 300, Oakbrook, 

Illinois 60523; Randal Garvey, 5142 Paul G. Blazer Parkway; Susan Park, 5158 Paul G. 
Blazer Parkway; Kendall - Dublin LLC, 5100 Rings Road; Pizzuti Properties, 2 Miranova
Place, Suite 800, Columbus, Ohio 43215; Duke Construction LP, 5600 Blazer Parkway, 
Suite 100; Tugys Ltd.; and National Tax Scarch LLC, PO Box 81290, Chicago, Illinois

60681 -0290. (To the CC District) Dublin Plaza LP, 225 W. Bridge Street; Dublin Plaza

LP, 221 W. Bridge Street; Heartland Bank, 6500 Frantz Road; Carolyn Nash, 220

Bridge Street; Carolyn Nash, 252 Monsacrat Drive; Host Restaurants, 5175 Post Road; 

NRS Equities, 5131 Post Road; Red Elm LLC, 5125 Post Roado 43017; Realty Income
Corp., P. O. Box 460069, Escondido, Ca 92046; West Bridge Street Associates, 200 W. 
Bridge Street; 5151 Post Road LLC, 5151 Post Rd.; Mid - America Properties, 5105 Post
Rd..; Bef Reit Inc, 5067 Post Rd; 'Brentlinger Real Estate Company LLC, 5035 Post
Rd.; Cooker Restaurant Corp, 5000 Upper Metro Place; Dublin Suites Inc, 5100 Upper
Metro Place; Live Oak Properties Ltd, c/o Ohio Equities LLC, 605 S. Front SOt Suite
200, Columbus, Ohio 43215; Krisjal LLC, 9011 Fields, Ertel Road, Cincinnati, Ohio

45249; Richard Roby, 5200 Post Road; First American Tax L J Melody Co Inc., P. O. 
Box 560807, Dallas, Texas 75356 -0807; and Sullivan Acquisition LLC, 218 W. Bridge
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PLANNING AND ZONING COMMISSION
RECORD OF ACTION

JANUARY 8, 2004

3. Area Rezoning 03 -0992 - Tuner Circle I -270 Commercial Area Rezoning
Street. ( To the SO Diattict) 250 Bridge Croup. All addresses are located In Dublin, 
Ohio 43017 Was otherwise # 0100

Applicant: City of Dublin„ c/ o Jane S. Brautigam, City Manager, 5200 Emerald
Parkway, Dublin, Ohio 43017. 
Staff Contact: Anne Wanner, Planner. 

MOTION: To approve this area rezoning because it will provide an appropriate Dublin zoning
classification for land within the City limits to provide for the effective administration of
development standards, procedures, etc., and will maintain the established development pattern

that has been in place for many years and establishes land uses consistent with those listed in the
Community Plan. 

VOTE: 7. 0. 

RESULT: This area rezoning was approved. It will be forwarded to City Council with a
positive recommendation. 

STAFF CERTIFICATION

Frank A. Ciarochi

Acting Planning Director

Page 2 of 2
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Dublin Planning and Zoning Commission
Minutes - January 8, 2004
Page 10

Messineo made a motion to approve s area rezoning because it will provide an appropriate
Du bit oning classification for land witht v City limits to provide for the effective
administrah devclopment standards, procedures, % lc., and will maintain the established

development pattern t has been in place for many years, a'ttd. -stabiishes land uses consistent
with those listed in the Coo utity Plan. Mr. Zimmerman sevon is motion, and the vote

was as " ollows, Mr, Gerthcr abstau cenuSe: his wife owned a property t s area far which
lie grand ii mortgage, M*. 1 mint }, Yes, Ms, no; Mr. Sprague, yes; Mr. Sane - no; Mr. 

Zimmerman, yes; and Mr. Messineo, ycs. ( Approve - 1,) 

3. Area Rezoning 03. 099I - dinner Circle 1. 270 Commercial Area Rezoning
Anne Wanner said this area rezoning is comprised of 46 parcels totaling approximately 411
acres. Most of the parcels are located on the inside of I -270. Properties listed in this application

include s everal c ommercial, r etail, a nd office a stablishments, i ncluding A shland Incorporated, 
Embassy Suites, and OCLC. She showed au aerial slide indicating the proposed zonings. The
zones proposed for these properties are: OLR, Office Laboratory Research District; LI, Limited
Industrial District; CC, Community Commercial District; and SO, Suburban Office and
Institutional District, She said these parcels have been shown on the Dublin Zoning Map for the
last 15 to 20 years and the parcels range in size from 0. 5 acre to 40 acres. The Post Road

properties that are being rezoning are located on the south side. She said the MAG Dealerships
and the Field of Corn arc also included in this application, 

These sites were annexed into Dublin between 1965 and 1969. Ms. Wanner said an

informational meeting was held and several property owners attended. She had also spoken to

property owners by phone, Ms. Wanner said staff is recommending approval of this application. 

Ms. Reiss asked why LI was wanted along the freeway. Mr. Gerber said for the same reason
given for the previous case. She said if the Commission recommended this, someone could

comae in tomorrow and put light industrial there, 

Ms. Wanner said those two parcels were fully developed with LI development standards as the
OCLC Campus. The sideyards and rear yards are dictated by the building height and depth. She
said t he d evelopment s tandards are n of as s trict in t he LI District as they are i n S 0 or 0 LR
Districts. If something different was assigned to these parcels, it could potentially create non - 
conforntities for OCLC that do not exist today. 

Mr. Gerber made the motion to approve this area rezoning because it will provide an appropriate
Dublin zoning classification for land within the City limits to provide for the effective
administration of development standards, procedures, etc., will maintain the established

development pattem that has been in place for many years and establish land uses consistent with
those listed in the Community Platt, Mr. Zimmerman seconded the motion, and the vote was as
Follows: Mr. Messineo, yes; Mr. Sancholm, y6s; Mr. Sprague, yes; Ms. Boring, yes; Ms. Reiss, 
yes; Mr. Zimmenman, yes; and Mr. Gerber, yes. ( Approved 7 -0.) 
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RECORD OF PROCEEDINGS

Nlinutcs.of— _ 

September 15, 2090 Page 6

of Ilte nlrxl 1 0, pu+lfe hiotbwsiding. f second corn ont rof . $ to the fulurc

prQ! of' Qor 0 Health, Cardinal hoc can 499110400 In ttlnrina purauing acyuisillons

ao"orWnip4S to bring a illunai employses to Uu .' those annual

manes are Wersfore d _ nest to enwwrege ikon dimot ihot foyers or 41 n

e Cardinal reaches bilsl, ed taryst income I withholdings, as outUnot

nt, snytMnQ over d above will be provided them in the form ol inca ve

ile Intent is 111e hen Cerdlnal has the tunny to expand, they aifl expand
ed upon the ntives offered to the pany for bringing

an
1

Dublin. is can potentially provide significant increase ial Income
tax revenues and ac leralo their need to begi slruction on the next , providing

additional service ayrnents from the existin IF and allowing accaier; jidon of the

l construction of raid Parkway east of Q' ( side Drive. r

nd (

noted that the provision fndicate that these psyrn gnts are to be made solely
revenues. lie askedfur(her clarification. 

responded that in ay61 the City' s economic dayeilopmoni agreements, an
re made from non ttix revenues. This rolate v[o ce rtain rastriciions trio d upon

s, Non tax ravgrtuas Inckxfe such Hems cis' rnloresi income, build Its. 

teituras frory ourls. Language Is inctu 6d regarOng carry forwa:701/aorevenues

r balances

not paid to cover a sitga ion where in a given you here are not suMcient n

to fund the paymonolo Cardinal. At this time. ch a situation is not anti ` led. but this is a

standard provisiootontained in econwiuc d ciopmanl agreements f a Ctty. 
Mr, /

Odgeby
ed it staff Is camfortabta n with adding this obfig

Mspionded Ihat ttte annual p is a protection for the as wall. She does no

antroblems with avaitab non• tax revenues, based pnn the City' s history.  

Thaecond readir, blic hearing at the Octo 6 Council meeting. f

ZONING . 
Ordnance 107. 03

Establishing Dublin oning for 119 Pair ale mprlsing an Area of Approximately
89 Attire as At d froth Franklin Coun and Washington Tow,rrfthip between
1861 anti 1060. rith of R nge Road, 8 h of West Orldps Streit, Rast of Frantz
Road, Want of a $ slob River To; tin R• 2, Limited Suburban Residential and
R• 4, 3uburb Reatdential nsttrlct ( Case No. 03- OOOZ - inl( ttr Ckds 1. 270 Residonli

Old ilubitn ton Rezoning) 
Mr. 

K5'r,61('0g, (
bar introduced the anco and moved raferr4t fO Planning & Zoning

Con W. 

Mr , seconded the m ton. 
Vdte on the t' n• Mrs. ` g, yes; Mr, Kranstu , yes; Mr. Relner, yes; Me hlnnid• 

ucrcher. yes, Mayor ash, yes; Mr. Lecklider as: Ms. Salay, yes. 

Ordinance 108-03

Reaoning 46 Parcels Comprising an Area of Approximately 411 Acres as Annexed
from Washington Township between 1988 and 1969, Southeast of 1. 270, West of
Dublin Rose, North of Rings Road, To: CC, Community Commercial, OLR, Office, 
Laboratory and Research, 80, Suburban Office and Institutional and U, Limited
Industrial Districts. ( Cass No. 03- 0992 - Inner Circle 1 - 270 Commercial Area Rezoning) 
Mr, Kraneluber introduced the ordinance and moved referral to Planning & Zoning
Commission. 
Mr. Reiner seconded the moron. 

Vote an the motion: Mr. Kranstuber, yea; Me. Solay, yes; Mrs. Boring, yes: Mr. Lecldider, 
yes; Me. ChinnlckZuercher, yes: Mayor McCash, yes; Mr. Reiner. yes. 

Ordinance 1 3

Rezoning P co/

ho

ing an o of Approximately 13 trot as Annexed

from Fire tin CWashi on Township botwee 80 and 1995, Scutt

of t -27 , eat of RI , North of Hayden Run cad, To: Dublin R -1, 

Res ctod Subuo at Olstrlct. ( Case No. 10t5Z- Inner Circle 1. 27

R idenUal South Area Rezoning) 
r. Kranstuber ino ordinance and move eferral to Planning Ing

Commission. 
Mr, Rainer Auuun tion, 

Mrs,, Boring, yoo; Mayo crash, yes; Mrs. 
Plainer, yes; Mr, Lac, ( tor, yes; Ms. Chinni

Mr, 
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C I T Y O F D U B L I N

Olfiae of COY Manage, 

XnjM'E8 OT 11lot n

DONZO PIiN1ING AM BMW= CMEtSUM

WAC8 B, 1990

1- 810eoial Permit 89- 013 - Chi s Aestaor. at
9. Special Pe SP90 - 003 - Just or Peet - Dublin lllage Center III

3. Condition& so Application - 002 - Progres ve Rent- A- Car - ndy' s
Intern& nal, Inc. r' 

4. Rezaai Application 7900? - Sivad Invaa nt Company
S. Deve peiont Plea - Stako Phro Inaaranoa Perisreter Canter
6. lopwat Plan - Mo6onald' s - Perim& r Center
7. n& 1 Plat - Heath err Glen, Seatien 2

Th6

Devalopsent Platy`- Hank One - Per ter Center

meeting of,-'t'h'e Dublin Plan g and zoning C scion was called order

at 7135 p. m./ by vice - chairman elvia. Other ssion members i attendance

vow were Mr. " rose, Mr. BerJJ4, Mr. Kranstuber, r. Leffler, and Manus. 
Staff M are in attendanc. d were Mr. Bowman Ma. Clarke, Mr. Ilia, Mr. Mack, 
Mr. J es, Ma. Jordan, 1 d. Laitaell and M . Banchefsky. Mr Bowman introducgd
Mr, orry Foegler, rep ntly hired as Our fn' s Development irector. 

Or. Banchefsky a ounced that Oubli is experiencing sanitary sewer ism, 
and the Ohio 8ny frronmental Protoc Agency has i oked a ban. He 3 ted that
the Ccamissio could review an

Lou

pprove plans as dvuall however, t a approval

does not entitle an applicanoo connect into lin' s sanitary wer system. 

While 7thh6t y is enrrenti nder a building an, the apeeifi on the extent
me the are being rev and with the OEP Mr. Bauchefak assured everyone
that ity is workig to expediently solve the ieaua. 

lowing the r011 ,411, Mr. Manus ded for approval f the minutes of Clio
4er ebruary 8, 1990 ublin Planning 1 Zoning Comasis on meeting. The Lion

was seconded byHr. Kranstuber, the vote was follows, Mr. R ling. year
Mr. Kranstub . yes Mr. Leffl , yeal Mr. Mann , year Mr. Amoro , year Mrs. 
Melvin, ye . ( Approved 6- 0) 

1. Special Perait 8289 - 013 - Chi Chile Restawant

Ms. Clarke presented slides of the site and surrounding area along with
information regarding the proposal as contained in the staff Report dated
March 8, 1990. The proposal is to install an eight -foot diameter, satellite

dish antenna on the roof of Chi Chi' s Restaurant which is located on the south
side of Post Road. The dish will be located inside the six -foot high parapet
walls which serve to screen the rooftop area. The proposal appears to address
both the spirit and the letter of Dublin' s Special Permit regulation, and
Staff recommended approval. 

6665 Codman Road Dublin, Ohio 43017 a 11 -022V
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Minutes of Meeting, March 8, 1990

Dublin Planning and Zoning Commission
Page 2

Mr. Anthony Goldberg of Multivisions, the applicant, stated that an

engineering site drawing showing the elevation of the dish antenna and the
height of the parapet has been prepared. He stated that the drawing
represents that the dish will Act be visible by someone sitting in a car on
either US 33 / SR 161 or Post Road. 

Mr. Leffler asked about the proposed color of the dish antenna. Mr. Goldberg
replied that it will be a black mesh material but noted that Chi Chi' s has

agreed that the dish could be painted to match the color of the parapet if the

City so desires. 

Mr. Amoroso noted concern about the severe prunning of the Code required landscape
screening materials at the Chi Chi' s Restaurant. He stated that he had called

Chi Chi' s to request that a representative attend the meeting to address his
concerns. Mr. Goldberg stated that he will have Chi Chi' s manager deliver a letter

which states Chi Chile commitment to comply with Dublin' s prunning ordinance. 

Mr. Amoroso moved for approval of the Special Permit subject to the condition

that no prunning is to be done on the perimeter landscaping at the Chi Chi' s
site. The motion was seconded by Mr. Manus, and the vote was as follows. 

Mrs. Melvin, yeal Mr. Kranstuber, yes; Mr. Berlin, yes; Mr. Manus, yes; 

Mr. Leffler, yeel Mr. Amoroso, yea. ( Approved 6 - 0) 

Discussion ensued among Commission members about code enforcement or
development issues being tied to subsequent plan approvals. 

2. Syee;UI t SP90 - 003 Ju for I"eet - uubli illog s Con or III

Ms. CIA presented slides the site ace! our ending area as wel as

iAfo ion regarding the ropoeal as contai in the Staff Ra dated

Ma 8, 1990. The pr oral is to erect ac rowel- mounted, to cot diameter, 

sh - type dish ante; at Just for Peet thin the recently pproved Phase tit
of Dublin Village, ai:' enter. The dish i to be painted the a beige accent c: c or

as the center, ; dd it will be loca behind the build along the west / 

elevaZindinq
n the proposed se ice area just sou of the existing Office

Ameri Staff suppor the proposal wit additional screensng by
eithe or evergree trees to impro ve v ws from Village Parkway into
the s a. 

r

Bill Adams, repr . eating Drexel Dev pmont Corp., distri: uted to Commiasiow' 
members a reducod an showing the p1ja ement of the natal to dish antenna. ice

stated that a pp posed future rotap building on Villager Parkway will screed views
into this ser ice area. Mr. Ad. of stated his agreecrtprtt with the conditiq
that addit h evergreens be p laead along Villagq., Parkway temporarily,{ 
however, lane for a future bUlding will include( mounding and landscaping
along llage Parkway sim r to that in place along Dublin Cant Drive. 

Mr. ems stated that a dish is necessitated by the lack of 94ble television
vice in this area o accommodate the store' s merchandis//ing/ Program. 

Mr. Berlin move for approval of th Special Permit fo56ust for Peet with the
condition th the existing acre ng is augmented byadditional evergreen
trees. Mr m Mosel aeconded t motion, and the v e was as follows: Mr. 

Berlin, s; Mr. Leffler, ye t Mr, Amara e, yes Mr. Manus, yea; Mrs. Melvin, 

yes; dcxanatubor yes. Approved 6 - 0) 
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VILLAGE OF D U 0 L I N
6665 Coffman Road

Dublin, Ohio 43017

PLANNING AND ZONING COMMISSION / RECORD OF ACTION

MEETING DATE: October 2, 1984

CASE: McKitrick Plat - post Road

COMMISSION ACTION: Mrs. Headlee moved that the Plat br^ 
Approved

approved with the following conditions: Disapproved
I. That the landscaping will be the same as the Red Ra_3r' Inn

scheme on Post Road. 
Approved

2. That the setback at the corner of Frantz Road be extenolih Condition
15' for a total of 501. --- 

3. That the frontage treatment be consistent
4. That the building setback on the S. R. 161 side of lot # 3
1. will be xtPnded to 901 - - 

5. That the developers have agreed to construct one additional lane in the
2- 

vicinity. 

6. That the recommendations of the Village Planner written in his Staff Report
3. be included- Thase va--omendetions are as fultowas

a. That the intersection be found to be able to bear the additional
4• tra is — 

b. That the curb cut configuration be found adequate. 
c. That the developer agree to make the temporary improvements needed

AGREEMENTS: to make the roadway work. 
d. That the landscaping along the road frontages be made uniform with

additional landscaping at the corner. 
e. - That some measure of architectural continuity be demonstrated to sedate

what is to be a very busy intersection. 

Mr. Berlin seconded the motion. 

VOTE: 

2nd

JCes Berlin

Yes Callahan
1st
Y.. Headlee

Jezerinac

AbsS= Macklin

y., S Miller

Yac Reiner

Chai rmzn

t74
Date
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Minutes of Weeting
Planning nd Zoning Commissio: 
Octobe 2, 1984

Pa Eight

Mr. Miller menti ed the extension of uirfield Drive, and t was determined

that no one ca do anything aboutft Orr property exc, r the Village of Dub

Mr. Calla n mentioned that th' Plan is a drastic provement and much

superio to the approved plap/ that now exists, an the traffic flow ha hcen

addre . eci as best it can b! 

Helman said that M'e cost of capital it r ovementa of the 04"plaan, with

improvements, would,, 4xceod the cast of tPd new plan. 

F

Counsel told Mr Jazarinae that onlyAtortions of the P. U,. T') could be approved
until the ro system( s) is / are developed.^ ( The link he' tween 14uirfield pri
and Brand ad i9 made, e. g.). 

Mr. Re' er moved to table rjye Earlington Subdivisl on request for 30 d s, 

sug sted that Mrs. Hea9 a discuss with Counc, el the possibility of urchasing
t piece of property rd provide the link. 4ti( also the possibil' y of bike path

nderpasses be invesLigatrd. As part of t•tte motion Mr. Smith d Mr. Helman agreed

to meet with interjAted private citizetW on Thursday, Octobe /

Mr. 

t 7: 00 P. . 

in Council ChambjvYs. It will not be a meeting of the Com " : siiller

seconded the mdtion. The vote was( s follows: Mr. Berl no; han, es; 

Mrs. Headlee,` yes; Mr. Jezerinacy / yes; Mr. Miller, ye Mr. 

ReMr. ReiAr moved to table the "Brandon Subdivision equest for Mr. Miller

seconded the motion. The / ote was as follows: Berlin, no; han, yes; 

Mr$- Headlee, yes; Mr. > zerinac, yes; Mr. M' er, yes; Mr. Re. 
F

There was a give ,rdinute recess. 

F' 

i

r

Mr. Sesexi a announced that 1h next E' lanning and 7, ing Gommi$ sion Meet' u

will be sld Wednesday, Nove r 7. 19$ 4 at 7; 00 P ( Tuesday: Nouemt ii, 

1. 984 Election Day.) 

McKitrick Plat — Post Road

The area is approximately 6. 5 acres of a 22 acre tract bounded by Post Road, 
Frantz Road and U. S. 33 / S. R. 161. The applicant is proposing to create three
lots; the uses for the lots going west from the corner would be a bank, a

Bob Evans Restaurant, and a Chi Chi' s Restaurant. Mr. Bowman mentioned that

because the remaining portion of the 22 acres has been split, Ohio Revised

Code requires that for the three lot splits on the 6. 5 acres the remaining
ground must be platted. 

Mr. Bowman made the following comments and observations regarding the plat: 
1. An agreement was made some time ago with Mr. McKitrick ( when some right - 

of --way was taken from Mr. McKitrick) that two curb cuts would be

identified for the entire 20 acres. 
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Minutes of Meeting
Planning and Zoning Commission
October 2, 1984

Page Nine

2. At issue were the splits themselves; what operational needs will be

required to make the intersection work as well as the curb cut; 

identifying some of the setbacks, some of the landscaping, and even some

compatibility of building styles. 
3. Lot # 1 is to be used by Chi Chi' s Restaurant. 

Lot # 2 is to be used by Bob Evans Restaurant. 
Lot # 3 will probably be a financial institution. The lot has been deed

restricted against a future restaurant use. 

4. The curb cut is located between lots 1 and 2. 

5. The developers. have agreed to construct a frontage road. 

6. An engineering study has been done but was not available to be presented
at the meeting. 

7. The developers have agreed to build a lane that will be a through lane to

accommodate a turn lane into these three uses. 

8. As regards the traffic study from an operational standpoint two issues, 
must be addressed: 

a. what will it take to make the use work, 

b. to take a larger look at the intersection itself — what improvements

will have to be done' to the intersection to accommodate future land

uses. It will probably involve two more lanes on the Frantz Road
intersection. Most of the traffic goes to the I -270 outerbelt. 

Eventually there will have to be two left turn lanes into Post Road
as well as two right turn lanes out of Post Road. 

9. Probably the worst configuration at the intersection is the loop of Frantz
Road that goes north into the OCLC site. 

10. In the short term the improvements suggested to the developers ( which they
have agreed to create) will be a temporary solution until Post Road is
widened from at least i61 to the bridge. 

11. Lot # 3 is a peninsular lot, very difficult to develop. 
12. The site plan submitted shows a 10' building parking setback line. 

Chi Chi' s setback line is 95' and Bob Evans' is 70'. The parking, however, 

comes up to the 10' line. 

13. Additional landscaping is being suggested on the 10' line to be consistent

with the Red Roof Inn site around the corner, and be picked up at the
corner with a hedge row. The developers have also agreed that there will
be 25' of landscaping from the new right —of —way. 

14. Red Roof Inn will not use the service road. 

Mr. Harrison Smith said that he felt that mounding works better than hedge in
Landscaping because of the potential littering problems associated with hedges. 
Concern was raised regarding the diversity of architectural styles. Mr. 

Smith, at Mr. Bowman' s request, said that the Bob Evans Restaurant will be

built of brick. 

Mrs. Headlee and other Commission members hoped that the structures would be

compatible and offer some continuity of design. 

11 -022u
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Minutes of Meeting
Planning and Zoning Commission
October 2, 1984

Page Ten

Mr. Miller thanked Mr. Bowman for his work on the traffic pattern and said
that he felt this was the beat that can be done. 

Mrs. He4dlea moved that the Plat be approved with the following cqqditiQn5; 
1. That the landscaping will be the game As the Red pqof Inn scheme on

Post Road. 

2. That the setback At the corner of Frantz Road be extended 15' ( feet) for

a total of 50, ( feet). 
3. That the frontage treatment be consisrent. 
4. That the building setback on the S. R. 161 side of lot # 3 will be extended

to 201. 

5. That the developers have agreed to construct one additional lane in the
vicinity of the curb cut on Post Road. 

6. That the recommendations of the Village Planner written in his Staff
Report to Commission members be included. Those recommendations are as
follows. 

A. That the intersection be found to be able to bear the additional
traffic. 

B. That the curb cut configuration be found adequate. 
C. That the developer agree to make the temporary improvements needed

to make the roadway work. 
D. That the landscaping along the road frontages be made uniform with

additional landscaping at the corner. 
E. That some measure of architectural continuity be demonstrated to

sedate what is to be a very busy intersection. 
Mr. Berlin seconded the motion. The vote was 6- 0 in favor, 

CDO Raview" 4' Office Project - K aid Point. 

This is
jo,"t).65 acre tract tot 3,wed on the south side " West Dublin- GrZanvie Road

acrose . 0v otreor from Davi oad. Mr. Bowman rn 50 0 following coma] ts: 

o
I. , Ahis was to be an k4^'rmal review of the reel. Lt was rezone in two

t rphases in . sprit ani/ June of 1984. At: me the service r d concept
was identified; d beginning of that,, te rvticle road concept nnro the office

site now woul e developed. 

Mr. Bowman Z questions ing how the s2. V ised ons rega, ervice :1rl ad would be built, 
by whom, nd noted that thereAfe also some storm drXinage questionsb

Mr. 

y whom, h

Bowmanw

mm
an

i nvo , v

fateIn s e instances

involv

3. In s e the Vil al e has required devel pers to build appro
s eets And service driy4; in other instanc s"" they have required ly that
evelopers set aside " Ae land. 

The a I I '
r

4. developers werW' requesting a waiver curb and gutter. 
Mr. Bowman said Xat at issue at prey is. 1) the overall - oncept of
development, A 2) the disposition ,,4nd building of the rvice drives. 
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MEMORANDUM OX & DmiZOX 6r UNNm.. am

TO: Dublin Board of Zoning Appeals
Steve Langworthy, Director of Land Use and Long Range Planning

FROM: Jennifer Readler

Chris W. Michael

DATE: May 18, 2011

RE: Crown Fiat Non -Use Variances — Case No. 11 - 022V

Introduction

The Dublin Board of Zoning Appeals ( " BZA ") held a hearing on April 28, 2011 to
consider Applicant Crown Automotive Group' s ( " Crown ") proposal requesting two non -.use

area) variances for a site located at 5105 Post Road. Specifically, Crown is seeking variances
from the setback and parking space requirements of the Dublin Zoning Code so that it may
operate a Fiat car dealership on the site. After considering the application, staff has

recommended disapproval of the application. Crown disagreed with the recommendation at the

hearing and has submitted additional information in support of its request for the two non -use
variances. Some debate ensued at the previous hearing regarding the applicable standard for non- 
use variances. For the reasons set forth below, the Dublin Code sets forth the property " practical

difficulty standard, and the BZA has the capacity to disapprove the application Of course, ' the
BZA must independently weigh the criteria and come to its own conclusion with regard to the
two variance requests. 

Discussion

A. Ohio Law

The standard for determining whether to grant a variance differs depending on whether
the type of variance sought is a use variance or a non -use ( area) variance. A use variance

authorizes uses not expressly or impliedly permitted by the zoning code, whereas a non -use
variance deals with departures from frontage, setback, and other non -use requirements. An

applicant must establish that the denial of a variance will create an " unnecessary hardship" when
a use variance is sought. Kisil v. Sandusky, 12 Ohio St. 3d 30, 465 N. E. 2d 848 ( 1984). 

Conversely, a request for a non -use variance need not establish " unnecessary hardship," as it is

sufficient that the application show " practical difficulties." Id. 

Crown has applied for two non -use variances from the Dublin Zoning Code. The
application seeks a variance from the Code' s setback requirements and another from the City' s
mandate that automobile dealerships maintain certain minimum parking spaces. Consequently, 
Crown must establish that the Dublin Zoning Code would create " practical difficulties" should

the variances be denied. 
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The Ohio Supreme Court articulated the test for whether " practical difficulties" exist in
Duncan v. Middlefield, 23 Ohio St. 3d 83 ( 1986). The Court held that " practical difficulties" exist

whenever a non -use zoning requirement unreasonably deprives a property owner of a permitted
use of his property. Duncan at 86. The key to this standard is " whether the non -use zoning

requirement, as applied to the property owner in question, is reasonable." Id. 

Additionally, the Duncan Court adopted the following non - exhaustive factors to be
considered and weighted in determining whether a property owner seeking a non -use or area
variance has encountered " practical difficulties" in the use of its property: 

1. Whether the property in question will yield a reasonable return or whether there can
be any beneficial use of the property without the variance; 

2. Whether the variance is substantial; 

3. Whether the essential character of the neighborhood would be substantially altered or
whether adjoining properties would suffer a substantial detriment as a result of the
vanance; 

4. Whether the variance would adversely affect the delivery of government services; 

5. Whether the property owner purchased the property with knowledge of the zoning
restriction; 

6. Whether the problem can be solved by some manner other than the granting of a
variance; and

7. Whether the variance preserves the spirit and intent of the zoning requirement and
whether substantial justice would be done by granting the variance. 

Subsequent decisions have determined that all of the above factors should be considered

when reaching a decision where a non -use variance is at issue and no single factor is dispositive. 
See Hebeler v. Colerain Tp. Bd. of Zoning Appeals, 116 Ohio App.3d 182, 687 N.E.2d 324 ( 1St
Dist. Hamilton County 1997). However, failure to consider each of the factors separately does
not constitute reversible error. Krumm v. Upper Arlington City Council, 2006 - Ohio -2829 ( Ohio
Ct. App. 10th Dist. Franklin County 2006). Further, an agency' s decision will not be reversed if
a " preponderance of reliable, probative, and substantial evidence exists," and the burden rests

with the contesting party. Budd Co. v. Mercer, 14 Ohio App. 3d 269, 471 N. E. 2d 151 ( 1984). 

Notably, a recent court of appeals case held that a trial court' s failure to fully review all
factors considered by a municipal corporation' s board of zoning appeals was reversible error
when the court reviewed the board' s findings solely under Duncan. Redilla v. Avon Lake, 2010 - 
Ohio -4653 ( Ohio App. 9 Dist.). In Redilla, the zoning board denied an application for a non -use
variance from city frontage requirements. The city' s zoning code required, in addition to the
Duncan factors, that the board consider whether special circumstances existed on the land or as a
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result of the applicant' s actions. The trial court, in reversing the BZA' s decision, only analyzed
the board' s decision under the seven Duncan factors without considering the additional factors
prescribed by city code. On appeal, the Ninth District found this to constitute error. As

demonstrated by this case, Dublin can prescribe factors other than Duncan in setting forth the
standard for non -use variances. 

B. Dublin Zoning Code

The Dublin Zoning Code ( " Code ") vests the BZA with the authority to grant non -use
variances when practical difficulties exist that prevent a property owner from conforming with
the strict requirements of the Code. D. C. § 153. 231( C)( 3). Under Section 153. 231( H)( 2), the

BZA may approve a request for a non -use variance only in cases where there is evidence of
practical difficulty present on the property and certain additional findings are satisfied. These
additional findings require the BZA to make each of the following determinations: 

That special conditions and circumstances exist which are peculiar to the land or

structure involved and which are not applicable to other lands or structures in the

same zoning district whereby the literal enforcement of the requirements of this
chapter would involve practical difficulties. Special conditions or circumstances may
include: 

a. Exceptional narrowness, shallowness or shape of a specific property on the
effective date of this chapter or amendment; or

b. By reason of exceptional topographic or environmental conditions or other
extraordinary situation on the land, building or structure; or

c. By reason of the use or development of the property immediately adjoining
the property in question. 

2. That the variance is not necessitated because of any action or inaction of the
applicant. 

3. Granting the variance will not cause a substantial adverse effect to property or
improvements in the vicinity or will not materially impair the intent and purposes of
the requirement being varied or of this chapter. D.C. § 153. 23 1 ( H)( 2)( a). 

Additionally, the BZA must also make at least two of the following findings: 

1. That a literal interpretation of the provisions of the Zoning Code would not confer on
the applicant any special privilege or deprive the applicant of rights commonly
enjoyed by other properties in the same zoning district under the terms of this chapter. 

2. The variance request is not one where the specific conditions pertaining to the
property are so general or recurrent in nature as to make the formulation of a general
regulation for those conditions reasonably practicable. 
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3. The variance would not adversely affect the delivery of governmental services ( e.g., 

water, sewer, garbage). 

4. The practical difficulty could be eliminated by some other method, even if the
solution is less convenient or more costly to achieve. D. C. § 153. 231( 1-1)( 2)( b). 

Analysis

The above referenced provisions of the Dublin Zoning Code closely mirror the factors
articulated in Duncan for determining whether " practical difficulties" exist in the context of a
non -use variance. Counsel for Crown agreed in its letter to the BZA dated May 5, 2011 in which
it recognized that all but one of the Duncan factors were either expressly written into the Dublin
Zoning Code or applied in the same manner as Duncan. Further, the Duncan Court expressly
stated that the factors it articulated for determining whether " practical difficulties" exist are non- 
exhaustive suggesting that additional factors may be considered when ruling on a request for a
non -use variance, as was the case in Redilla. Thus, the Dublin Zoning Code is in harmony with
Ohio law regarding the standards for non -use variances. 

A. Setback Requirements

Section 153. 072( E) of the Dublin Zoning Code requires a minimum 50 foot setback for
buildings and vehicular use areas ( parking, driveways) along all freeways and expressway rights - 
of -way. The site location upon which this non -use variance is sought has frontage along U. S. 
33 / State Route 161 and is so subject to the setback requirement. Crown' s application requests a

variance to allow vehicular sales use area to encroach 40 feet into the required setback area along

U. S. 33 to accommodate the display needs of the business. 

After analyzing the application pursuant to Section 153. 231 of Dublin Zoning Code, staff
has recommended disapproval of the setback variance. The BZA Planning Report stated that
none the three required findings under 153. 231( H)( 2)( a) were met. Specifically, there are no
special conditions that are peculiar to the site that are relevant to permit parking within a required

setback as the topography and shape of the site have no bearing on the parking or display needs
of the business; the applicant' s desire for vehicle display spaces necessitates the variance; and
that the full -time use of the setback area for display purposes would shift the character of the site. 

Further, the Report concluded that the findings required by Section 153. 231( H)( 2)( b) 

were not satisfied as only the delivery of governmental services will remain unaffected by the
requested variance. In doing so, staff stated that granting the variance would create a special
privilege not available to others similarly situated, and that Crown could reduce inventory and
allocation of inventory in order to comply with the zoning regulations. 

The factors listed in 153. 231( H)( 2) address nearly all of the Duncan factors, and

essentially incorporate all of them into Section 153. 231( H)( 2)( a)( 1) allowing the BZA to
consider all special conditions and circumstances in determining whether " practical difficulties" 
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exist. Analyzing the BZA Planning Report' s conclusions under Duncan yields the following
results: 

1. Crown can still make beneficial use of the property without the variance by reducing
inventory and/ or inventory allocation; 

2. The variance could reasonably be construed as substantial as a 40 foot deviation from
the required 50 foot setback would only leave 10 feet of setback off of a major
expressway; 

3. The character of the neighborhood would likely not be substantially altered by the
variance and neither would it negatively impact adjoining properties. The variance
does turn a temporary parking use into a full -time use though; 

4. The delivery of governmental services would be unaffected by the variance; 

5. Crown ostensibly knew of the zoning restriction when the property was purchased; 

6. The problem could be solved without granting the variance as Crown could reduce its
display area and reevaluate its inventory needs and allocation; 

7. The variance does not preserve the spirit and intent of the zoning requirement as a

temporary use would be converted to a full -time use should the variance be granted. 

This analysis demonstrates that most, if not all, of the Duncan factors were taken into

account in recommending disapproval. As a result, the BZA may reasonably determine that
Crown has not demonstrated the existence of any " practical difficulties." Further, as

demonstrated in Redilla v. Avon Lake, a reviewing court may only analyze a BZA' s decision to
deny a non -use variance as to whether it was supported by " a preponderance of reliable, 

probative and substantial evidence." According to the Planning Report' s recommendations, it
appears that a decision to deny the Crown Fiat variances will not be based on any one diapositive
factor as reasonable explanations have been provided for each factor considered as to why it was
or was not satisfied. Therefore, the BZA may properly deny Crown' s non -use variance
application as it applies to the setback provisions of the Code. 

B. Parking Space Requirements

According to Section 153. 212 of the Dublin Zoning Code, Crown is required to provide
71 total parking spaces on the site location based on the desired display area and planned number
of service bays. The application seeks a total variance of 15 parking spaces which would reduce
the required 71 spaces to 56. 

Based on its review of the application, staff has recommended disapproval of the parking

space variance as well. The Planning Report stated that none of the three findings required by
153. 231( H)( 2)( a) were met. Specifically, the site does not have any unusual features that limit
the ability to place parking or display areas; Crown could meet the requirement by decreasing its
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vehicle display area; and the requested variance is a direct result of Crown' s desired amount of
display area. The Report also concluded that the findings required by Section 153. 23 1 ( H)(2)( b) 
were not satisfied for the same reasons it found that the setback variance failed to satisfy them. 

Staff' s findings as they relate to Duncan are as follows: 

1. Crown can still make beneficial use of the property without the variance by adjusting
the amount of inventory displayed on the site; 

2. The variance could reasonably be construed as substantial as it seeks a reduction of
15 required parking spaces in addition to the reduction authorized by the Planning & 
Zoning Commission in approving the conditional use; 

3. It is unclear from the Report and hearing minutes whether granting the variance
would substantially alter the essential character of the neighborhood or act as a
substantial detriment to adjoining properties; 

4. The delivery of governmental services would be unaffected by the variance; 

5. Crown knew of the zoning restriction when the property was purchased; 

6. The problem could be solved without granting the variance as Crown can adjust the
amount of inventory displayed on the site; 

7. The variance does not preserve the spirit and intent of the zoning requirement as

inadequate parking spaces would be available for customers visiting the site. 

Thus, the Planning Report considers the Duncan factors in recommending disapproval of
the parking variance, and its recommendation is not based on one dispositive factor. Based on
the findings articulated in the Report, a denial of the requested parking variance will meet the
standard of reasonableness under Duncan, and the BZA may deny Crown' s non -use parking
vanance. 

Conclusion

For the aforementioned reasons, the justifications set forth in the BZA' s Planning Report
recommending disapproval of Crown Fiat' s non -use variance application are consistent with
Ohio law and sufficient to warrant a denial of the application. However, BZA must consider both
the Staff Report and Crown' s position in weighing the Dublin Code factors to come to its own
conclusion on whether to grant the variances or not. 
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Submitted by Electronic and Regular Mail

May 17, 2011

Claudia Husak, ACIP

City of Dublin, Planning Department
5800 Shier Rings Road

Dublin, Ohio 43216

Re: 5105 Post Road, BZA Case No. 11 - 022V

Dear Claudia: 

ADMITTED IN OHIO

AND FLORIDA

AD, nM IN OHIO, 
NEW YORK AND THE

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA

JAY B. EGGSPUEHLER, ESQ.. LLC

ADMITTED IN ORO AND
PENNSYLVANIA

ADMITTED IN OHIO. FLORIDA AND
THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA

This letter is written to clarify the intent of my client and the applicant
Crown Automotive Group ( "Crown ") in the above referenced case before the
Dublin Board of Zoning Appeals ( "BZA "). Crown had previously submitted two
alternative site plans based on the submission deadline for the upcoming BZA
hearing on May 26, 2011. This was required at the time as engineering, cost and
feasibility analyses for either alternative plan could not be completed prior to the
deadline. 

At this point, Crown wants to clarify that Alternative Three is the plan it
requests that the BZA consider. This plan is a result of the applicant listening to
and attempting to accommodate BZA members' comments, while still meeting
business requirements. 

The plan removes parking from the US 33 setback and requests 20
spaces within the Post Road setback. Thus, the proposed variance drops the
request for 22 spaces to remain in the US 33 setback, in favor of keeping spaces
along Post Road. The applicant believes this is consistent with BZA members' 



comments, has less precedential impact than the proposed display spaces on
US 33 and is consistent with other existing parking along Post Road. 

This plan would keep the customer "write -up" bays at the southwest
corner of the site and building. It retains the large landscape island in the front

parking lot in order to keep that significant green space as a break in the parking. 
Under the revised plan, 56 general parking spaces and 60 display spaces are
shown, for a total of 116 parking spaces. 

The second variance from two parking code provisions remains as
proposed in the original application. 

I trust that this clarifies Crown' s intent for the variances requested. Please

contact me if additional information is needed or if you have any questions. 

As always, thank you for your assistance. 

Sincerely, 

Thomas L. Hart

Attorney for Applicant
Crown Automotive Group

444915v1
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May 5, 2011
10979 Reed Hartman Highway

Suite 239

Cincinnati, OH 45242

513) 791- 7202

Victoria Newell, Chair

Dublin City Board of Zoning Appeals
5800 Shier - Rings Road

Dublin, Ohio 43016

Subject: 5105 Post Road, Case Number 11 - 022V

Chair and Members of Dublin Board of Zoning Appeals ( the " BZA "): 

On behalf of the applicant Crown Automotive Group, I appreciate the opportunity to
submit the following information and evidence in support of the requests by Crown -Fiat for non- 
use variances at 5105 Post Road. This is the information that was the subject of testimony and
was requested to be submitted during the recent hearing on this matter before the BZA on the
evening of April 28, 2011. This subsequent submission is in keeping with your suggestion
during the hearing. 

This submission generally covers three areas: 

1. Ohio Law. I have provided an outline of Ohio Law, including governing case law, and
how it differentiates use variances from non -use or area variances and the different legal

standards that are used by boards of zoning appeals and /or courts. Much of this material refers to
and includes excerpts from The Ohio Planning and Zoning Law Handbook, 2009 Edition, by
authors Stuart Meck and Kenneth Pearlman. 

2. Dublin Code. An analysis of factors from Dublin Code Section 153. 231 ( H)( 1) used in

determining non -use ( area) variances, as it applies to the Crown - Fiat proposal at 5105 Post Road. 

3. Duncan Factors. Finally, in addition to the outline and analysis, a comparison of
Dublin' s Code standards with the standards from Duncan v Middlefield is provided. These

standards are used by Ohio courts to assess a non -use ( area) variance is provided for
consideration. 



Ohio Law

t

The Ohio Planning and Zoning Law Handbook, by
Meck and Pearlman, is widely accepted as the definitive legal treatise on Ohio planning and
zoning law. The enclosed excerpts from Section 9 of the Handbook establish the following
general rules for Ohio case law relative to use and non -use ( area) variances. 

The purpose of a variance is to " permit amelioration of the strict letter of the law in

individual cases "... A variance is " intended to alleviate a situation in which for no public

reason, zoning for an area more stringently burdens one parcel of land than others." Pp. 
455 -456, Handbook, 2009 Edition. 

Variances are of two types: ( 1) non -use or area, which deals with a departure from yard

and height requirements, parking or setbacks as examples, and ( 2) use variances, which
authorize uses not expressly permitted by the zoning code itself. 

y The Ohio Supreme Court determined in Kisil v. City of Sandusky, 12 Ohio St. 3d 30

1984) that legal standards for non -use variances were different from those for use

variances. Where an applicant must show " unnecessary hardship" for a use variance, 

he or she need show only " practical difficulties" for a non -use variance. 

The " unnecessary hardship" standard applies when there is no other viable, or economic
use for the property without the variance in case law, and that without a variance, the
zoning regulations threatens to " take" the property without just compensation, in

violation of constitutional protections. However, evidence that the property could be
used under the zoning ordinance for other economic purposes, without the variance
requested, operates as evidence that an economic hardship is not present and the approval
of the requested use variance is not appropriate. Pp. 471 - 472, Handbook, 2009 Edition. 

In Duncan v Middlefield, 23 Ohio St. 3d 83 ( 1986), the Supreme Court reiterated its

Kisil holding that non -use ( area) variances require a lesser standard. Both Kisil and

Duncan make clear that the. denial of a non -use variance is not to be based on the higher

standard involved in evaluating a use variance ( the " unnecessary hardship" test). Page

473, Handbook, 2009 Edition. As an Ohio Court has explained, "... area variances do not

alter the character of the district and the surrounding neighborhood. A city cannot refuse
an area variance where practical difficulties are present." Page 473, Handbook, 2009

Edition, citing Streetside Records /Sound Distributors, Inv. V. City of Montgomery, 
Ohio Ct. App. 1" Dist. Hamilton County ( 1994). 

Thus, from Duncan, Ohio moved away from a test involving whether a landowner would
be deprived of all reasonable use of the property or not, to a complex formula involving
multiple and shifting factors. The Supreme Court adopted the following standards for
Board' s of Zoning Appeals and courts to use in considering non -use or area variances, 
under the Duncan " practical difficulties" test: 
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1) whether the property will yield a reasonable return or whether there can be a
beneficial use of the property without the variance, 

2) whether the variance is substantial; 

3) whether the essential character of the neighborhood would be substantially altered
or adjoining properties suffer a " substantial detriment "; 

4) whether the variance would adversely affect the delivery of governmental
services; 

5) whether the property owner purchased the property with knowledge of the zoning
restriction; 

6) whether the problem can be solved by some manner other than the granting of a
variance; 

7) whether the variance preserves the " spirit and intent" of the zoning requirement
and whether " substantial justice" would be done by granting the variance. 

y The courts have recognized that economic factors and different potential economic uses
or financial returns are part of the ` practical difficulties' test for analyzing non -use
variances under Duncan. ( Handbook, Section 9: 7, 2010 Edition.) This is in contrast

with the legal standard for a use variance, under which a variance must be granted if there

is no other possible economic use of the property and the property would have no viable
use without the variance. The applicant believes that Dublin Section 153. 231

H)( 1)( b)( 4) specifically includes " economic" factors as part of the City' s own practical
difficulty standard. In addition, the language in 153. 231 ( H)( 1)( a), which considers

other extraordinary situation on the land, building or structure" can be read to mean

excessive cost impacts with no compelling public policy support. Ohio case law would

support such an interpretation. Such reading and interpretation are ultimately the City' s
to make with the support of its own legal council. 

Y Courts have stated that there is no need for municipalities to write Duncan into their

codes. The courts will recognize the standards regardless. ( Handbook, Page 477, 2009

Edition.) That being stated, municipal home rule authority allows Dublin to enact
variance tests as it sees fit, and the BZA, staff and city attorney must interpret and apply
such standards. 

Self- Infliction or self imposed hardship: In Ohio, courts have found Self- Infliction most
often when an applicant builds something that is non - compliant and then seeks a
variance. These are cases of taking action without permission, then asking for
forgiveness and a variance after the fact. A number of cases interpret a self - imposed

hardship to be a purchaser taking a property with knowledge of zoning restrictions. 
Handbook, Page 484, 2009 Edition.) This is not the case with Crown Fiat, as the ROW

changes were adopted many years after the initial purchase and development. The

parking on site appears also to have existed since the mid -80s and the site has been
previously used for car dealership display. 
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Also, under Ohio law, even where self - infliction is found, when considering area

variances, as opposed to use variances, this has not been fatal or the sole reason for a

denial. It is just one of several factors to consider. ( See, Kandel v. City Council ofKent , 

Ohio Ct. App. I 1 ` h Dist. Portage County, ( 1991), Handbook, Page 483, 2009 Edition.) 

At the local Court of Appeals governing Franklin County, ` practical difficulties' were

found where variances from off - street loading requirements, from a prohibition on

parking spaces in front of the principal building ( of one foot, eight inches) and from set
back lines to permit parking spaces and a trash enclosure to be located on the property
would " help maximize off - street parking and encourage local shopping." The Court

further found that prior knowledge of the zoning restriction " is just one, factor to be

weighed and considered, and it is insufficient, standing alone, to preclude a property
owner from obtaining a variance." ( Elbert v. Bexley Planning Commission, 108 Ohio

App. 3d 59 ( 1995) For these reasons, it is doubtful courts would support a finding of
self - infliction, and it would be unfair to declare self - infliction or inaction by the applicant
based on the sole act of applying and asking for a non -use variance. 

The Analysis and Application of Dublin Code Section 153. 231 ( H)( 1) to the Non -Use

Variance Request of Crown Fiat at 5105 Post Road

a) That all the following three findings are made: 

1) Special conditions and circumstances exist in the combination effect of

both Dublin setback and parking code regulations acting together on this particular
property. ROW of changes and setback regulations would eliminate substantial numbers

of current parking spaces without the requested variances. No other properties sitting
between Post Road and US 33 would have as much parking eliminated by both ROW
changes. ( From the current 200 spaces to approximately 96.) It would be difficult for any
proposed use to recover from this reduction of parking and useable ground. The setback

limitation on other properties similarly situation, such as Bob Evans, involve an impact

on the drive aisle off Post Road, with no loss of parking spaces and use, as well as fewer
parking spaces lost off US 33. This impact is far less than those on 5105 Post Road. The
fact is that most of the surrounding sites maintain parking within these same setbacks
today. 

The parking code and its required allocations for general parking, further
reduce the flexibility of the remaining parking after the setback impacts. The limitations
on allocation for display parking are without any supporting policy reason or compelling
City interest as general parking would be adequate. 

Topography and /or the shape of the property are not the only reasons to
approve a non -use under the Dublin standards or the practical difficulty test outline in
Duncan. The language of 153. 231( H)( 1)( a) is permissive in its use of the word " may." 
The language does not solely allow the factors cited in the staff report, rather it provides
factors such as narrowness, shallowness, or shape of a property as examples of what may
support a variance. Certainly, another " extraordinary situation on the land" may be the
unintended regulatory impact of the zoning code itself. The facts of the Elbert. Kandell
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and Kisil cases all demonstrate that City Code regulations themselves can drive the need
and be appropriate reasons for a variance. ( See attached material) 

In this case, both the setback regulations and parking allocation formulas
in code operate to create a regulation on the number of display spaces as they both apply
to this site that is not a separate code provision itself. This impact and result make

variance requests appropriate because the regulation itself creates an unusual issue at this

site — there is enough parking but it cannot be allocated to serve the proposed and
approved uses. 

2) Action/ Inaction - The City ROW changes created the setback challenge
and loss of parking since the time the site was developed. The City parking code acts
unreasonably to require a number of general parking spaces that are excessive on the site. 
But for these two City requirements the applicant would have more than enough parking
to comply with City codes and business needs. ( 200 existing spaces). The applicant

cannot reconfigure the site by moving the proposed service bays. 

The act of applying for a variance in and of itself is not an appropriate
reason to support a finding of self - imposed hardship or inaction on the part of the
applicant. Ohio law supports this conclusion. The applicant must request the use of

greater display areas and display parking because the Dublin regulations do not allow the
necessary display parking. This is the reason for the application. To suggest that the

applicant could reduce display parking needs, or propose a " decrease in the area used for
vehicle display" are inappropriate, as both these suggestions would not allow Crown Fiat
to exist and operate. 

The applicant has attempted to move service write -up bays and display
parking to meet all Dublin requirements and its own business needs based on input
received. This creates other expenses and regulatory hurdles. Whether this is an

appropriate solution will be determined by the BZA. 

3) There is no substantial adverse effect on the property or improvements in
the vicinity. On the contrary, the applicant is asking to keep some of the existing parking
condition, so that impact is the same or even improved as the site would go from 200 to
118 parking spaces under the initial proposal and 125 spaces under a possible revised
proposal. These changes would also increase greenery, and landscaping. The variances

will allow significant investment and upgrade of the property, jobs and commerce where
a site is vacant, so the impact is positive, not adverse. 

In terms of intent and purposes of the requirement being varied, the
negative impact the variances would solve is not in the Code at all - that is a restriction of

display parking spaces. The variances would curtail the odd and special circumstance of

two regulatory provisions that when combined with site conditions create what is an un- 
codified and likely unintended restriction on display spaces. 
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Customer parking would still be still adequate. Under the revised proposal
more overall parking is available and more general or customer parking is available. The

testimony on the BZA record by Mr. Marc Wigler supports this fact, as do total projected
employee numbers, visits that can be allocated to service bay use and experiences at other
dealership locations. All this point to the fact that site traffic for this dealership is low in
comparison to larger operations and historic selling patterns. Furthermore, there was no
specific evidence or testimony provided by staff to support the finding that customer
parking would be inadequate. 

Allowing parking to stay in the ROW along US 33 or Post Road would
keep the existing condition. There has been vehicle display parking located in these areas
for many years. It is not accurate to state that this parking was " occasional" or only for
short periods during the day. The site is approved for use as a car dealership now, and
the current owner has and could again park display cars in those spaces without
limitation. 

Although it is uncertain when the US 33 ROW and thus setback

regulations changed, it was certainly after the initial development of the site and parking
has been there since that time. Although the Post Road ROW is shown on the original

plat, parking has been allowed in this setback at 5105 Post Road and surrounding sites for
many years and exists today. The staff exhibit aerial photo showing the parking of
display cars and other parking in the setbacks from both Post Road and US 33 at adjacent
sites is evidence to refute a finding of a character shift or breakdown of the effect or
intent of the Code provisions at issue. If there is such a character issue, allowing parking
to remain would fit the existing and long -term character that prevails. If the effect or

intent of the Code is at stake, this issue is consistent with the other sites in the vicinity. 

b) That at least two of the following four findings are made: 

1. Special Privilege or deprivation of the applicant of rights enjoyed by other
properties in same zoning district: 

i. Setback variance

Asking to keep parking within the setback is not a special privilege
because this is the long -term existing condition and other similarly situated sites have the
same condition today, parking in the setback. The variance is needed because of a

change in the ROW, not just because the applicant needs more display spaces. Without

the change in ROW and setbacks eliminating parking spaces, there would be enough
parking for city code and the proposed use. The variance condition would be limited and
only run with the conditional use as proposed by the applicant. 

ii. Parking variance

The literal interpretation of the zoning code as it relates to parking, 
mandates customer parking numbers that are not based on the use. Rather than providing
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a special privilege, literal code enforcement negatively impacts the proposed use without
any clear public policy support, by mandating excessive customer parking and limiting
display parking compared to what has been allowed. On the other hand, applying the
code literally would deprive the applicant of parking that is currently enjoyed by many, if
not all surrounding uses. 

2. Specific Property Conditions are so general or recurrent as will make the
formulation of a general regulation reasonably practical. 

i. Setback variance

ii. Parking variance

The specific conditions that apply in this situation are unique and not

likely to apply in general and be recurrent to make the formation of general regulation
practical for other sites. Few properties of this small size and without a stable and

ongoing use exist between Post Road and US 33. The site and proposal are additionally

impacted by regulatory changes to both rights -of -way. This operates to severely restrict
the maximization of the property' s beneficial use. 

The applicant has attempted to alter its approach and re- configure the site

to meet staff and BZA concerns, but still needs the variance from the restrictive nature of

the parking regulations. 

The parking code impact on this applicant is unique in that enough actual
parking exists to support the proposed use, but the required allocation of parking spaces
based on the code, in combination with new setbacks lines, operates in a manner that

uniquely restricts this use without variances. Most commercial businesses do not need as
many parking display spaces in relation to general/ business parking. This is based on the

applicant' s need for a specific number of display spaces required by the manufacturers' 
specifications. This is an appropriate reason for a variance because there is no evidence

to support a public policy interest in restricting display parking. 

Finally, the proposed dealership is low impact, and most appropriate for a
smaller site based on low volume sales, and niche target market. The site and dealership
will only support approximately 15 total employees. Most other new car dealerships

would need much larger site acreage in order to support greater employee, customer, 

parking and display needs. Only larger properties could support such size, scale and need. 
In the case of large volume car dealerships, which involve larger scale operations, 

employee numbers and car volume, variance requests for setback and display parking
could not likely overcome the limitations of a smaller site. Such proposals could not

work in this district. 

3. The variances would not adversely affect delivery of governmental
services. 

i. Setback variance
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ii. Parking variance

The applicant agrees with staff that the staff finding is appropriate in both cases. 

4. Practical difficulty can be eliminated by some other method, even if
solution is less convenient or most costly to achieve. 

L Setback variance

ii. Parking variance

The applicant does not agree that Vehicle " inventory could be adjusted" or
allocation of inventory" adjusted throughout the site as staff suggests. This would only

mean the proposed business, jobs and car sales do not happen. 

Code would then mandate 71 spaces for general parking according to staff. 
Even without the theoretical necessity of the variances for either setback, and with a re- 
designed site plan, this leaves only 54 spaces for inventory of display cars. This is not a
reasonable regulation as applied to a car dealership and its needs. Such regulation

presents a practical difficulty because it eliminates this viable and code supported use, 
even after extraordinary and expensive measures are taken to alter the site. Overcoming
these remaining challenges would be impossible as the lack of flexibility to allow display
parking kills the proposal. 

Entry access conflicts to the Northeast preclude the relocation of customer
service bays to that location. Drive circulation, storm water treatment and green space

needs on the Northwest severely challenge the relocation of customer service bays to this
alternative location, in order to free up vehicle display on the south as staff suggests. In

addition, the architecture and aesthetics of the building front mean that service bay
placement is very challenging. However, the applicant has presented a plan version that

proposes the relocation of customer service bays to the Northwest corner of the site. At

the time of this submittal, whether such a revision will be cost prohibitive in terms of

storm water regulatory requirements is unknown. The applicant will supplement its

comments about this and further narrow its requests as necessary. 

The Duncan " Practical Difficulties" test and Dublin' s Section 153. 231( H)( 1) and Standards

for Non -Use Variances

Duncan Factors: 

1) whether the property will yield a reasonable return or whether there can be a
beneficial use of the property without the variance; 

2) whether the variance is substantial; 

3) whether the essential character of the neighborhood would be substantially altered
or adjoining properties suffer a " substantial detriment "; 
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4) whether the variance would adversely affect the delivery of governmental
services; 

5) whether the property owner purchased the property with knowledge of the zoning
restriction; 

6) whether the problem can be solved by some manner other than the granting of a
variance; 

7) whether the variance preserves the " spirit and intent" of the zoning requirement
and whether " substantial justice" would be done by granting the variance. 

The applicant believes that Dublin' s standards for non -use variances are substantially
similar to those of Duncan. Duncan standards ( 3), ( 4), ( 5), ( 6), and ( 7) are either explicitly

written into the Dublin standards or staff is applying them in the same manner as Duncan as is
the case with factor ( 5). Factor ( 2) under Duncan, whether the variance is substantial compares
with Dublin standard ( a)( 1)( 3). As stated previously, the applicant believes that economic
impacts are a part of the Dublin test, as they are under Duncan and Ohio Law in general when
non -use ( area) variances are considered. 

Encl. 

Respectfully, 
f_ 

Thomas L, Wrt, Esq. 
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9 :6 OHIO PLANNING AND ZONING LAW

j buyers. The township countered with its own witnesses, who testified
that comparable sales demonstrated that residential construction was

economically feasible, that the increase in traffic flow would be
negligible, that nearly all the surrounding parcels had residences
built on them, and that the cost of construction varied widely within

the township so that housing types lower in price than that proposed
by the owner could be built. In addition, there were disagreements
over the relative expertise of the witnesses for both sides. The case il- 
lustrates how a local government can build a strong case to support
its decision. 

Of course, despite the customary judicial deference, where the court
feels that there would be confiscation absent a variance, it will

ioverturn a denial, as was done in Negin u. Board of Building and
Zoning Appeals of City of Mentor! In Negin, the' Ohio Supreme Court
ruled that where a landowner would be required to purchase ad- 

ditional property before being permitted to improve a substandard lot
platted before the ordinance) for residential use, a variance had to be
granted. For a court to determine whether the grant or denial of a
variance is appropriate, there must be sufficient evidence in the
record.' 

9: 6 Variances — Standards— Unnecessary hardship and
practical difficulties

Perhaps nothing in the area of land use law has caused as much
confusion as the standards for variances. In general there are a
number of standards that have been applied to decide whether a vari- 

ance should be granted. They can be divided in various ways, but it
seems useful to focus on the four principal ones: 

1) whether the ordinance creates unnecessary hardship to a par- 
ticular property; 

2) whether strict application of the ordinance results in practical
difficulties; 

3) whether the variance would have an adverse impact on the im- 
mediate neighborhood, community land use, or the community' s
comprehensive plan; 

4) whether the hardship is self - created. 

The first two standards create problems. Most jurisdictions in the
United States have some form of requirement of unnecessary hard -' 
ship or practical difficulties. The interpretation is not necessarily the
same in all districts. Is "unnecessary hardship or practical difficulties" 
to be read as one standard with two alternatives, or do the terms "un- 

necessary hardship" and " practical difficulties" apply to different kinds
of variances? r. 

Negin v. Board of Bldg. and Zoning Appeals of City of Mentor, 69 Ohio St. 2d
492, 23 Ohio Op. 3d 423, 433 N.E. 2d 165 ( 1982). 

Mishler v. Suffield Tp. Bd. of Zoning Appeals, 1993 WL 318821 (Ohio Ct. App. 
11th Dist. Portage County 1993)..: 
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The Ohio Supreme Court in Kisil v. City of Sandusky' has taken the
position that the two terms apply to di Brent types of variances. n- 

neces y ar s ip is a erm that Is to be used in cases of use

variances. In this situation a landowner is asking that he or she be al- 
lowed to use property in a manner no —Dermitted in the zoning

orainance. r or example, It a single - tamuy atstrtct does not allow a
doctor' sor's office, a request for a variance to allow a doctor' s office is a
request for a use variance. On the other hand, where a day care facil- 
ity is a permitted use in a given zone, variances for landscaping may
not be denied under the " unreasonable hardship" standard. 

P, ractical daQltieg " the court concluded in Kisil, is a term to be
applied to requests for area variances. An a - variance involves an

exception from such requirements as _yard, lot, and even height

stanaar— cis. - niu" sinRisil, theowner wanted to convert a one - family
dwelling to a two - family dwelling. Both uses were allowed in the
ordinance, but the minimum lot area requirements were larger for

two - family than for one - family dwellings and the lot would be
substandard in this respect if used for two dwellings. 

The nature of an unnecessary hardship is that the owner, unless
granted a variance, will be unable to use the property for the purposes
for which it is zoned.' In a ect, because of the character of the prop- 
erty, it cannot be used and the result would be a taking.` For example, 
in Negin v. Board of Building and Zoning Appeals of City of Mentor," 
the Ohio Supreme Court ruled that in denying a variance ( in that
case an area variance) the BZA totally restricted the use of the ap- 
plicant' s property, thus violating his constitutional rights. In Negin, 
the owner of a substandard lot was denied front ( from fifty to forty
feet) and rear (from fifteen to five feet) yard variance requests for res- 
idential housing under an ordinance dealing with lots of substandard
frontage. It is not clear from the case why the land could not be used
other than as a residence unless the variance were granted ( other
uses under the ordinance included churches and schools, which the
Court felt were- highly speculative), but the testimony indicated that
the only possible uses were as land to make adjoining parcels larger
or as some sort of future recreation land for a community association. 
The Court concluded that requiring an owner to purchase land in or- 
der to build on it resulted in a taking of property. 

On the other hand, under the Supreme Court' s decision in

Section 9:61

Kisil v. City of Sandusky, 12 Ohio St. 3d 30, 465 N.E. 2d 848 ( 1984). 
Perez v. City of Cleveland Bd. of Zoning Appeals, 2000 WL 23123 ( Ohio Ct. 

App. 8th Dist. Cuyahoga County 2000). 

in re Dinardo Const., Inc., 1999 WL 262161 ( Ohio Ct. App. 11th Dist. Geauga
County 1999). 

Hulligan v. Columbia Tp. Bd. of Zoning Appeals, 59 Ohio App. 2d 105, 108, 13
Ohio Op. 3d 162, 392 N.E.2d 1272, 1274 (9th Dist. Lorain County 1978) (citing Mentor' 
Lagoons, Inc. v. Zoning Bd. of Appeals of Mentor Tp., 168 Ohio St. 113, 5 Ohio Op. 2d
372, 151 N.E. 2d 533 ( 1958)). 

r . 

Negin v. Board of Bldg. and Zoning Appeals of City of Mentor, 69 Ohio St. 2d
492, 23 Ohio Op. 3d 423, 433 N.E.2d 165 ( 1982). 
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Consolidated Management, Inc. v. City of Cleveland,' as long as
economically viable alternatives are available, "[ t]he mere fact that

one' s property can be put to a_ more profitable use-does Eff. 1n it If. 

estaansn an unnecessary narasnlp:- -m tnls case a noara of zoning
app' aTsgran e a vari7a c— aia`Rilow a tenant in a shopping center to
use a storeroom as an electronic video games center after the city' s
building commissioner denied the request on the ground that the com- 
mercial zoning category in effect at the time did not allow entertain- 
ment uses. The common pleas and the appeals courts upheld the

granting of the variance. The Ohio Supreme Court reversed. The
Court concluded that no evidence of unnecessary hardship or even of
practical difficulty had been demonstrated, that the applicant had
brought on his own problem by having knowledge of the restrictions, 
and that, even though the property might be worth more with the
variance, it was still usable commercially for other purposes. 

In considering whether a taking has occurred, an, appeals court has
held in Diversified Construction, Inc. v. City of Willoughby Hills' that
where a board concludes that no hardship is present justifying self - 
storage units in a residential zone and the issue is subject to reason- 
able debate, the board's decision will be upheld. In another case a
developer who was denied subdivision approval to build a single - 

family development in a river buffer zone and requested a variance
lost because the court found that the city would permit access to the
part of the property not in the buffer zone, thus allowing development
of some of the land, even though to an overall less profitable use.' 

How far the Ohio Supreme Court is willing to go short of a total
confiscation of land is unclear. However, where the Court finds a

confiscation, as it did in State ex rel. Killeen Realty Co. v. City of East
Cleveland,10 where it held that since land was surrounded on three
sides by different zoning and was unable to be used as it was zoned, a
variance to allow a use permitted on the adjacent land could not be

denied. Similarly, where a particular propelU iQ c, ibiect tn difficulties
in_ use not present In o er v Dronertles. then a use variance

may 5pproplat-

67"
A—T—ower- cosin Zurow v. City of

CleMana"- Mculcatea the refusal of the varlẀMteo resulted in
substantial depr' it o nronerty rights, then the refusal will be

Consolidated Management, Inc. v. City of Cleveland, 6 Ohio St. 3d 238, 452
N.E.2d 1287 ( 1983). 

Consolidated Management, Inc. v. City of Cleveland, 6 Ohio St, 3d 238, 238, 
syl. 2, 452 N.E.2d 1287, 1288 ( 1983). 

Diversified Const., Inc. v. City of Willoughby Hills, 1992 WL 361445 ( Ohio Ct. 
App. 11th Dist. Lake County . 1992). Cf. Lesser v. Cleveland, 102 Ohio App. 3d 151, 
656 N.E. 2d 1301 ( 8th Dist. Cuyahoga County 1995). 

Weiss Development Co. v. Board of Zoning Appeals, 1997 WL 380230 ( Ohio Ct. 
App. 8th Dist. Cuyahoga County 1997), appeal allowed, 80 Ohio St. 3d 1470, 687
N.E. 2d 298 ( 1997), appeal dismissed by 83 Ohio St. 3d 1465, 700 N.E.2d 1290 ( 1998). 

10State ex rel. Killeen Realty Co. v. City of East Cleveland, 169 Ohio St. 375, 8
Ohio Op. 2d 409, 160 N. E. 2d 1 ( 1959). 

A " Paris v. Board of Zoning Appeals of City of Mayfield Heights, 1992 WL 390089
Ohio Ct. App. 8th Dist. Cuyahoga County 1992), jurisdictional motion overruled, 66

Ohio St. 3d 1460, 610 N. E. 2d 424 ( 1993). 

12Zurow v. City of Cleveland, 61 Ohio App. 2d 14, 15 Ohio Op. 3d 21, 399 N.E. 2d
1;• 92 ( 8th Dist. Cuyahoga County 1978). 
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unconstitutional. Nonetheless absent what would amount to a taking, 
a use variance will not be favor d. In any event, the issue on appeal is
the reasonableness of the decision to grant or deny a varignce.'°' For

examp e, an appeals court as rt ruling

that a township board of zoning appeals denial of a use variance that
would have allowed a landowner to store- 3Q semi - trailers not permit- 
ted in an agricultural district was justified because the variance ap- 
plication was based on grounds of convenience'-- or profit, not to

overcome unnecessary hardship." 
Certainly, where land cannot be profitably used without a variance, 

the courts will find a taking absent the granting of a variance. In
Sullivan v. City of Eastlake Board of Zoning Appeals," an appeals

court overturned the denial of a variance to a plaintiff in a district
requiring sixty -foot frontage where the plaintiffs lot had only twenty - 
five. The appeals court concluded that the evidence demonstrated that
if the plaintiff did not receive a variance to build a house, she would
be unable to have any bV,11efigial Use of the propert and ordered the

granting-575- ranting o a variance. 

However, where only Tonal site development expenses are

involved tom e a of buildable in or er to comply with an or nance, 

denial of an area variance max be warran e n av v. ity of
Solo , an appeals court affirmed a trial courts ecisi

en

on for the denial

of an area variance. The developer had requested a variance to fifty
feet from a 100 -foot required setback because houses it was proposing
would otherwise have to be built on a slope and would require--special
foundations. This requirement of special foundations was not found to
be'` anc llstitutional imposition since the property would still geld
a reasonable return. 

no

ar. however, that the denial of an area variance

that area variances do not alter

c no re use a ea variance wli, TMT aimculties are
presen .' j

rKe— problem with the Kisil decision is that it undermines a com- 

munity' s judgment as to its land uses and shifts the burden of proof i
away from one attacking the decision. While the Supreme Court has

13See also Adelman Real Estate Co. v. Gabanic, 1991 WL 239331 ( Ohio Ct. App
11th Dist. Geauga County 1991); Standard Oil Co. v. Boardman Tp. Bd. of Zoninj
Appeals, 1993 WL 78816 ( Ohio Ct. App. 7th Dist. Mahoning County 1993). 

Williamson v. Board of Zoning Appeals of Newton Tp., 2003 - Ohio -848, 200: 
WL 491059 ( Ohio Ct. App. 5th Dist. Licking County 2003). 

Sullivan v. City of Eastlake Bd. of Zoning Appeals, 1996 WL 761987 ( Ohio Ct. 
App. 11th Dist. Lake County 1996). 

Haven v. City of Solon, 1996 WL 695615 ( Ohio Ct. App. 8th Dist. Cuyahoga
County 1996), dismissed, appeal not allowed, 78 Ohio St. 3d 1464, 678 N.E. 2d 221
199

City of Sandusky, 12 Ohio St. 3d 30, 32, 465 N.E. 2d 848, 851 ( 1984) 
cit g Ho an v. Harris, 17 N.Y.2d 138, 144, 269 N.Y.S. 2d 119, 216 N. E. 2d 326, 329
19

1° Streetside Records/ Sound Distributors, Inc. v. City of Montgomery, 1994 WL
680133 ( Ohio Ct. App. 1st Dist. Hamilton County 1994). 
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upheld deference to a city's zoning decisions if reasonable, the effect of
Kisil is to change that standard when an area variance is requested. 
As dissenting Justice Locher ( joined by Celebrezze and Holmes) 
opined, 

The real problem with this court' s holding today, though, is the abroga- 
tion of the home rule power of appellee city to enforce its zoning code. 
The property in question is less than one -half of the required two - family
area dimensions. There is no question here of any arbitrariness on the

part of appellee. Zoning has long been an established power of the
municipality, with the burden on the claimant to show that a zoning
board' s refusal to grant a variance is unreasonable, arbitrary, or
capricious. 10

If a city deems it appropriate to have a larger lot size for two - family
than one - family dwellings, should it not be able to db so? 

The importance of properly deciding whether a variance is a use or
an area variance can be seen in the case of Rootstown Township Trust- 
ees v. Morgan, 20 where an auto body shop use appeared to have become
a gas tank refurbishing business. The Ohio EPA ordered the business
enclosed because of dust from sandblasting. The business, as a previ- 
ous nonconforming business, had been given an extension of a
nonconforming use on grounds that no further extension would be
given. The owners applied for a variance on hardship grounds but the
BZA denied it. The Rootstown appeals court, treating the case as a
use variance, held that the EPA order did not amount to an unneces- 

sary hardship and sustained the BZA' s denial. The dissenting judge
treated the cases as a request for an area variance and voted to
require that a variance be granted. 

9: 7 Variances — Standards —The Duncan v. Village of
Middlefield tests

Duncan v Village of Miiddlg d,' decided in 1986, two years after

Kist , spelled out a requirements for area variances. Basically, under
Duncan, the rule for determining if a variance is justified shifts from
one involving whether the landowner would be deprived of all reason- 
able use of property to a complex formula involving multiple ( and
shifting) tests. These tests include, but are not limited to: 

1) whether the property will yield a reasonable return or whether

06.` 
there can be a beneficial use of the property without the vari- 
ance; 

15 (
2) whether the variance is substantial;' 

3) whether the essential character of the neighborhood would be

t° Kisil v. City of Sandusky, 12 Ohio St. 3d 30, 36, 465 N. E. 2d 848, 854 ( 1984) 
Locher, J., dissenting, joined by Celebrezze, C.J., and Holmes, J.). 

Rootstown Tp. Trustees v. Morgan, 1991 WL 70113 ( Ohio Ct. App. 11th Dist. 
Portage County 1991). 

Section 9: 71

Duncan v. Village of Middlefield, 23 Ohio St. 3d 83, 491 N.E. 2d 692 ( 1986), 
cart. denied, 479 U.S. 986, 107 S. Ct. 576, 93 L. Ed. 2d 579 ( 1986). 

When deciding variance requests, a board can compare the extent of requested
variances with other variances granted and this can be given weight by a trial court
when the decision to grant a variance is attacked. Krumm v. Upper Arlington City
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substantially altered or adjoining properties suffer a ". » hstan- 
tial detriment "; 

4) whether the variance would adversely affect the delivery of
governmental services; 

5) whether the property owner purchased the property with knowl- 
edge of the zoning restriction; 

6) whether the problem can be solved by some manner. other than
the granting of a variance; 

7) whether the variance preserves the " spirit and intent" of the

zoning requirement and whether " substantial justice" would be
done by granting the variance.' 

These requirements are, frankly, a mishmash of differing standards. 
The first is of course the traditional variance standard. If it is present, 

then the others are all irrelevant, for there is a taking. If it is not, 
what is the point of considering it? The fifth applies to all variances, 
but why should it not be determinative here, if it is in the more seri- 
ous case of use variance denial? Words like " substantial," " substantial

detriment," " substantial justice," and " spirit and intent" are not very
clear.` The seventh runs counter to the Court' s expressed view that

zoning matters are for the legislative body of the community, not the
courts or a quasi-judicial body like the BZA. To make matters worse, 
the Ohio Supreme Court indicates that there can well be other tests
employed by the local BZA. For example, a local requirement that
hardship be other than economic may preclude the granting of a vari- 
ance even though economic difficulties are part of.practical difficulties
of the Duncan factors.' Further, the BZA's responsibility is to weigh
the interests of the owner against those of the community and
neighboring property owners. What about the interests of the com- 
munity as a whole, as expressed in the zoning legislation? 

At the same time that it enunciated these tests, the Court examined
the case as though the traditional burdens had not been changed and, 

indeed, stated that the individual applying for the variance has the
burden of showing that the zoning ordinance, as applied to his or her
property, is " inequitable." The Court appeared to place heavy burdens
on Duncan. The dissenting Justice, Clifford F. Brown, argued that the

Council, 2006 - Ohio -2829, 2006 WL 1530156 ( Ohio Ct. App. 10th Dist. Franklin County
2006). 

Duncan v. Village of Middlefield, 23 Ohio St. 3d 83, 86, 491 N. E. 2d 692, 695 y

1986), cent. denied, 479 U.S. 986, 107 S. Ct. 576, 93 L. Ed. 2d 579 ( 1986). Cf. Fisher - 

Yan v. Bill Mason, 2000 WL 1371474 ( Ohio Ct. App. 11th Dist. Geauga County 2000); 
Harlamert v. City of Oakwood, 2000 WL 770515 ( Ohio Ct. App. 2d Dist. Montgomery
County 2000); Wolstein v. Pepper Pike City Council, 156 Ohio App. 3d 20, 2004 -Ohio- 
361, 804 N.E. 2d 75 ( 8th Dist. Cuyahoga County 2004). 

One factor in determining whether a variance is substantial is the numerical
percentage deviation of the variance from the ordinance requirements. Stovall v. City
of Streetsboro, 2007 -Ohio -3381, 2007 WL 1882604 ( Ohio Ct. App. 11 Dist. Portage
County 2007) ( "Appellants wanted variances to locate their wall eighteen inches from

their rear and side property lines and further to increase its height to six feet. The
height variance would allow appellants to rebuild their wall from its current thirty
inches to a height of six feet. The variance would result in a variance of forty -eight
and ' one- half feet of the fifty foot rear yard setback and variance of ten and one -half
feet of the twelve foot side yard setback." ( 2007 WL 1882604 at * 2). 

Smith v. Board of Zoning Appeals, 2000 WL 262629 ( Ohio Ct. App. 2d. Dist. 
Montgomery County 2000). 
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practical difficulties test has been rendered so spongy and flexible as, 
to-validate any arbitrary and capricious restriction on use of property
that may be desired." Certainly, it has left the matter unclear. 

Following Duncan an appeals, coup held that a gas station' s request
for additional signage beyond that allowed by the code does not con- 
stitute grounds for an area variance.' Another court ruled that the

denial of a request for a variance to keep a shed mistakenly placed on
a lot line. in violation of the ordinance is not grounds for a variance
despite the argument that the lot was hilly in the middle and that
placing the shed there would be an eyesore.' Similarly, a governmental
jurisdiction cari refuse to grant a variance for a sign that is too close
to a utility road, where a variance would have permitted the sign to
be seen from both of its sides, although without the variance only one
side was visible.' A Cuyahoga County appeals court refused to find
unconstitutional a zoning ordinance requirement that campers must
be parked in a rear yard and that the owners of a camper had failed

to show a hardship that would justify a variance from the
requirement. t0 Other situations relevant to signs analyzed against the

backdrop of the Duncan factors include whether the property can be
of beneficial use without the variance ( the first Duncan factor), the ex- 

istence of highway theme signs advertising hotels that reduce the
need for sign variances ( sixth factor), purchase of the property with
knowledge of the sign restrictions ( fifth factor), and a request for a

variance that substantially exceeds the restrictions ( sixth factor)." 
In all events the t it' 1 stan d . 04 applies, 

namely whether a Dreponderance of reliable. probative and- substan- 

tial evidence exists to support t e oard-'s decision&.wI tjh judicial efer- 
In actor e o e oar sex ertise. n the Other an , the

Duncan ac ors can a aw war o apply and courts may appear

sometimes to place the burden on the community. In Evelyn E. Kinsey, 
Inc. v. Cleveland Board of Zoning Appeals," an appeals court upheld

a lower court reversal of a board of zoning appeals refusal to grant
relief from a setback requirement. The court placed the burden on the

board to show that a commercially viable business could be run from
a building complying with the setback in response to the applicant's

Duncan v. Village of Middlefield, 23 Ohio St. 3d 83, 90, 491 N.E. 2d 692, 698
1986), cent. denied, 479 U. S. 986, 107 S. Ct. 576, 93 L. Ed. 2d 579 ( 1986) ( Brown, 

C.F., J., dissenting). 

Standard Oil Co. Y. City of Mayfield Heights, 1992 WL 90732 ( Ohio Ct. App. 
8th Dist. Cuyahoga County 1992). 

8Hydeck v. Suffield Tp. Bd. of Zoning Appeals, 1992 WL 190164 ( Ohio Ct. App. 
11th Dist. Portage County 1992). 

Whiteco Outdoor Advertising v. Violet Township, Bd. of Zoning Appeals, 1997
WL 219159 ( Ohio Ct. App. 5th Dist. Fairfield County 1997). 

Martin v. Independence Bd. of Zoning Appeals, 2003 -Ohio -2736, 2003 WL
21234910 ( Ohio Ct. App. 8th Dist. Cuyahoga County 2003). 

Cross Country Inns, Inc. v. City of Westerville, 2003 - Ohio -3297, 2003 WL
21453480 ( Ohio Ct. App. 10th Dist. Franklin County 2003). 

Weiss Development Co. v. Board of Zoning Appeals, 1997 WL 380230 ( Ohio Ct. 
App. 8th Dist. Cuyahoga County 1997), appeal allowed, 80 Ohio St. 3d 1470, 687
N.E. 2d 298 ( 1997), appeal dismissed by 83 Ohio St. 3d 1465, 700 N.E. 2d 1290 ( 1998). 

Evelyn E. Kinsey, Inc. v. Cleveland Bd. of Zoning Appeals, 1999 WL 435775
Ohio Ct. App. 8th Dist. Cuyahoga County 1999). 
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argument that it would be difficult to do so. The court further held
that the BZA could not compare the size of the proposed building with
that of the previous building on the site. The court found that the new
owner was not aware of the restrictions and that other buildings, with
greater encroachments, had received variances in the past. It may
well be that the BZA in this case did a sloppy job in dealing with the
request, but the authors would argue that such an approach as used

by the court should be done only after careful consideration of its role
in the process. 

Many subsequent cases have followed the holding in Duncan." In

one case, Zangara u. Chester Township Trustees," an appeals court

held that the distinction between use variances and area variances
applied to townships as well as municipalities, notwithstanding the
language of RC 519. 14(B). The court determined that the Supreme

Court in Kisil intended a uniform standard of review based on the
character of the variance, not on the nature of the governmental

entity. Even for munici alities there is no need to write the D ncan
factors ice+ + heir co es. a cour s wI to a coglllzance of them

any= y.
16

Other cases have had similar resolutions. In one request for a vari- 
ance, a developer sought to build a two - family home on lots consisting

14For an example of a detailed use of Duncan factors in a variance case, set
Stickelman v. Harrison Twp. Bd. of Zoning Appeals, 148 Ohio App. 3d 190, 2002 -Ohic
2785, 772 N. E. 2d 683 ( 2d Dist. Darke County 2002). Other examples include Duffy 1
Board of Bldg. and Zoning Appeals of City of Willoughby Hills, 1992 WL 20782% 
Ohio Ct. App. 11th Dist. Lake County 1992), cause dismissed, 66 Ohio St. 3d 1478, 

612 N.E. 2d 329 ( 1993); State ex rel. Horning Diversified Inv. Group, Inc. v. Michael, 
1991 WL 179590 ( Ohio Ct. App. 11th Dist. Portage County 1991); Barr v. Monroe Tp. 
Bd. of Zoning Appeals, 1990 WL 70101 ( Ohio Ct. App. 5th Dist. Licking County 1990); 
Ebosh v. Haydn, 1988 WL 37623 ( Ohio Ct. App. 9th Dist. Lorain County 1988); 
Musarra v. Board of Zoning & Building Code Appeals, City of Strongsville, 1993 WL
276908 ( Ohio Ct. App. 8th Dist. Cuyahoga County 1993); Coventry Tp. Bd. of Zoning
Appeals v. Barensfeld, 1992 WL 194228 ( Ohio Ct. App. 9th Dist. Summit County
1992); Howard v. Coventry Twp. Bd. of Zoning Appeals, 110 Ohio App. 3d 691, 675
N. E. 2d 41 ( 9th Dist. Summit County 1996); IGubnik v. Granger Tp. Bd. of Zoning
Appeals, 1996 WL 367347 ( Ohio Ct. App. 9th Dist. Medina County 1996); Barensfeld
v. Coventry Twp. Bd. of Zoning Appeals, 1996 WL 15847 ( Ohio Ct. App. 9th Dist. 
Summit County 1996), appeal not allowed, 75 Ohio St. 3d 1512, 665 N. E. 2d 681
1996), motion for reconsideration denied, 76 Ohio St. 3d 1425, 667 N.E.2d 27 ( 1996); 

Roberts v. Put -In -Bay Planning Com' n, 1995 WL 643139 ( Ohio Ct. App. 6th Dist. 
Ottawa County 1995); McPhillips v. Cleveland Bd. of Zoning Appeals, 1995 WL
329018 ( Ohio Ct. App. 8th Dist. Cuyahoga County 1995), dismissed, appeal not

allowed, 74 Ohio St. 3d 1418, 655 N.E. 2d 739 ( 1995); Matter of Appeal of Rutherford, 
1995 WL 347995 ( Ohio Ct. App. 5th Dist. Licking County 1995); Elbert v. Bexley
Planning Comm., 108 Ohio App. 3d 59, 670 N.E. 2d 245 ( 10th Dist. Franklin County
1995), discretionary appeal not allowed, 75 Ohio St. 3d 1477, 663 N.E. 2d 1304 ( 1996); 
Carroll v. Bath Tp. Bd. of Zoning Appeals, 1995 WL 643115 ( Ohio Ct. App. 2d Dist. 
Greene County 1995); Prochazka v. Orange Village, 2002 -Ohio -2032, 2002 WL 745573
Ohio Ct. App. 8th Dist. Cuyahoga County 2002); Miller v. Willowick, 2007- Ohio -465, 

2007 WL 314677 ( Ohio Ct. App. 11th Dist. Lake County); Smith v. Coventry Twp. 
Zoning Dept., 200 -Ohio -2532, 2008 WL 2192811 ( Ohio Ct. App. 9th Dist. Summit
County 2008). 

1 Ungara v. Chester Twp. Trustees, 77 Ohio App. 3d 56, 601 N.E. 2d 77 ( 11th
Dist. Geauga County 1991), jurisdictional motion overruled, 62 Ohio St. 3d 1508, 583
N. E. 2d 1320 ( 1992). 

1° Giambrone v. Aurora, 85 Ohio App, 3d 758, 621 N.E. 2d 475 ( 11th Dist. Portage
County 1993). 
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of 5, 000 square feet where the requirement for such a use was 12, 000
square feet." Three variances were sought by the plaintiff, one each
for lot area, side yard, and lot coverage. An appeals court affirmed the
decision made by the board and trial court to deny the variance
request. Although the plaintiff asserted that the " property' s unique lo- 
cation and elevation "' provided a basis for practical difficulties, the
appeals court indicated that there was evidence supporting four of the
seven requirements set forth in Duncan. Similarly, in Haven v. City of
Solon, 1 ° an appeals court upheld the denial of variances to reduce to
fifty feet a required setback of 100 feet. The court found the denial to
be supported by a number of Duncan factors, including the facts that
the variances would require special foundations but not amount to a
taking, the variances would change the character of the area with its
deep setbacks, there was an alternative solution that did not require
a variance, and the developer knew of the zoning restrictions prior to
purchase of the property. 

In Barensfeld v. Coventry Township Board of Zoning Appeals,' 0 an- 
other appeals court, following Duncan, held that although denial of a
variance to expand the deck of a business to the water' s edge in viola- 
tion of an existing setback regulation would lead to a loss of an
increase in potential profit, no practical difficulty was created. The
plaintiff had admitted that the deck was added to increase the reve- 
nue of his business. 

However, in Elbert v. Bexley Planning Commission," an appeals

court found that practical difficulties were present where variances

from off - street loading requirements, from a prohibition on parking
spaces in front of the principal building ( of one foot, eight inches), and

from set back lines to permit parking spaces and a trash enclosure to
be located on the property would " help maximize off - street parking
and encourage local shopping." The court further found that prior

I I knoowlledee of the zoning restrictions " is bus one ac or a welg ed

anri rnnai arP _ WlC InQ alone.to Dreclude a

A Portage oun y appeals cou ned a common pleas court' s

overruling of denial of a variance request to split a lot in two parts, 
each of which would be five acres in size but would fail to meet the

Powers v. City of Rocky River Bd. of Zoning Appeals, 1996 WL 648689 ( Ohio
Ct. App. 8th Dist. Cuyahoga County 1996). 

Powers v. City of Rocky River Bd. of Zoning Appeals, 1996 WL 648689, at * 2
Ohio Ct. App. 8th Dist. Cuyahoga County 1996). 

1° Haven v. City of Solon, 1996 WL 695615 ( Ohio Ct. App. 8th Dist. Cuyahoga
County 1996), dismissed, appeal not allowed, 78 Ohio St. 3d 1464, 678 N. E. 2d 221
1997). 

Barensfeld v. Coventry Twp. Bd. of Zoning Appeals, 1996 WL 15847 ( Ohio Ct. 
App. 9th Dist. Summit County 1996), appeal not allowed, 75 Ohio St. 3d 1512, 665
N.E.2d 681( 1996), motion for reconsideration denied, 76 Ohio St. 3d 1425, 667 N.E.2d
27 ( 1996). 

Elbert v. Bexley Planning Comm., 108 Ohio App. 3d 59, 670 N.E.2d 245 ( 10th
Dist. Franklin County 1995), discretionary appeal not allowed, 75 Ohio St. 3d 1477, 
663 N.E. 2d 1304 ( 1996). 

Elbert v. Bexley Planning Comm., 108 Ohio App. 3d 59, 79, 670 N.E.2d 245, 
257 ( 10th Dist. Franklin County 1995), discretionary appeal not allowed, 75 Ohio St. , 
3d 1477, 663 N. E.2d 1304 ( 1996). 
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minimum frontage requirements ( 123 and 105 feet with a require- 
ment of 150 foot frontage). The court considered the Duncan factors, 

weighing those in favor of the board' s decision ( property owner
purchased without knowledge of the regulation and requested the

variance only to sell two small properties at a premium over one large
property and these factors would not establish practical difficulties) 
against those failing to support the board' s decision ( the variance was
minimal and would not interfere with the purpose of the zoning
regulation to assure potable water and adequate sanitary systems). 

The court viewed the Duncan factors in their totality and concluded
that the variance was relatively small and would not substantially
change the character of the neighborhood. The court did, however, 

modify the lower court judgment to allow the BZA to place reasonable
limitations on the variance. 23

Mo it has been determined t court must s ecifically

consi er t e uncan standards in rear Ing a decision
where an area variance is at issue. Indee , cases can occasionally be
found where a cour goes through the factors one after the other. 2° At
the same time an appeals court has rule t al t is not reversibl er -. 
ror if a trial c a e y. ° Es- 

pecia y where several Duncan standards are seriously involved, 
courts will look closely at a board' s decision. In BMR Development
Corp. u. City of Green," an appeals court affirmed a trial court reversal

of a BZA decision that denied a variance. In this case there was an

ordinance requirement in a primarily apartment district zone that
tracts of land be at least fifteen acres. The developer, who had
purchased a ten -acre tract prior to the fifteen -acre requirement, was
able to demonstrate that it would not be possible to build anything
else on the property, that the proposed development would not alter
the essential character of the area nor affect the delivery of govern- 
ment services, that apparently there was confusion at the time the
developer took an option as to whether the fifteen -acre requirement

applied to this property, and that no adjacent property was available
to bring the acreage up to the required level. The court concluded that

23Rydbom v. Palmyra Tp. Bd. of Zoning Appeals, 1998 WL 556323 ( Ohio Ct. App. 
11th Dist. Portage County 1998). 

24Hebeler v. Coldrain Tp. Bd. of Zoning Appeals, 116 Ohio App. 3d 182, 687
N. . 2d 324 ( 1st Dist. Hamilton County 1997). 

26For a good example, see Corsaro v. City of Highland Heights Bd. of Bldg. and
Zoning Appeals, 1998 WL 102489 ( Ohio Ct. App. 8th Dist. Cuyahoga County 1998). 
Here the court considered all the factors one at a time, found that all but one of the
factors favored the landowner, and concluded, contrary to a BZA decision and lower
court affirmance, that the landowner had demonstrated practical difficulties by a
preponderance of the evidence under the Duncan factors. 

Roberts v. Village of Lordstown, 1998 WL 553625 ( Ohio Ct. App. 11th Dist. 
Trumbull County 1998); Krumm v. Upper Arlington City Council, 2006 -Ohio -2829, 
2006 WL 1530156 ( Ohio Ct. App. 10th Dist. Franklin County 2006); Carrolls Corp. v. 
Willoughby Bd. of Zoning Appeals, 2006 - Ohio -3411, 2006 WL 1816935 ( Ohio Ct. App. 
11th Dist. Lake County 2006) ( variance granted for parking space requirements); 
Kohrman v. Cincinnati Zoning Bd. of Appeals, 2007 - Ohio -3450, 2007 WL 1953606
Ohio Ct. App. 1st Dist. Hamilton County 2007), appeal not allowed by 116 Ohio St. 

3d 1440, 2007 - Ohio -6518, 877 N. E. 2d 991 ( 2007). 

BMR. Development Corp. v. City of Green, 1997 WL 537668 ( Ohio Ct. App. 9th
Dist. Summit County 1997). 
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the record was especially egregious as the failure to grant the vari- 
ance amounted to a taking. In gauging whether the spirit and intent
behind the zoning requirement would be observed and substantial
justice done by granting a variance, one court has even held that
personal issues, such as divorce proceedings, age, poor health, in- 
ability to afford to maintain a property, and a fire that destroys a
home, may be considered, at least when viewed in the light of other
Duncan factors ( inability to find a purchaser, lack of substantial
nature of the variance requested)." 

It should be noted that an applicant who states that all of a
requested number of variances must be granted for him to develop the
property may be held to his request and a reviewing court may require
evidence to be presented by the applicant on all thg Duncan factors
before a reversal can be considered. 2° Moreover, where property is
sold, a new owner may not be able to step directly into the shoes of
the previous owner. An appeals court has held that where property is
sold during the pendency of litigation on a variance that has been
denied, the new party in interest may be substituted in the litigation, 
but must allege specific facts relating to its needs for a variance: "Al- 

though not all of the Duncan factors are contingent upon the identity
of the party seeking the area variance, ... [ t]he Duncan analysis as

a whole .. . depends on the specific predicament, or practical difficul- 

ties, faced by a given property owner. "30
A major unsettled question is whether the Duncan and Kisil distinc- 

tion between use and area variances can apply to townships and
counties. RC 519. 14 grants townships the power to grant variances on

grounds of "unnecessary hardship" and does not provide for variances
on the basis of "practical difficulties." RC 303. 14 contains the same

language with respect to townships. Appellate courts have split with
respect to whether a " practical difficulties" test can ( and must) be ap- 
plied to area variances in townships, with more courts allowing the
distinction." Litigation with respect to counties on this issue is

minimal, with one case concluding that the unnecessary hardship

2OStrohecker v. Green Tp. Bd. of Zoning Appeals, 1999 WL 167838 ( Ohio Ct. App. 
7th Dist. Mahoning County 1999). 

2° Burkholder v. Twinsburg Twp. Bd. of Zoning Appeals, 122 Ohio App. 3d 339, 
701 N. E. 2d 766 ( 9th Dist. Summit County 1997). 

3OFisher - Yan v. Bill Mason, 2000 WL 1371474, at * 6 ( Ohio Ct. App. 11th Dist. 

Geauga County 2000). 
31For a discussion of these cases, see Dsuban v. Union Twp. Bd. of Zoning

Appeals, 140 Ohio App. 3d 602, 607 -09, 748 N. E. 2d 597, 600 -02 ( 12th Dist. Butler
County 2000). The Dsuban court comes down on the side of the Briggs v. Dinsmore
Twp. Bd. of Zoning Appeals, 161 Ohio App. 3d 704, 2005 -Ohio -3077, 831 N.E.2d 1063
3d Dist. Shelby County 2005) opinion, holding that under RC 519.14 a township may
grant an area variance or a use variance to a zoning resolution only where literal
enforcement of the resolution will result in unnecessary hardship. The same court re- 
iterated its interpretation in Thompson v. Schwab, 2002 -Ohio -2066, 2002 WL 745602

Ohio Ct. App. 12th Dist. Butler County 2002), and in Smith v. Warren County Rural
Zoning Board of Appeals, 2008 - Ohio -2910, 2008 WL 2404743 ( Ohio Ct. App. 12th
Dist. Warren County 2008). Accord: Taylor Bldg. Corp. Of America v. Clearcreek Tp., 
2001 -Ohio -8635, 2001 WL 1652618 ( Ohio Ct. App. 12th Dist. Warren County 2001); 
In re Appeal Of American Outdoor Advertising, L.L.C., 2003 - Ohio -1820, 2003 WL
1835525 ( Ohio Ct. App. 3d Dist. Union County 2003); Briggs v. Dinsmore Twp. Bd. of
Zoning Appeals, 161 Ohio App. 3d 704, 2005 - Ohio -3077, 831 N.E.2d 1063 ( 3d Dist. 
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standard is to be applied in area variance cases. 32 This is a question

that needs to be resolved by the Ohio Supreme Court. 

9: 8 Variances — Standards -- Character of the area

There are not many cases dealing with the question of a property' s
surroundings. Consolidated Management, Inc. v. City of Cleveland' 
indicates that " Whe authority to permit a variance does not include

idea is that, even if there is a hardship, if a variance would have a
detrimental effect on the area or the comprehensive plan of the com- 

munity, it should not be granted. T ro er procedure is to rezone

the property to an annroate use. It has e—b enTTd' a torsi eration

must be given to all the surrounding interests and it is relevant
whether the e

pu N: AW lit tosest neoors.3 Thus, it
is rnto hol w I e a storage yard for

second hand building materials may be acceptable, use of the property
for dismantling and storage of automobiles may not be because of the
impact on the neighborhood.' Where a proposed variance would result

in a more intense use than surrounding uses, it should not be granted.' 
However, where the operation of a beauty salon in the breezeway of a
home would not alter the character of the neighborhood, a lower court
held that a variance granted for that purpose was proper.' A fraternity
or sorority house in a district containing a variety of uses including

Shelby County 2005). 
For a contrary analysis see Stickelman v. Harrison Twp. Bd. of Zoning Appeals, 

148 Ohio App. 3d 190, 2002 -Ohio -2785, 772 N.E. 2d 683 ( 2d Dist. Darke County 2002); 
Stace Dev., Inc. v. Wellington Twp. Bd. of Zoning Appeals, 2005 - Ohio -4798, 2005 WL
2219618 ( Ohio Ct. App. 9th Dist. Lorain County 2005). Cf. Go v. Sugarcreek Tp. Bd. 
of Zoning Appeals, 2001 WL 585657 ( Ohio Ct. App. 2d Dist. Greene County 2001) 
WWI and Duncan factors applied to area variance); Trent v. German Twp. Bd. of
Zoning Appeals, 144 Ohio App. 3d 7, 759 N.E. 2d 421 ( 2d Dist. Montgomery County
2001) ( Kisil and Duncan factors accepted). 

32Schellhardt v. Mercer Cty. Bd. of Zoning Appeals, 2008 - Ohio -2116, 2008 WL
1932010 ( Ohio Ct. App. 3d Dist. Mercer County 2008). 

Section 9:81

Consolidated Management, Inc. v. City of Cleveland, 6 Ohio St. 3d 238, 452
N.E. 2d 1287 ( 1983). , 

2Consolidated Management, Inc. v. City of Cleveland, 6 Ohio St. 3d 238, 240, 
452 N.E.2d 1287, 1289 ( 1983). 

3Susman v. City of Cleveland, 111 Ohio App. 18, 13 Ohio Op. 2d 378, 83 Ohio L. 
Aba. 161, 162 N.E. 2d 225 ( 8th Dist. Cuyahoga County 1959), appeal dismissed for
want of debatable question, 171 Ohio St. 164, 167 N. E. 2d 927 ( 1960). 

4Susman v. City of Cleveland, 111 Ohio App. 18, 13 Ohio Op. 2d 378, 83 Ohio L. 
Abs. 161, 162 N.E.2d 225 ( 8th Dist. Cuyahoga County 1959), appeal dismissed for
want of debatable question, 171 Ohio St. 164, 167 N.E.2d 927 ( 1960). 

sAmberley Swim & Country Club, Inc. v. Zoning Bd. of Appeals of Amberley
Village, 117 Ohio App. 466, 24 Ohio Op. 2d 260, 191 N.E. 2d 364 ( 1st Dist. Hamilton
County 1963), appeal dismissed by 175 Ohio St. 127, 191 N.E. 2d 820 ( 1963). 

Spencer v. Board of Zoning Appeals of Perry Tp., 13 Ohio Op. 2d 467, 85 Ohio
L. Abs. 361, 170 N. E. 2d 870 ( C. P. 1959), determination sustained, 13 Ohio Op. 2d
469, 85 Ohio L. Aba. 366, 171 N.E. 2d 914 ( Ct. App. 5th Dist. Stark County 1960). The
court actually overturned the refusal to grant the variance, almost certainly
incorrectly. 
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multiple- resident student housing has been found to be an appropri- 
ate use.' Finally, de minimis variances are unlikely to change the
character of the area. As one court stated: "The evidence does not sup- 
port a finding that the essential character of the neighborhood would
be altered or that adjoining properties would suffer as a result of the
extension of one parking space twenty inches. "' 

9:9 Variances — Standards - - Self- imposed hardship

self - created standard is designed to ensure that landowners do

ere an applicant for a v In surface milting that

was not permitted in the ordinance had received a state permit to
mine subject to local ordinances, the Ohio Supreme Court determined
that agreeing to abide by local ordinances was a hardship created by
the landowner.' Where a landowner constructs foundation walls in
violation of a setback requirement and has to remove them,' or where
an applicant instructed his surveyor to draw lines that were not in
compliance with the zoning ordinance, the court found a self - created
hardship.' Similarly, a landowner who divides his property so that the
rpanitina narcp s aiTTo satls inlmum size or width reauireihents

USAess. ners o six o are g that
was approved to a category in which the lots at the time of the rezon- 
ing were substandard in area and width and where it was assumed
that the lots would be consolidated, one of the owners could not

subsequently complain that a variance to develop his lot at its
substandard size was rejected.' In Klubnik v. Granger Township
Board of Zoning Appeals,' an appeals court determined that in spite

of an already incurred investment of $50, 000 to install an atrium in
violation of a setback requirement, the applicant inadequately demon- 
strated practical difficulties. Klubnik requested an area variance of

approximately 3 feet 7 inches into a 100 -foot setback. The BZA denied

Tempo Holding Co. v. Oxford City Council, 78 Ohio App. 3d 1, 603 N.E.2d 414
12th Dist. Butler County 1992), jurisdictional motion overruled, 65 Ohio St. 3d 1420, 

598 N.E.2d 1171 ( 1992). This was actually a conditional use case but Kisil was cited
by the court in considering the issue of surrounding impact. 

Elbert v. Bexley Planning Comm., 108 Ohio App. 3d 59, 79, 670 N. E. 2d 245, 
258 ( 10th Dist. Franklin County 1995), discretionary appeal not allowed, 75 Ohio St. 
3d 1477, 663 N.E. 2d 1304 ( 1996). 

Section 9:91

Set Products, Inc. v. Bainbridge Tp. Bd. of Zoning Appeals, 31 Ohio St. 3d 260, 
510 N.E. 2d 373 ( 1987). 

2D & D Investment v. Franklin County Bd. of Zoning Appeals, 1999 WL 943
Ohio Ct. App. 10th Dist. Franklin County 1998). 

Reed v. Rootstown Tp. Bd. of Zoning Appeals, 9 Ohio St. 3d 54, 458 N.E. 2d 840
1984). 

Clark v. Village of Woodmere, 28 Ohio App. 3d 66, 502 N.E.2d 222 ( 8th Dist. 
Cuyahoga County 1985). Cf.North Fork Properties v. Bath Twp., 2007 - Ohio -243, 2007
WL 172121 ( Ohio Ct. App. 9 Dist. Summit County 2007). 

Belich v. Board of Zoning Appeals, City of Solon, 1997 WL 186779 ( Ohio Ct. 
App. 8th Dist. Cuyahoga County 1997). 

Klubnik v. Granger Tp. Bd. of Zoning Appeals, 1996 WL 367347 ( Ohio Ct. App. 
9th Dist. Medina County 1996). 
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the variance on the ground that the hardship was self - created. The
trial court decided that it was unreasonable to deny a variance for
three feet of a window extension, where the setback is 100 feet. The

appeals court reinstated the board' s decision, ruling that the trial
court exceeded its scope of review and improperly substituted its judg- 
ment for that of the board of zoning appeals. A similar self - created
hardship occurred where an owner converted a temporary construc- 
tion trailer into a permanent office, placing it in violation of the zon- 
ing code' s setback requirements! 

A number of cases have interpreted and applied the self - imposed

hardship standard in the Duncan test to purchasers with knowledge
of zoning restrictions. In general, where an applicant or-a v` arnce
purchases his property with knowledge of zoning restrictions, this will
be a self - created hardship.' While aself- imposed hardshiA will be

fatal in a use variance, thig ic= 
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ranted since there was knowledge and the lots can be recombined, 

easily obviating the need for a variance. Similarly, in Muncie v. City
of Columbus," an appeals court held that a church that requested a

variance to use property to house recovering chemically dependant
and battered women could not receive a variance where it received

the property with knowledge of the restriction. 
One appellate court has held that knowledge of restricted use as

grounds for a denial of a variance should be limited to cases where

the owner purchased property knowing that his or her intended use
was not allowed. Where changed conditions require a variance, the

rule should upt- PrOent an owner from see lung a vana HE 71or a
a mant have been ille-Lyal when the DrODertv wa urc ase . Fur- 

t,_„i,.,_.. ....._. 
W_...._., a., .._ _.,.,_--------- 

expressed in a variance but which are subsequently declared invalid, 
the owner' s knowledge of those restrictions cannot be charged against
him in a later request for a variance." 

9: 10 Variances — Standards —Other issues

Other issues surrounding the practical difficulties test have been
examined by the courts. In one case an appellate court held that, in a
request for an area variance, practical difficulties may be said to result
whenever an area zoning requirement ( e. g., frontage, setback, height) 
unreasonably deprives an owner of a permitted use of property.' This

decision would seem to go beyond the Duncan standard as to whether

there can be beneficial use of the property. Another appellate court --\ 
ruled that the additional expense of r in existing tility lines b

cannot be regai"d-e'i 7eanother court has
he o u at still permits use to be

made of a parcel will not be considered a practical difficulty even
where seventy per cent of the property cannot be used when the owner
took the property knowing that this would be the case and where the
owner is requesting a significant reduction in the requirements ( in Lb

this case a seventy -eight per cent reduction in frontage requirements).' 
Where an individual acts in ongovernmental actions, thereliance

didifficulties. In Harter
r

p, 
tour s may we s ip o prat kcal v. 

Building and Zoning Board of Appeals, City of Urbana,` an appeals

decided that for build- 
p1

court where an owner applied a variance on a J

Muncie v. City of Columbus, 1993 WL 194104 ( Ohio Ct. App. 10th Dist. Frank- 
lin County 1993). 

sKandell v. City Council of Kent, Ohio, 1991 WL 147448 ( Ohio Ct. App. 11th
Dist. Portage County 1991), cause dismissed, 65 Ohio St. 3d 1403, 598 N.E. 2d 710
1992). 

Keynes Bros., Inc. v. Pickaway Tp. Trustees, 1988 WL 35800 ( Ohio Ct. App. 
4th Dist. Pickaway County 1988). 

Section 9: 101

Hempleman v. Bloom Tp. Bd. of Zoning Appeals, 1993 WL 134884 ( Ohio Ct. 
App. 5th Dist. Fairfield County 1993). 

2Cottrell v. Russell Tp. Bd. of Zoning Appeals, 1993 WL 130105 ( Ohio Ct. App. 
11th Dist. Geauga County 1993). 

3I re Appeal of Averill, 1999 WL 390983 ( Ohio Ct. App. 11th Dist. Geauga
County 1999), appeal dismissed by 87 Ohio St. 3d 1409, 716 N.E. 2d 1170 ( 1999). 

4Harper v. Building and Zoning Bd. ofAppeals, City of Urbana, 1992 WL 380307
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5105 Post Road

Non -Use ( Area) Variances

Non -use ( area) variances to permit vehicular use areas to

encroach the required 50 -foot setback from Post Road by 40 feet
and to permit 14 fewer parking spaces for vehicle service and
display areas than required by the Zoning Code for an automobile
dealership. The site is zoned CC, Community Commercial District, 
and is located on the south side of Post Road approximately 600
feet west of the intersection with Frantz Road. 

Review and approval of variances to Zoning Code Sections
153. 072( E) and 153. 212 under the provisions of Zoning Code
Section 153. 231. 

Crown Automotive Group, represented by Mike Close and Tom
Hart, attorneys. 

Claudia D. Husak, AICP, Planner II. 

614) 410 -4675, chusak @dublin. oh. us

2. Woods at Muirfield Village - Rear Yard Setback - Domijan Residence

5768 Royal Lytham Court

11 - 027V Non - Use ( Area) Variance

Proposal

Request: 

Applicant: 

Planning Contact: 
Contact Information

VI. ADJOURNMENT

A non -use ( area) variance to permit a deck to encroach into the

required rear yard setback by 2 feet for a condominium residence
in the Muirfield Village Planned Unit Development located on the

south side of Royal Lytham Court, approximately 380 feet south of
Greenstone Point and Royal Lytham Court. 

Review and approval of a variance application under the

provisions of Code Section 153. 231. 

Joyce Domijan, property owner. 

Tammy J. Noble- Flading, Senior Planner. 
614) 410 -4649, tnoble- flading @dublin. oh. us
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NOTICE OF MEETING

DUBLIN BOARD OF ZONING APPEALS

DATE: Thursday, May 26, 2011
CITY OF DUBLIN_ TIME: 6: 30 p.m. 

PLACE: Dublin Municipal Building
5200 Emerald Parkway

It is the policy of the Dublin Board of Zoning Appeals to notify the applicant and adjacent
property owners of pending Variances, Special Permit applications and Administrative Appeals. 

If you are unable to attend the meeting and want more information, please contact Rachel

Ray, AICP, Planner I, at 410 -4600. If you have any questions or comments concerning the

pending case, please attend this meeting. The meeting starts promptly at 6:30 p.m. and it is
advisable that you are present at that time. Meetings are held within the Council Chambers of

the Municipal Building located at 5200 Emerald Parkway. 

Crown Fiat - Parking and Setback Variances
11 - 022V

5105 Post Road

Non -Use ( Area) Variances

Proposal: Non - use ( area) variances to permit vehicular use areas to

encroach the required 50 -foot setback from Post Road by 40 feet

and to permit 14 fewer parking spaces for vehicle service and
display areas than required by the Zoning Code for an automobile
dealership. The site is zoned CC, Community Commercial District, 
and is located on the south side of Post Road approximately 600
feet west of the intersection with Frantz Road. 

Request: Review and approval of variances to Zoning Code Sections
153. 072( E) and 153. 212 under the provisions of Zoning Code
Section 153. 231. 

Applicant: Crown Automotive Group, represented by Mike Close and Tom
Hart, attorneys. 

Planning Contact: Claudia D. Husak, AICP, Planner 11. 

Contact Information: ( 614) 410 -4675, chusak @dublin. oh. us
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BOARD OF ZONING APPEALS

BOARD ORDER

APRIL 28, 2011

The Board of Zoning Appeals took the following action at this meeting: 
1. Crown Fiat — Parking and Setback Variances 5105 Post Road

11 -022V Non -Use ( Area) Variances

Proposal: Non -use ( area) variances to permit vehicular use areas to encroach

the required 50 -foot setback from State Route 161 by 40 feet and
to permit 15 fewer parking spaces for vehicle service and display
areas than required by the Zoning Code for an automobile
dealership. The site is zoned CC, Community Commercial
District, and is located on the south side of Post Road

approximately 600 feet west of the intersection with Frantz Road. 
Request: Review and approval of variances to Zoning Code Sections

153. 072( E) and 153. 212 under the provisions of Zoning Code
Section 153. 231. 

Applicant: Crown Automotive Group, represented by Mike Close and Tom
Hart, attorneys. 

Planning Contact: Claudia D. Husak, AICP, Planner Il. 

Contact information: ( 614) 410 -4675, chusak @dublin. oh. us

MOTION: Victoria Newell made a motion, seconded by Brett Page, to table this variance
application at the request of the applicant. 

VOTE: 5 — 0. 

RESULT: This Variance application was tabled. 

RECORDED VOTES: 

Victoria Newell Yes

Patrick Todoran Yes

Brett Page Yes

Kathy Ferguson Yes

Brian Gunnoe Yes

STAFF CERTIFICATION

A0 _jAZ
laudia D. Husak. AICP

Planner II
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5105 Post Road

Non - Use ( Area) Variances

MS. HUSAK: Good evening. This is a request for two variances for a parking requirement and for a
setback requirement. The site is located on the south side of Post Road just north of US 33. The

Bob Evans restaurant is located to the east and to the west is the Red Roof Inn hotel. The site is

currently vacant and contains a 10, 000 square foot building that was originally developed as the
Chi -Chi' s restaurant with ample parking around the site. 

The applicant is proposing to develop the site with a car dealership for the Fiat brand with eight
service bays and a service write -up area included as part of the dealership. The car dealership is
a permitted use in the Community Commercial District, and the Planning and Zoning
Commission recently approved a conditional use for vehicle service bays. The Commission also
approved two deviations from the zoning requirements to allow the service drive to encroach
into the 50 -foot required building and pavement setback from State Route 33. The Commission
also allowed the parking for the service bays to be provided at three spaces per service bay. 

The first request is for a variance to the setback requirement from State Route 33. In the mid

1980s this site was included on a plat for Post Road, and the plat included a 10 -foot setback for

parking along the southern property line. The Zoning Code was amended in 1991 to require a
50 -foot setback for building and pavement, and because the applicant is making significant
improvements to this property, they are required to bring the site into compliance. They are
requesting a variance of 40 feet into the required setback. 

The second request is for parking. The Zoning Code does not have a requirement for display
area, where auto dealers typically store their inventory vehicles. The current requirement is one
space per 1, 000 square feet of display area. The total requested variance is for 15 parking
spaces based on the parking requirements for the sales facility, service bays, and display
spaces. 

For the setback variance, in Planning' s opinion, the need for the variance stems from the
applicant' s action requiring additional vehicle display versus customer parking for this site. 
Display parking is something that the code does not require, but is something that the applicant
wants to have. Planning has made similar findings on the review criteria for the parking variance, 
that adequate parking would be available if more spaces would be used for display. Planning
therefore recommends disapproval of both variance requests. 

KATHY FERGUSON: You said if the variance is approved, it would mean more space for display
and less for parking, correct? [ Ms. Husak affirmed]. What is the purpose of the parking
requirements? 

MS. HUSAK: The Zoning Code requires a minimum number of parking spaces for each use that
are fairly typically for many cities. If a site were not to provide enough parking spaces, it would
force customers to park in drive aisles, which could potentially prove a hazard for Fire to get
around the building if there were an emergency. It may also cause people to park on the road
and then impeding travel through the cityThe applicant is essentially proposing to use spaces
that would typically be available for a customer to come to the site and park and walk around
and look at cars for vehicle display. The display spaces would take away from spaces available
for customers because they would be occupied by cars for sale. 

MS. NEWELL: Will the applicant please come forward. 
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TOM HART: Tom Hart, 300 Spruce Street, Columbus, Ohio. With me tonight is Mark Wigler, the
president and general manager of the Crown Auto Group. As Claudia said, we have been
approved for a conditional use by the Planning and Zoning Commission. We are planning major
improvements and upgrades to the architecture of the building on this site. We' re remodeling

the inside of the building with the addition of the service bays that we requested. There will be
significant landscaping additions and new jobs and auto product sales on what is now a vacant
site. Along with the requested variances, if Crown purchases the property, we will also bring it up
to all Dublin Zoning Code standards. 

In summary, this case is about two changes to the rights -of -way on Post Road and State Route
33 since the site has been developed that impact the use of the site. That' s the reason for the

variance requests. Regarding the first variance, the code changes and the changes to the
Thoroughfare Plan has resulted in a significant change resulting in a loss of parking. In addition to
the setback constraints, we have an issue in terms of the second variance for non - display

parking. 

A car dealership of this size in today' s world doesn' t need that much general parking. We think
it' s an unreasonable requirement to only leave 47 spaces for display for a dealership of this type. 
Without the setback variance, we would only have 25 spaces left for vehicle display. The reality
is that we' re not going to get a national contract from Fiat USA to have a dealership here with
that number of display spaces for this business. Crown Fiat is a low impact dealership in terms of
sales, traffic, and employee size. Our service function simply does not need 24 parking spaces - 
we believe 16 is adequate. The dealership will probably have 15 total employees, and under the
proposed variances what we' re asking for would result in 15 employee spaces, 16 spaces

allocated to the service bays for the public, and then 62 inventory display spaces. There would

be 25 remaining spaces for customers. There are 200 spaces on this site today. Our request
would result in taking a lot of those spaces away to address landscape issues, screening, and
the addition of service bays. 

MARK WIGLER: I' ve been running the Mercedes -Benz, Chrysler, and Kia dealerships on Perimeter
Loop Road for six years. We track all of our customers that come in through phone, internet, and
regular traffic. Looking at a three -year average for the other three stores that we currently run, at
our Mercedes store, we get an average of 6. 2 clients per day over nine to ten hours. Our
Chrysler store does 4. 5 customers per day, and our Kia dealership actually has 5. 2 customers per
day. When we start talking about 25 parking spaces for customers, unless there is some sort of an
event which would create that kind of traffic, we may have three or four customers per day. 
Looking at the volume that Fiat is looking for, the full planning volume is 493 vehicle sales per
year. The industry has changed - we don't get as many visits as we used to get in the mid ' 80s. 
People do their research on the internet, and we look at 3. 5 visits per every sale that we do. So

we' re looking at if we sell everything that they say we could sell, 1, 725 customers would be the
projected number to visit over an entire year. About five customers a day would actually visit the
store from the sales side. And I think that' s what a lot of these parking spaces are actually
allocated for, is for the sales side, so it looks like too many customer parking spots are required. 

MR. HART: The extraordinary circumstances we see in this case are the combination of two
regulations that impact parking. The two code requirements for parking and setbacks should be
varied from because they operate together and have an unreasonable impact. The resulting
limitation of the display spaces is only the effect of the two code provisions impacting this site
without considering how those two code provisions come together in an unintended way. 
There' s no Zoning Code prohibition against the number of display spaces provided, but together
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these two factors, the right -of -way and the parking restrictions, mean that we can' t provide the
amount of display that we need. 

I also want to address the issue of uniqueness. The impact here is uniquely severe as compared
to other properties between Post Road and 33. Of course, there are other properties where the
two rights -of -way affect existing sites, but I think this site is different. I don' t think any site adjacent
site loses as much parking because of the setback requirements. Bob Evans has a drive aisle in
the northern portion of their site, not parking. We do think that there' s a special condition present
on the site based on those two factors and because of the configuration of this site, because of
access in the front, which I' ll go over. 

Special circumstances aren' t limited to topography or the shape of the property. In this case the
fact that both the front and the back of the site are severely impacted by changes in the right - 
of -way and the large volume of parking that is lost compared to other sites. 

Staff also commented that our display areas could have been permitted on the south side with
exposure to 33 but we chose to arrange the site in a way that took away that potential. The
problem with that is that we didn' t have many choices where that service bays could go. 

There' s very little impact on the Red Roof Inn property to the west from the addition of service
bays because most people are not sleeping in those rooms during our operational hours before
6: 00 p. m. We couldn' t put the service bays on the east side because most people at Bob Evans
don' t want to see and hear vehicle service. 

The other possibility, because we wanted to keep the service bays on the west side, would either
be putting the service write -up on the front of the building. We didn' t propose that location
because we believe that would conflict with the entry to the site. We don' t want the service

write -up to be the first thing people see on the site. We think the architecture is going to be
stunning. It' s kind of modern, and we want visitors to have an experience. The portion on the
northeast side of the building was eliminated as an option because of site circulation and
because of the dumpster location. It is also the front elevation of our business, and we didn' t
want the service in the front of the site. 

For those reasons, we disagree with staff that we could have proposed a different site plan or

that there was any inaction on our part. 

Staff also commented that customer parking is intended to be temporary, as opposed to display
parking, which is continuous. There' s no evidence to support that. The site has been vacant
recently, but in the past this site was a car dealership and a restaurant. When it was a car
dealership, there were cars parked as display all the time. 

Next, with regard to staff comments on the parking variance, I think some of the issues are the
same in terms of special conditions and substantial adverse effect. In terms of what we could

have done differently to avoid the need for the variance, it' s the right -of -way changes that
brought us here. If we didn' t have the changes to the right -of -way, we wouldn' t need these two
variances. 

MS. NEWELL: Are there any questions for the applicant? 

BRETT PAGE: I have a couple questions. How do you define a customer? 

MR. WIGLER: You' re a man in a white shirt. We write it down. We' re pretty good at tracking visits, 

regardless of whether they stop. 
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MR. PAGE: How many cars are serviced on average each day? 

MR. WIGLER: We' ve never had a Fiat dealership before, but the industry average is 1. 7 times per
year per car sold. If we sold 400 cars a year, that would be about 800 vehicles per year for

service. With the life cycle of a car, about 39 months, it equates to about 3, 200 cars per year

coming in, but that' s not usually the way it turns out. 

MS. NEWELL: You compared the size of a Fiat dealership to the Crown Kia dealership. Can you
give me a comparison on what your parking space count is on your Kia dealership site in
comparison to this site? 

MR. WIGLER: We have 12 parking spaces for customers right out front. Sometimes we do have
display vehicles sitting in those spots, but I don' t have all of the numbers. 

MS. NEWELL: Does staff have the parking count for the Kia site? 

MS. HUSAK: I don' t know off the top of my head, but the difference between the properties, as
Mr. Wigler said, is that they are separate parcels that function as one campus. The spaces are
shared throughout, and most importantly, it is a Planned Unit Development District, so the
requirements may be different as approved with the final development plan. 

MS. NEWELL: It seems that there' s actually more parking spots on the Kia dealership site currently. 

MR. WIGLER: I can tell you that we do service eight vehicles per day at the Kia dealership after
almost ten years. We have about 20 spaces right behind the carwash used while the cars are

being serviced. But directly behind that is where all the employees of all three dealerships park, 
so we don' t utilize all the spaces for just Kia. 

MS. NEWELL: Is the existing structure being renovated? Or will a substantial portion be torn down? 

JOHN ONEY: John Oney, Architectural Alliance, 165 North Fifth Street, Columbus, Ohio. We' re
working with the existing building location and renovating from the footprint of the building and
the exterior walls. We are renovating the existing showroom and parts areas. The back wall
would stay, and then we're adding the service bays to the rear of the building. 

MS. NEWELL: Is there a requirement for the number of service bays, or was that your choice? 

MR. ONEY: Yes, there is a requirement. We were required that there be two service reception

lanes for the incoming customers and eight working service bays. 

MS. HUSAK: That' s not a zoning requirement, though. 

MS. NEWELL: Can you tell me where cars are going to be delivered to this site? 

MR. WIGLER: Ultimately they would be delivered directly to the site and then probably unloaded
behind service using a semi truck. 

MS. NEWELL: Has staff looked at the turning radii? 

MS. HUSAK: As part of the conditional use plan approved by the Commission, we had the
applicant indicate where loading and unloading would occur. 
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MS. NEWELL: Did engineering make sure that semis could actually enter and exit the site? The

reason I' m asking is because about a month ago, one of the other automotive dealerships was
unloading their vehicle in the street. 

MR. WIGLER: We first looked into servicing vehicles in our Chrysler facility, since Fiat is actually
part of the Chrysler brand, but we' re required to have service at the same location as the sales

facility. We thought about unloading the vehicles and doing pre - delivery inspections at Chrysler
and then just driving over or the cars over. If that' s a real sticking point and we can' t drop the
cars, we certainly can accommodate. 

MR. PAGE: Is the stormwater detention area untouchable, or is there some way that the site
could be creatively utilized to potentially increase parking capacity? 

MS. HUSAK: There are a couple of points to clarify. One is the plat that set aside that parcel in
1984 included the Post Road right -of -way as it is today, so there was no taking of right -of -way or
changes to the right -of -way. How the parking came to be in the present location along Post
Road is unclear, because the setback requirement from Post Road was the same in 1984 as it is

today. The applicant is also required to screen the vehicular use area, including drives, parking
areas, any kind of pavement from the roadway on their site. The proposed plan includes
adequate screening and required trees. Certain landscape areas are required by the Zoning
Code for parking areas. 

MR. HART: We didn' t ask for a variance along Post Road for those reasons. We needed that area
for other code compliance issues. 

MR. PAGE: I' m just wondering if the site plan has been maximized to the fullest extent. 

MR. HART: Today, the site doesn' t meet lot coverage. We' re bringing it into compliance with lot
coverage by maximizing parking versus green space. 

MS. HUSAK: The code does not require a certain number of spaces for display. It also does not
require display to happen in a parking space. We prefer to have the area outlined on a plan
where the display occurs. 

MS. NEWELL: Can you tell me what the setbacks are for other car dealerships in the city? 

MS. HUSAK: This is the Perimeter Center area, with the Kia and Chrysler dealership that the
applicant owns, and this is the Bob Evans site. All of those sites have the some 50 -foot setback

requirement from 33. The requirement for the Post Road setback is 50 feet as well, because the

Post Road right -of -way is 100 feet. Parking is permitted to encroach 40 percent into that, setback
requirement, which is 30 feet. The sites on the north side of Post Road are nonconforming. 

BRIAN GUNNOE: Being part of the Bridge Street Corridor, how is this site going to be affected by
the proposed changes regarding setback? 

STEVE LANGWORTY: One of the concepts for the Bridge Street Corridor includes the relocation of

Post Road, potentially even north across the creek. Should that occur, one of the things we
believe will occur is that this will allow the site to become much more developable. The other

option is to keep the street south of the Indian Run Creek parallel to Bridge Street, ultimately into
the Historic District. In this case, the street would become a primary street, and we would want
most of these uses as they redevelop to push closer to this street and get more of a setback and
green area along 33. 
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We also have to anticipate the changes that may occur with the US 33 -270 interchange
improvements and the potential effects on the parcels in this area. As a result, we' re trying to
push as much off of the 33 right -of -way as we can and then shift the emphasis up to Post Road
as being the primary frontage road. 

MR. HART: We feel very strongly that the application has to be considered on its merits for what
has been presented, and how this site is impacted by the conditions we' ve outlined, and not

necessarily what could happen in ten years. 

MS. NEWELL: I' m struggling a little bit with seeing where there is a hardship on this property, and
the reason is that I can think of multiple sites in the city of Dublin that have the exact same
constraint this one does with dual frontage and large setbacks along 33. As an architect, I have
tried developing some of these properties with similar constraints. Ultimately most of those sites
have been developed within the city with similar requirements, so it' s hard to say that there are
circumstances unique to this site. 

Is there anyone from the public that would like to comment on this application? 

JEFF ROBY: Jeff Roby, 8596 Dunsinane Drive, Dublin, Ohio. We bought this property around 2000. 
The property technically is not vacant. There is a car dealership there licensed in the state of
Ohio. If we look at where the drive - through, write -up area is, that' s exactly where it was located
on a site plan approved by the City of Dublin in 2006. The only issue was that we had to change
radii on the corners of the building. Additionally, the area along 33 was our display area, since
we were permitted a certain amount of designated display area. 

I understand what the City is doing, but it is sickening to me to find that I have lost 90 parking
spaces on a piece of property that we own. Then you have an applicant that comes in and
wants to fix the property up, and now we have setbacks to deal with. I' m not sure I understand
the setback requirement on Post Road and when that became effective. 

MS. HUSAK: That setback was required when the former Chi -Chi' s restaurant developed as well. 

MR. ROBY: That' s all I have. I hope you approve the application. Thank you. 

MS. NEWELL: Any other thoughts? I have a harder time with the 50 -foot setback than I do the

variance in terms of the quantity of parking that they' re providing on the site. I do know that it' s
not unusual that the parking counts in communities require more service bay parking than they
actually need from having worked with auto dealerships in the past. I know that for the
dealerships farther to the west on 33, their service bay parking was counted at the lower number
than the maximum, and I think that' s pretty common in Dublin. So I think there are some fair
considerations to some of the parking reductions that are here. I' m struggling a little bit more
with the 50 -foot setback, especially in terms of their increasing the size of the existing building in
this instance. Now they' re increasing the amount of coverage they have on site, in addition to
asking for reduction of parking spaces, and the two of those are not really balancing for me. 

It seems that the request is that they' re asking for a reduction in the overall parking spaces, but
the reduction includes the parking spaces that are in the setback, correct? 

MS. HUSAK: Yes. What they are asking is that the zoning requirements be changed so instead of
three parking spaces per bay they are requesting two per bay. Instead of one space per
thousand, they' re requesting per two thousand. 
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i also wanted to clarify that if you were not to approve this variance, these display spaces along
the south side of the building would have to go away. The overall parking requirement would
change because they would have less display area and, therefore, they would have to provide
fewer parking spaces for that display area. 

MS. NEWELL: I can agree and understand the request for reducing parking spaces. I would much
rather have a site that has green space on it than have a site that is loaded with parking spaces
that aren' t needed. I' m equally concerned that we don' t try to put too much into a small site. I
just don' t see that there' s a hardship for the 50 -foot setback requirement. 

When this went through the Planning and Zoning Commission and they got their conditional use
application, they allowed the driveway to extend into that 50 -foot setback. They are still be
permitted to have that. So the only thing that would have to be removed in this plan is those
parking spots that are extending into the setback, correct? [ Ms. Husak affirmed]. 

MR. PAGE: I' m really having a hard time finding that there are unique circumstances with this
site, but I have less of an issue with parking. I am concerned about there not being adequate
parking for the site, especially with the number of service bays being required in there, too. And I
appreciate the information regarding the number of customers per day walking in and out. But
we' re also talking about other things going on beyond cars being parked for service. I am also
concerned about a large vehicle dropping off cars there and getting in and out since there are
some pretty tight turns. To me, it' s a great concept, but that shouldn' t be the justification for why
we approve a variance for this particular site. I appreciate the opportunity for a new business at
this site, but I don' t see unique issues here. 

MR. ROBY: When did the setback requirements along 33 and Post Road go into effect? 

MS. HUSAK: The setback requirement along 33 went into effect with the 1991 Zoning Code, and
the setback requirement from Post Road has been in the Zoning Code as long as Dublin was a
city. 

MR. ROBY: I have gone through the process of renovating this building twice. Now, when this
applicant comes, you want to take 90 parking spaces away. Nobody ever brought up any
setback issues. To me it sounds terribly unfair. 

MS. NEWELL: We' re here to interpret what the Zoning Code requires for the case before us. I' m
looking at this application from the objective criteria, and that' s where I am having the issues
here, and I believe I' m hearing that from some other Board members also. 

MR. WIGLER: We first thought about opening the Fiat dealership with off -site service just so we
wouldn' t have to go through everything we're going through today. If the variances aren' t
approved, the site will likely end up with a pre -owned lot. The modifications to the building won' t
be done, and the site won' t be brought into compliance. But because we want to make such

significant improvements, we' ll be at the point where we won' t have enough parking. And I think
we' re bringing a great business to Dublin. 

MS. NEWELL: And I appreciate that, because I think all of us would love to see this property
redeveloped, but we are the Board of Zoning Appeals. We' re not the Planning Commission, so
we can only deal with the existing zoning regulations in reviewing the variance requests. 
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MR. PAGE: We have certain criteria we have to look at when reviewing variance requests. I
appreciate the integrity of the design and the potential for new business, but that is not what our
determination is based on. 

MR. HART: I wanted to just make sure that the Board understands that the Planning and Zoning
Commission is aware that we are seeking these variances. We were fully aware that we needed
the variances to be able to develop this site. 

The second thing is that the word " hardship" keeps being used. This is a non -use variance, or an
area variance, and the legal standard, and I think the standard in the Dublin Zoning Code, is a
finding of practical difficulty. Economics are part of that consideration. That consideration is
based on a court case called Duncan, and the Duncan factors. I would argue Dublin's code
allows economics to be a consideration, and that the entire circumstance can be considered. I

would ask very strongly that if you consider Mr. Langworthy' s testimony about what could
happen someday in this area, that you also consider that we have a real economic benefit
coming to this city today because that is part of this consideration for the practical difficulty test. 

MS. RAY: I think we would respectfully disagree with Mr. Hart. We feel that the special conditions
criterion relates to the particular property, either specific attributes to that particular property in
terms of physical considerations that would require and necessitate the variance. 

MR. HART: Special conditions are not only related to topography or the shape of the property; it' s
the total circumstance. My main focus is the case of Duncan v. Middlefield. That is the case that
governs practical difficulty tests in Ohio, and Dublin does have a different set of standards in the
code that they use. But Duncan is what governs any challenge, any court action, anything
relating to area variances. I am stating for the record that economics is part of the mix. There
are seven factors in that case, and if I have a moment, I can go back to the Dublin code and
talk about where else I think economics come into play. 

MS. NEWELL: It sounds to me like we have a difference of opinion with respect to what

constitutes special conditions. You' re saying that we are applying the wrong standard. 

MR. HART: Yes, and we have substantial private property rights here at stake, and I would like a
chance to each of the criteria once more. 

First of all, I think all three required findings are made because in terms of special conditions, we

have a unique site because there are two rights -of -way that constrain the site as we talked
about. You don' t just have to have topography to have that kind of special condition. We have
a site that does have lots of limitations on it based on the tightness of where the drive entry is

today. But in the end, regulatory impacts, can be special conditions. 

In terms of action and inaction, the theme from staff' s report tonight is about self - infliction or that
we brought this condition on ourselves by virtue of this application. Again, it' s the right -of -way
changes that eliminated the spaces, which is why we' re here. I do want to talk about self - 
infliction because it is in the staff report. I don' t like to use the word " hardship" because I don' t
think that' s the legal context. This is not self - infliction, but for the right -of -way change, upon

redevelopment of this site, we would be able to meet any parking requirement and the
applicant' s need for parking for display. 

The right -of -way change I believe took place in 2007 with the adoption of the Thoroughfare Plan
in the Community Plan. In Ohio, courts have found self - infliction for bringing a hardship onto the
applicant themselves when an applicant builds something, and then tries to go in and get a
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permit for it and get a variance when it is noncompliant. These are cases of taking action first

without permission and then seeking forgiveness through the variance process. And I have some
copies of cases that I would like at this point to turn in to the Board of Zoning Appeals that

document those cases in Ohio. The right -of -way changes are what changed the situation for the
property. That was something we didn't know about, and sounds like Mr. Roby didn' t either. 

The parking on the site appears to have existed since the 1980s. We' re asking for some of the
parking that has been there since 1984 to stay. Also under Ohio law, even where self - infliction
has been found, in the area of non -use variances, it' s not considered fatal. And I have another

case that I will turn in on that. In this case Crown is asking for a variance from the code
provisions, which is our right to request. I don' t think that, in and of itself, our application for a

variance can be considered self - inflicting. We have a right to come here and request what we
think is a variance for an unreasonable code situation. We shouldn' t be penalized because we

are here with an application. In a local court here in Franklin County, a Court of Appeals, in

Bexley the Court found that prior knowledge of zoning restrictions is just one factor to be
weighed and considered, and by itself, it' s insufficient to be the reason that the property owner
gets denied from obtaining a non -use or an area variance. 

The facts are that Crown can' t reconfigure the site to allow enough display spaces along the 33

setback without the variance. Asking for the variance because of difficulties created by these
two code sections is perfectly within our right, and the idea that somehow we are denied
because we' re asking for a variance itself is inappropriate. There' s no substantial adverse effect
on the property or the improvements in the vicinity of this site on our neighbors whatsoever. In
fact, quite the contrary, the applicant is going to get rid of some parking. The applicant is going
to add substantial landscaping and investment to this city. The applicant is going to significantly
upgrade the building and the grounds and the parking lot of this facility. I would say this is where
economics comes in. It' s the function of whether or not there is an adverse impact. We' re

coming here with an economic impact that is the opposite of adverse. 

Asking to keep the parking in the setback is not a special privilege because it has existed and it
is the pre- existing condition for 27 years. It' s also very similar to what you saw on the aerials in the
surrounding property. There is the parking in the right -of -way and in the setback areas on almost
every one of the properties surrounding this facility. We are asking to keep an existing condition
that is actually enjoyed by our neighbors. To say that we' re asking for special privileges is wrong. 

In terms of whether this would create a precedent or some kind of regulation that could be

recurrent, I think we did address that. I think Mark addressed that. We have a pretty unique

situation here in terms of the fact that there are very few properties of this size that would
support a niche dealership that are crunched by two major changes in the right -of -way. There
are a couple properties that are similar that are, you know, next to us, adjacent to us that are

constrained by the 33 and the Post Road right -of -way, but they're existing businesses. In
particular Bob Evans, the impact they have from Post Road is on their drive aisle. There' s no

elimination of parking if that site were to come forward with the same requests. 
Finally, the reason it' s not recurrent is because this dealership is, I think, pretty unique in terms of
where it' s located and the fact that it' s going to have 15 employees. It' s going to have a low site
visitation. The danger of granting a car dealership a variance like this and then fearing that
bigger car dealerships with more issues would come along is not going to happen because no
other site this size is going to support any larger dealership that could happen. 

The fourth criterion is in some ways the main point because that' s where the term " practical

difficulty" of this test comes from, and I think that' s where economics in particular are a factor. 
The applicant doesn' t agree that we could have somehow adjusted the site and gotten more
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parking a different way. We can' t put the service bays, service write -up, garage, or facility, on
the northeast or northwest corners. That' s what I was saying, because it really mars the
architecture and creates conflicts with drive aisles and the entry road. 

These variances are about individual property rights. It' s not about what could happen someday
with a roundabout or an interchange. It' s about this property and what they have today. 

MS. NEWELL: In terms of some of the discussion that we had this evening and speaking with staff, 
the questions asked were intended to benefit the applicant in terms of wanting to understand
how the site will be impacted. Even if we take into consideration your economic concerns that
you addressed in front of this Board, if you look at the special conditions under section A, and

you had felt that that special condition was because you have two rights -of -way that were
unique to this particular parcel, I tend to disagree with you because we have other parcels

throughout the City of Dublin that have two rights -of -way as well. 

So there isn' t something that's unique to this site with having those two setbacks. And we're
looking at the Zoning Code and the current setbacks. You, even in your testimony this evening, 
said that it would not matter when that 50 -foot setback came into play as long as it came into
play before you brought this in front of the Board of Zoning Appeals. You have testified here this
evening that that 50 -foot setback came into play in 2007, and you' re in agreement that the 50- 
foot setback is in place now. And so now we' re judging new development on the site with new
construction and building additions, so that new construction would have to be judged against
current zoning requirements. 

MR. HART: I concur with Ms. Newell that because of the new construction that we dealing with
existing zoning requirements. I think there' s some things that you bring up that are debatable, 
but based on our interpretation, I think those are yet to be completely finalized or to be worked
out specifically here regarding the economics being a factor. 

MR. PAGE: I' m looking at the first set of variance criteria, all three of which are required to be
met. I think the applicant has met the third criterion, that granting the variance will not cause a
substantial adverse effect to property or improvements in the vicinity. I think where I am
struggling is the definition in front of us of special conditions. The code states that " Special

conditions or circumstances may include: Exceptional narrowness; shallowness or shape of a

specific property on the effective date of this Chapter or amendment; or by reason of
exceptional topographic or environmental conditions or other extraordinary situation on the
land, building or structure; or by reason of the use or development of the property immediately
adjoining the property in question." So that' s the standard we are working off of. Can you
convince us, do you have an argument that you meet one of those? 

MR. HART: First of all, the word in the middle of the paragraph is " may." The paragraph doesn' t
preclude any other argument. We' re not just talking about topography and the shape of the
property as the reasons that somebody can ask for a variance. I think the chair is correct that

there are other parts of the city that have two major thoroughfares that have 50 -foot setback
requirements, but I would argue that those don' t necessarily have the existing conditions that
are here. I think that the term " other extraordinary situations on the land, building or structure," 
relate to this site. I think we fall under that condition because I think they're expansive, not
limiting, because we have a great proposal and a great site plan. We have a site that' s severely
limited, and we have two code provisions that act together that I think is unique to this site

because, again, there' s nothing in the code that says you can' t have X number of display
spaces. 
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It' s the fact that these two code sections for setback and parking combined create an

extraordinary circumstance. That to me is a situation on a land, building, or structure. If your
code said you could only have X number of display spaces for a car dealership, we wouldn' t
have a point there, but your code doesn' t say that. It' s the impact of two separate code
sections unintended on this particular site. 

I do want to pass out some of the material I have on the criteria because I do want to get it into
the record because the Duncan criteria are extremely liberal. They' re not restrictive. 

MS. NEWELL: You have every right to ask to table this application and submit additional
documentation, and we can review it at the next meeting if you believe it is pertinent and
important enough that we should see it before making a decision. 

MR. HART: I made some references to the case law this evening, and I just want to submit that
for the record, but I don' t necessarily want to discuss it at length. 

MS. NEWELL: The materials would be something that I would put due diligence to and read. If it' s
important enough for it to be in front of us, we should have the ability to sit here and read it and

pay attention to it. 

MS. FERGUSON: I agree with that. If you' re going to pass out case law that arguably
demonstrates that perhaps our definition of special conditions and circumstances is not

consistent with Ohio law, I would certainly like the opportunity to read that case law and
consider it. I think it would have been helpful if we had had someone from the Law Director' s
Office here tonight to maybe address those points. 

MS. NEWELL: Clearly you have the right to submit anything into the record you would like to
submit, but if the purpose is simply to submit it and get it into the record, that' s one thing. If you
would like to submit it and review and analyze it, it might be advantageous to table the

application. 

While you have stated the issues in terms of the setbacks creating a special condition on the site, 
I don' t believe they do. And it can' t meet all of those standards that are here based upon that. 
There is still usable, buildable land left after taking the setbacks into account. You can get a
building on the site. You can get parking on that site. I can however agree that taking into
account both of those setbacks, that I could use that in relationship to the parking variance that

you' re requesting. Because of that limitation I could see that creating a situation in which you
could not provide as much parking while preserving green space. So, as I said earlier, I can
support one of these variances. I can' t support the other based upon the criteria that' s in front of

us. 

MR. PAGE: I' m looking at the key words in the special circumstances criterion regarding the term
may ": circumstances exist which are peculiar to the land or structure. That " may" may relate to
the peculiarity of the lands or structure involved which are not applicable to other land or
structures, and I think that there are many other properties in this area which have these same
setbacks on both side. That' s the criterion I can' t get past right now. 

MR. HART: What we gave you was the comparison of Bob Evans, and I understand that there are

other sites around Dublin that have two rights -of -way. What I' m saying is we have evidence of
another site that I think is probably a good comparison because it' s right in the same district. Bob
Evans is probably the most comparable site that we have to compare to, and while there may
be- other sites that are affected by two rights -of -way, Bob Evans is evidence to the contrary. 
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MS. RAY: Although there is parking on the Bob Evans site along the 33 right -of -way, it is in the
same position as this particular site is in that it was either originally approved in error or is

nonconforming, and if Bob Evans were to come forward and redevelop, they would be in the
exact same position as this property. 

MS. NEWELL: I was just going to ask that. If Bob Evans put an addition on their structure the same
as this applicant is proposing, they would be facing the same site constraints with the setbacks
on that property as well, correct? [ Ms. Ray affirmed]. 

MR. HART: I have to respectfully disagree because, again, the number of Bob Evans parking
spaces in that right -of -way is nowhere near the 20 or so that we have in that same right -of -way, 
so the impact on us compared to them is very dramatic, over 20 spaces. 

MS. NEWELL: I think we have some agreement, although we have not taken an official vote, that

we saw some support of the parking variance but not to the setback. Mr. Hart, what would you
like to do? Do you want to present your additional evidence and table this case for this

evening? 

MR. HART: I' ll make the request to table the application. 

MS. NEWELL: I will make a motion based upon the applicant' s request to table this application. 

MR. PAGE: Second. ( Vote taken; motion passed unanimously.) 

The meeting was adjourned at 8: 44 p. m. 

As approved by the Board of Zoning Appeals. 
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Case Summary

Agenda Item

Case Number

City of Dublin Board of Zoning Appeals

Planning Report
Thursday, April 28, 2011

5105 Post Road - Crown Fiat - Parking and Setback Variances

1 1 - 022V

Proposal Non -use ( area) variances to permit vehicular use areas to encroach the required

50 -foot setback from US 33 /State Route 161 by 40 feet and to permit 15 fewer
parking spaces than required by the Zoning Code for an automobile dealership, 
for vehicle service and display areas. 

Request Non -Use ( Area) Variance

Review and approval of variances to Zoning Code Sections 153. 072( E) and

153. 212 under the provisions of Zoning Code Section 153. 231. If approved, next

steps include building permitting and Certificate of Zoning Plan Approval. 

Site Location 5105 Post Road

The site is a 2. 5 -acre parcel, zoned CC, Community Commercial District, located
on the south side of Post Road approximately 600 feet west of the intersection
with Frantz Road. 

Applicant Crown Automotive Group. 

Representative Mike Close and Tom Hart, Wiles, Boyles, Burkholder & Bringardner Co., LPA. 

Case Manager Claudia D. Husak, AICP, Planner II 1 ( 614) 410 -4675 1 chusak @dublin. oh. us

Planning
Recommendation Disapproval of the two requested variances. 

Based on Planning' s analysis the requested variances do not meet the required
non -use ( area) variance standards. 
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Facts

Site Description 2. 5 -acre parcel

Through lot ( frontage on two parallel public rights -of -way) 

Frontage: 300 feet - US 33; 305 feet - Post Road

Lot depth: approximately 365 feet _ 

Zoning CC, Community Commercial District

Surrounding East, West and South, across US 33: CC, Community Commercial District; 

Zoning and Uses developed as commercial uses including hotels and restaurants. 

North: SO, Suburban Office and Institutional District; developed with auto

dealerships ( nonconforming uses). 

Site Features Full vehicular access to Post Road through a shared driveway with the Bob
Evan' s site to the east. 

Vacant 10, 000- square -foot, one -story building previously used as a
restaurant and an auto dealership. 
200 parking spaces on three sides of the building. 
The site currently does not meet pavement setbacks and lot coverage. 
No natural features. 

Case Background " Subdivision

The parcel was platted as part of the Post Road Subdivision in 1984 and the

site was developed in the mid - 1980s with a restaurant as a permitted use. 

Conditional Use

The Zoning Code allows vehicle sales as a permitted use in the Community
Commercial District, but requires approval of a conditional use for vehicle

repair operations. On April 7, 2011, the Planning and Zoning Commission
approved a conditional use only for vehicle repair use for this site. As part of

the conditional use approval, the Commission waived two development

requirements approving parking at a rate of three spaces per service bay and
a drive aisle encroachment of 20 feet into the required US 33 setback. ( The

Commission is granted the authority to waive certain Zoning Code provisions
directly related to the conditional use in accordance with the provisions of
Code Section 153. 236( C) ( 2).) 

While the drive aisle encroachment was directly related to the conditional use
for vehicle service, the parking spaces along the US 33 frontage have no
relationship to this operation. Therefore, a setback variance is required to
allow these spaces to continue to encroach within the 50 -foot setback. 

Proposal The applicant is proposing to use this vacant site as a dealership for the Fiat
brand and to bring the site into compliance with the Zoning Code, including
removing pavement along the Post Road frontage to meet setback and lot
coverage requirements. 

The applicant is proposing 54 customer parking spaces and 62 inventory
display spaces, which must be parked at one parking space per 1, 000 square
feet of vehicular sales use area. The applicant is also proposing to convert the
20 existing parking spaces along the US 33 frontage within the 50 -foot setback
to display spaces. 
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Details Variance Request: Setback

Process Zoning Code Section 153.231( C) (3) allows the Board of Zoning Appeals to
review variances where there are practical difficulties conforming to the strict
requirements of the Zoning Code. 

Applicable Code Zoning Code Section 153. 072( E) requires a minimum 50 -foot setback for

Requirements buildings and vehicular use areas ( parking, driveways) along all freeways and
expressway rights - of -way. 

Proposed Site Plan

e
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setback
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L1! ltalla Variance Request: Setback

Variance Request: This site has frontage along US 33 and must adhere to the 50 -foot setback
Setback requirement. When the parcel was platted, the plat included a 10 - foot

153. 072( E) pavement setback along the freeway frontage and the site was developed
in accordance with the plat, but not in compliance with the Zoning Code. 
The Zoning Code requires a 50 -foot minimum building and pavement setback
from freeways and expressways. Because the applicant is proposing to
conduct a business from the site and is making significant site improvements, 
Section 153. 004( C) ( 2) requires the site to be brought into compliance with all

applicable Zoning Code requirements. 

With the approval of the conditional use, the Planning and Zoning
Commission permitted the existing drive aisle to encroach into the required
setback along the US 33 frontage for the service bays, since the use of the
drive aisle is necessary for the use of the service bays. 

The applicant is requesting a variance to allow vehicular sales use area to
encroach 40 feet into the required setback along US 33. According to the
applicant, the setback variance request is based on the increased vehicle

display needs of the business. 

Analysis Variance Request: Setback

Review Standards Upon application, the Board of Zoning Appeals shall only approve a request
Non -Use ( Area) for a non -use ( area) variance only in cases where there is evidence of a
Variances practical difficulty present on the property in the official record of the hearing, 

and that the findings required in ( a) and ( b) have been satisfied with respect

to the required standards of review ( refer to the last page of this report for the

full wording of the review standards). 

ALL THREE OF THE FOLLOWING STANDARDS MUST BE MET

1) Special Standard Not Met. There are no special conditions peculiar to the site that are

Conditions relevant to the request to permit parking within a required setback. The
topography and shape of the site have no bearing on the parking or display
needs of the business. 

2) Applicant Standard Not Met. While the applicant did not develop the site with the
Action / Inaction existing parking in the setback, the requested variance is a result of the

applicant' s desire for vehicle display spaces. Display area could have been
permitted on the south side of the site with exposure to US 33. However, the

applicant chose to arrange the site to require service access on the south

side, taking away the potential for using this area outside of the setback for
display. 
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Analysis Variance Request: Setback

3) No Substantial Standard Not Met. The extent of the site improvements require it be brought
Adverse into compliance with the Zoning Code. Previously these were used as parking
Effect / Intent and spaces, and only occupied for relatively short periods during the day and
Purpose early evening. The proposal would create this area as vehicle display area

with around the clock occupancy. Therefore, the character of the site would
shift from occasional use to full -time use for display purposes. 

AT LEAST= OF THE FOLLOWING FOUR STANDARDS MUST BE MET

1) Special One Standard Met. The request meets Standard 3. The proposed parking

Privileges encroachment is necessitated by the increased need for vehicle display
2) Recurrent in spaces and could be eliminated by carrying less inventory. The request will not

Nature affect the delivery of governmental services. 
3) Delivery of

Governmental ( 1) A special privilege is being requested that is not available to other
Services similarly situated sites. The variance request is based on the applicant' s
4) Other Method desired number of display spaces and could be avoided by

Available decreasing the amount of display ( see also ( 4) below). 
2) Setbacks along US 33 have been carefully planned to ensure that

adequate space is available between the roadway and

development. The Bob Evans site to the east was constrained by the

shape of the site and by the access drive for the neighboring site to
the east. This site has no similar constraint. If it is determined that this

setback could be violated, the City would be obliged to look at the
Code requirement for this setback and determine if it is still valid. 

4) The applicant could reevaluate inventory needs and the allocation of

inventory throughout the site. 

Details Variance Request: Parking
4

Process Zoning Code Section 153. 231( C) (3) allows the Board of Zoning Appeals to
review variances where there are practical difficulties conforming to the strict

requirements of the Zoning Code. 

Applicable Code Zoning Code Section 153. 212 requires vehicle sales facilities to provide 1
Requirements parking space per 1, 000 square feet of display area gpj either 1 parking

space per 100 square feet of vehicle repair area or three spaces per each

service bay, whichever is greater. The Planning and Zoning Commission, in
approving the conditional use request, permitted the applicant to provide
parking at the three spaces per bay ratio. 
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Variance Request: Parking

The table below shows the Zoning Code requirements for parking for a vehicle
sales facility with vehicle service bays, the requirements particular to this
hi minacc rinrl tha vrrrinnra rani fact

The Zoning Code does not require display spaces to be provided, but requires
parking spaces to accommodate customers related to the area used for
display. The applicant is requesting a variance to the number of parking
spaces per service bay beyond that relief already provided by the Planning
and Zoning Commission, and the number of parking spaces for the vehicle
display area, for a total variance of 15 parking spaces. 

Analysis Variance Request: Parking

Review Standards Upon application, the Board of Zoning Appeals shall only approve a request
Non - Use ( Area) for a non - use ( area) variance only in cases where there is evidence of a
Variances practical difficulty present on the property in the official record of the hearing, 

and that the findings required in ( a) and ( b) have been satisfied with respect

to the required standards of review ( refer to the last page of this report for the

full wording of the review standards). 

ALL THREE OF THE FOLLOWING STANDARDS MUST BE MET

Special Standard Not Met. The site has no unusual features that limit the ability to
Conditions place parking or display areas. It could easily accommodate the required

parking or reduce the size of the variance request by a decrease in the area
used for vehicle display. 

2) Applicant Standard Not Met. The requested variance is a result of the applicant' s desired

Action / Inaction amount of display area. The Zoning Code does not require any specific
number of display spaces to be provided for vehicle sales uses. 

3) No Substantial Standard Not Met. While there would be no adverse visual impact to granting
Adverse the requested parking variance as vehicles will be parked on the site due to
Effect / Intent and the proposed use, granting the variance would violate the intent and purpose
Purpose of the Code - required parking provisions by providing inadequate spaces for

customers visiting the site. 

Zoning Code
Parking Requirement

Parking Spaces
Required

Proposed Parking
Spaces to be

Provided

Vehicle Sales 1 per 300 s . ft. 33 33

Display Parking 1 per 1, 000 s . ft. 14 7

Vehicle Repair 3 er service bay 24 16

Total 71 56

The Zoning Code does not require display spaces to be provided, but requires
parking spaces to accommodate customers related to the area used for
display. The applicant is requesting a variance to the number of parking
spaces per service bay beyond that relief already provided by the Planning

and Zoning Commission, and the number of parking spaces for the vehicle
display area, for a total variance of 15 parking spaces. 

Analysis Variance Request: Parking

Review Standards Upon application, the Board of Zoning Appeals shall only approve a request
Non - Use ( Area) for a non - use ( area) variance only in cases where there is evidence of a

Variances practical difficulty present on the property in the official record of the hearing, 
and that the findings required in ( a) and ( b) have been satisfied with respect

to the required standards of review ( refer to the last page of this report for the

full wording of the review standards). 

ALL THREE OF THE FOLLOWING STANDARDS MUST BE MET

Special Standard Not Met. The site has no unusual features that limit the ability to
Conditions place parking or display areas. It could easily accommodate the required

parking or reduce the size of the variance request by a decrease in the area
used for vehicle display. 

2) Applicant Standard Not Met. The requested variance is a result of the applicant' s desired

Action / Inaction amount of display area. The Zoning Code does not require any specific
number of display spaces to be provided for vehicle sales uses. 

3) No Substantial Standard Not Met. While there would be no adverse visual impact to granting
Adverse the requested parking variance as vehicles will be parked on the site due to

Effect / Intent and the proposed use, granting the variance would violate the intent and purpose
Purpose of the Code - required parking provisions by providing inadequate spaces for

customers visiting the site. 
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Analysis Variance Request: Parking

Planning has reviewed the application with respect to the non - use ( area) 

AT LEAST OF THE FOLLOWING FOUR STANDARDS MUST BE MET

1) Special One Standard Met. The request meets Standard 3. The request will not affect
Privileges the delivery of governmental services. 
2) Recurrent in

Nature 1) Approval of the variance for reduced parking would confer a special

3) Delivery of privilege on the applicant. The proposal to reduce parking is
Governmental necessitated by the desire for increased display spaces and could be
Services eliminated by carrying less inventory on the site. 
4) Other Method 2) The Zoning Code requires parking spaces to be provided in

Available accordance with the use of the property. This requirement is the same
for similar uses and for all properties. The lack of area available for

parking is not a recurrent issue, but directly relates to the applicant' s
specific plans for vehicle display. 

4) The applicant could eliminate the need for this variance by adjusting

the amount of inventory displayed on the site. 

Recommendation _ Disapproval

Variance Request: Planning has reviewed the application with respect to the non - use ( area) 
50 -foot Setback variance standards of Zoning Code Section 153. 231 and determined that the

variance requested to encroach the required 50 - foot setback from US 33 by
40 feet does not meet the required standards. Disapproval is recommended. 

Variance Request: Planning has reviewed the application with respect to the non - use ( area) 
Parking Reduction variance standards of Zoning Code Section 153. 231 and determined that the

variance requested to permit 15 fewer parking spaces for vehicle service and

display areas than required by the Zoning Code for an automobile dealership
does not meet the required standards. Disapproval is recommended. 
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NON -USE ( AREA) VARIANCES

Section 153. 231( H)( 1) Variance Procedures

On a particular property, extraordinary circumstances may exist making a strict enforcement of
the applicable development requirements of this Code unreasonable and, therefore, the

variance procedure is provided to allow the flexibility necessary to adapt to changed or unusual
conditions that meet the standards of review for variances. in granting any variance, the Board
of Zoning Appeals shall prescribe appropriate conditions and safeguards to maintain the intent
and spirit of the zoning district in conformity with the Zoning Code. 

Non -Use ( Area) Variances. Upon application, the Board of Zoning Appeals shall only approve a
request for a non -use variance only in cases where there is evidence of practical difficulty
present on the property in the official record of the hearing, and that the findings required in ( a) 
and ( b) have been satisfied with respect to the required standards of review ( refer to the last

page of this Report for the full wording of the review standards): 

a). That gl of the following three findings are made: 
1) That special conditions and circumstances exist which are peculiar to the land or structure

involved and which are not applicable to other lands or structures in the same zoning district
whereby the literal enforcement of the requirements of this Chapter would involve practical
difficulties. Special conditions or circumstances may include: exceptional narrowness, 

shallowness or shape of a specific property on the effective date of this Chapter or amendment, 
or by reason of exceptional topographic or environmental conditions or other extraordinary
situation on the land, building or structure; or by reason of the use or development of the
property immediately adjoining the property in question. 

2) That the variance is not necessitated because of any action or inaction of the applicdnt. 

3) Granting the variance will not cause a substantial adverse effect to property or
improvements in the vicinity or will not materially impair the intent and purposes of the
requirement being varied or of this Chapter. 

b) That at least bNg of the following four findings are made: 
1) That a literal interpretation of the provisions of the Zoning Code would not confer on the

applicant any special privilege or deprive the applicant of rights commonly enjoyed by other
properties in the same zoning district under the terms of this Chapter. 

2) The variance request is not one where the specific conditions pertaining to the property are
so general or recurrent in nature as to make the formulation of a general regulation for those

conditions reasonably practicable. 

3) The variance would not adversely affect the delivery of governmental services ( e.g., water, 
sewer, garbage). 

4) The practical difficulty could be eliminated by some other method, even if the solution is less
convenient or most costly to achieve. 
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PLANNING AND ZONING COMMISSION

RECORD OF ACTION

APRIL 7, 2011

The Planning and Zoning Commission took the following action at this meeting: 

4. Crown Fiat 5105 Post Road

11 - 008CU Conditional Use

Proposal: An eight -bay vehicle service facility in association with a car
dealership for a 2. 5 -acre site zoned CC, Community Commercial
District, located on the south side of Post Road, approximately
1, 000 feet west of the intersection with Frantz Road. 

Request: Review and approval of a conditional use under the provisions of

Zoning Code Section 153. 236. 
Applicant: Crown Automotive Group; represented by Michael Close. 
Planning Contact: Claudia D. Husak, AICP, Planner II. 

Contact Information: ( 614) 410 -4675, chusak @dublin. oh. us

MOTION: To approve this conditional use and grant relief of the service parking at the lower
Code requirement and the 20 -foot drive aisle encroachment into the required setback along US
33 because it complies with all applicable review criteria and the existing development
standards within the area, with two conditions: 

1) That the safety bollards be painted black; and
2) That the applicant work with Planning to ensure that the screening for service

doors address noise concerns. 

Tom Hart, Wiles, Boyles, Burkholder and Bringardner Company, LPA„ agreed to the above

conditions. 

VOTE: 7- 0. 

RESULT: This conditional use application was approved with the relief of two development
standards. 

STAFF CERTIFICATION

Claudia D. Husak, AICP

Planner II
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4. Crown Fiat 5105 Post Road
11 - 008CU Conditional Use

Richard Taylor requested to pull this application from the consented items to make comments. 

Chris Amorose Groomes introduced this conditional use application involving an eight -bay
vehicle service facility in association with a car dealership for a 2. 5 -acre site zoned CC, 
Community Commercial District, located on the south side of Post Road, approximately 1, 000
feet west of the intersection of Frantz Road. She swore in those intending to address the
Commission in regards to this case, including City representatives and Tom Hart, Wiles, Boyles, 
Burkholder and Bringardner Company, LPA, representing Crown Automotive Group. 

Claudia Husak presented this request for a conditional use which stemmed from service being a
conditional use in the CC District. She explained that a car dealership is a permitted use within
this district. She said the existing building is currently vacant and the site has many non- 
compliance issues in terms of setbacks and landscaping. She said that Planning has been
working with the applicant to bring the site into compliance. 

Ms. Husak explained that the conditional use request consists of approximately 5, 000- square -feet
of service area to the rear of the building on the west side. She said proposed are eight service
bays, a four - vehicle write -up area on the south side, and screening of the service doors per
Code along the western property line. She said the applicant has provided the hours the service
area will be open. She said the reliefs that are being requested, as part of this application, 
include service bay parking and an encroachment of the drive aisle on the south side into the
US 33 setback which is required to be 50 feet. Ms. Husak pointed out that currently on site, there
is parking and pavement within ten feet of that rear property line. She said the site is coming
into compliance, but the drive aisle is proposed to encroach 20 feet. 

Ms. Husak said that Planning reviewed this application, and based on the criteria and is
recommending approval with one condition: 

1) That the proposed yellow safety bollards be black to match the building and follow the
Commission' s preference. 

Mr. Taylor asked how the relief requests were documented for the record since they were not
conditions. He noted that there was nothing included except a letter to indicate the requests. 

Ms. Husak explained that based on the minutes it would be reflected that they were made. 
However, she said a separate motion could be entertained as has been done for text
modifications in the past, if the Commission preferred. Ms. Husak said for recordkeeping that
would probably be the preferred option. 

Mr. Taylor said he visited the site, and he had a mild concern about eight vehicle bays
potentially being open with noisy activities. He wanted Planning to be certain that the
screening is adequate to address the potential noise issue. 

Mr. Taylor said he thought the building was neat looking, and this would certainly be better than
what exists there now. He said for the record, that this was the second automobile facility in this
general area that this architectural firm has put forth recently and he wanted to commend the
firm for the fine work they were doing on these kinds of facilities in Dublin. 
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Amy Kramb clarified that the pavement was not in the right -of -way, just the setback and that
nothing was changing. Ms. Husak explained that the pavement exists today. 

Tom Hart, Wiles, Boyles, Burkholder and Bringardner Company, LPA, representing Crown
Automotive Group wanted to clarify that their application requested a relief to allow three
parking spaces per service bay. 

Ms. Husak said she the two requirements in the Zoning Code were for having service bays
parked per square footage, which in this case would require 50 parking spaces, and the other, 
having three spades per bay. She said the difference was 24 spaces. She explained that the

Code stated whichever was greater, so 50 spaces would always end up being greater and the
applicant was asking to allow the 24 to be provided. She clarified that the Planning Report
correctly reflected that. 

Mr. Hart said that they had discussed a different process to go to two spaces, but this request

was for 3 spaces and 24. He said they felt they had adequate parking on the site, but allocation
of what they can use for display parking versus general parking was an issue that they were
going to pursue with a variance. 

Mr. Taylor requested that the new condition be provided. 

Ms. Husak proposed a second condition that the applicant work with Planning to ensure that the
screening of service doors addresses any potential noise concerns. She suggested that

regarding the two reliefs the applicant is requesting, 1) that they be allowed to parking the
service bays at three spaces, and 2) the setback encroachment for the drive aisle, they made
be part of the motion. 

Motion and Vote

Mr. Taylor made the motion to approve this conditional use and grant relief of the service
parking at the lower Code requirement and the 20 -foot drive aisle encroachment into the
required setback along US 33 because it complies with all applicable review criteria and the
existing development standards within the area, with two conditions: 

1) That the safety bollards be painted black; and
2) That the applicant work with Planning to ensure that the screening for service

doors address noise concerns. 

Mr: Hart, on behalf of the applicant, agreed to the above conditions. 

Mr. Zimmerman seconded the motion. 

The vote was as follows: Ms. Kramb, yes; Ms. Amorose Groomes, yes; Mr. Budde, yes; Mr. Hardt, 
yes; Mr. Fishman, yes; Mr. Zimmerman, yes; and Mr. Taylor, yes. ( Approved 7 - 0.) 
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The Board of Zoning Appeals took the following action at this meeting: 
1. Jelly Bean .Junction Learning Center. 5105 Post Road

09 -OOSV Use Variance

Proposal: Permit day child care and tutoring services for 150 children within
an existing building that are not permitted in the CC, Community
Commercial District The site is located on the south side of Post
Road, approximately 560 feet west of the intersection with Kilgour
Place. 

Request: Request for review and recommendation of a use variance to the

City of Dublin Zoning Code Section 153. 028 under the provisions
of Section 153. 231( H). 

Applicant: Jeffery Roby, Roby Holding Co. L.L.C. 
Planning Contact: Steve Langworthy, Director and Ryan Pilewski, Planning

Assistant. 

Contact Information: ( 614) 410 -4600, slangworthy@dublin. oh.us or
ipilewski@dublin, oh. us. 

MOTION: Keith Blosser made a motion, seconded by Drew Skillman, to recommend approval
of this use variance to City Council. 

VOTE: 0- 5, 

RESULT: This Variance application was disapproved. 

RECORDED VOTES: 
Drew Skillman No

Bangalore Shankar No

Keith Blosser No

Sean Cotter No

Victoria Newell No

STAFF CERTIFICATION

ti

Steve Langworthy
Director
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Case: 

1. Jelly Bean Jua ' n Learning Center 5103 Post Roa

09- 003V Use

Bangalore nkar called the mee g to order at 7: 00 P. ther membeh

Blosser can Cotter, Drew Ski inn, and Victoria New City of Dublin
Stcv ngworthy, Tammy le- Findings Rachel S shat, and Flora Roge

Motion and Vote

Bangalore S made a motion, s . ded by Keith Blosse accept the document nto the

record. Th vote was as follows: Skillman, yes; M ewell, yea; Mr. Co , yes; Mr. 

Blosser, ; and Mr. Shankar, y ( Approved 5 — 0.) 

on and Vote
r. Shankar made a l ion, seconded by Mr otter to approve the nuaiy 22, 2009, mccoi

minutes as correct . The vote was as lows: Mr. Skilhu yes; Mr. Blosser, ye.;/ Ms. 

Newell, yes; Mr otter, yes; and Mr. S kor, yes. (
Approve —

0.) 

Mr. Shan presented resigniu ember Keith Blosser a plaque aeknowl ag his service
and eo ribution mberas a me the Eloard from Apri until February 2

P4, Blosser thanked ! Bo" members and anning for their sup and said that he hoped

that through the his efforts had done the good. 

1. Jelly Bean Junction Learning Center 5105 Post Road

W005V Use Variance

Mr. Shenker swore in those who intended to speak in regard to this case, including the applicant, 
Jessica Roby of Roby Holding Company LLC, and City representatives, 

Steve Langworthy explained that a use variance by definition, would permit a use not otherwise
allowed in the zoning district in which the property is located. He said if approved, this

application would permit a commercial childcare and tutoring facility with the capacity of up to
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150 children. I-Ie said the Board will, as a result of the action tonight, submit a recommendation

to City Council for its final action. 

Mr. Langworthy pointed out that a memo from the Law Director' s office had been provided
which indicated that while City Council may consider both the recommendation of the Board and
the use variance review standards in the Code, they are not bound by them; that they may make
the decision based upon factors that they deemed to be reasonable. He said unlike the non -use
variance, where some standards can be met and others must be met, all review standards for a
use variance must be met in order to recommend approval to City Council. 

Mr. Langworthy presented photographs showing the Bob Evans restaurant located to the east of
this site; the Red Roof Inn to the west, Embassy Suites across SR 161 , and the MAG and the
Toy Barn dealerships across the street. He said the site is zoned CC, Community Commercial, as
are the surrounding sites. Mr. Langworthy stated the site has a shared drive off Post Road. He
said the playground area is located on the side of the building which borders the Red Roof Inn. 
Mr. Langworthy said Planning was not concerned about the playground location near the Red
Roof Inn, because typically, in the daytime when the children would be outside not many guests
are in their rooms sleeping;. He presented plans of the proposed drop -off and playground areas. 

Mr. Langworthy said Planning in evaluating this use variance application, analyzed the review
criteria and found that; 

1. The site was fiat and had suitable accessibility and that there are no existing physical
conditions that would preclude its use as zoned. 

2. The proposed use would not alter the character of the area and was appropriate because it
had no effects that would disrupt the surrounding use of the property, given the comment
about the Red Roof Inn. 

3. The land could be used for a wide range of uses otherwise allowed in the zoning district. 
4. The request as submitted is not based on the inability of the applicant to use the property

as permitted in the CC District but is based solely on the applicant' s desire to not wait on
the outcome of a proposed zoning amendment. 

Mr. Langworthy explained that there was a little ' coca culpa' because a Code amendment that
would permit this use through a conditional use process was reviewed by the Planning and
Zoning Commission ( PZC) and briefly before City Council. tie said it was expected that the
Code amendment may be approved at the Council meeting in March or the first meeting in April
and if approved, the applicant could submit for a conditional use request. Mr. Langworthy said
that Planning felt that the better process would be for the applicant to wait for the amendment to
be approved, and then apply for the conditional use. He said it had been indicated to the
applicant that based on the conditional use criteria that Planning would probably support this use
in this location when reviewed by the PZC. 

Mr. Langworthy said that it is Planning' s opinion that the application does not meet the criteria
provided in Section 153. 231( H)( 3) of the City of Dublin Zoning Code and therefore recommends
that the Board recommend disapproval of this application to City Council. 

Mr. Shankar asked how ' school' was defined in the Code. Mr. Langworthy explained that a
school had to be certified by the State, and there were different varieties of schools. He said that
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was separate and apart from a daycare operation. Mr. Langworthy said that Planning had made
the determination that this was not a school. 

Jessica Roby, the applicant, said she did not understand why they had to go through this process
because she knows they arc not going to meet criteria A, C, and U, She said they had been
working on this' since November and been delayed from getting on the City Council agenda for' 
months. She said they were sitting with a vacant lot which looked horrible' for the City of
Dublin. She said they are losing money because they have nothing there. She said when it goes
to City Council, they will have to do another conditional use application which was another

2, 200 or more to add to their expense, She said it was crazy that they could put a strip club on
the site which was a permitted use as it was currently zoned, but they could not have a childcare
center. She asked for sympathy and understanding that they want to fill this building, but the
building needs a lot of interior work, and they did not want to begin it until they are approved. 
She asked for the Board' s assistance. 

Victoria Newell said she appreciated Ms. Roby' s honesty and realized that she was in a tough
position; however, the Board had to abide by the regulations that are in place. Sire said even in
Ms. Roby' s own testimony, she realized that there was not a case for requesting this variance. 

Ms. Roby reiterated that they did not understand why they were told to pay the $ 2, 200 by
Planning, when Planning knew that the Board had to disapprove the request. 

Ms. Newell said although she could not speak for Planning, she thought they probably felt an
obligation to inform the applicant what the options were. She said in asking for the variance, 
Planning must inform them of that option and Planning would be amiss if they did not provide
the application information on all of the courses of options that would be available. 

Mr. Shankar said the Board can only make recommendations based on what had already been
stipulated. He said he did not feel comfortable with a childcare center use on this site unless

there was screening for safety and protection because it was surrounded by SR 161 and
businesses. 

Sean Cotter asked if the use variance case would be placed on the next City Council Agenda. 

Mr. Langworthy explained the use variance could go to City Council on the second March
agenda. He said City Council is also reviewing a Code amendment to allow childcare as a
conditional use in the Community Commercial District. He said if Council passes the

amendment, then a condition use application will go to the PZC for review and approval. 

Mr. Blosser asked if the Board were to recommend disapproval on the use variance tonight, and

City Council would disapprove it, would that shut the door on them. 

Mr. Langworthy said although the use variance process is one that is available to everyone
should they choose to take advantage of it, Planning is not encouraging applicants to take that
route. He said Planning was indicating that they are or should be difficult to get approved. He
said that Planning would make the point to City Council that they did not have a particular
objection to the use, this is largely procedural in nature, and they were not interested in having
everyone bypass the ordinance to come to City Council, when a rezoning or amendment to the
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zoning code to allow uses would be an available procedure. He said Planning is trying to reserve
use variances for those properties in a difficult situation, and there was not a good district they
could be placed that would make sense. 

Mr. Skillman asked if Mr. Langworthy was confident that City Council would install a Code
amendment to allow a conditional use. 

Mr. Langworthy explained that the Code amendment was delayed at the City Council level and
had not yet been back to them, 

Mr. Cotter asked if City Council could forgo the Board' s recommendation where was that
included in the Code. 

Mr. Langworthy said there was actually no guidance in the Code whatsoever for City Council, 
and they do not have to follow the same criteria that the Board does, but can use whatever
criteria they deem as long as it is reasonable. He said the amendment does not depend on this
application. 

Mr. Shankar asked if the Code was not changed, but this use variance was approved by City
Council, would it set a precedent. 

Mr. Langworthy explained that the precedent would only apply if the standards were ignored and
some other criteria were used. He said then, the applicants would have the right to have that

criteria applied to their request as well. He said by using a consistent set of criteria each
individual case can be looked at in different circumstances, locations, or other situations and a
different decision can always be reached. 

Mr. Skillman said after studying the Code, he knows the Board is obligated to follow the Code
and not issue a use variance, however he wished he could. 

Mr. Blosser reiterated that he agreed with Mr. Skillman and Mr. Shankv in that the Board was
bound by the Code. lie said the project had merit and he would love to see it happen and he had
the feeling that it would. 

Motion and Vote

Keith Slower made the motion to recommend approval of this use variance to City Council. Mr. 
Skillman seconded the motion. 

Che vote was as follows: Ms. Nowell, no; Mr. Cotter, no; Mr. Skillman, no; Mr. Shankar, no; 
and Mr. Slower, no. ( Motion failed 0 -5). 

Mr. Shankar and the other Board members wished Mr. Blower the best for the mission he was

undertaking. 

The meeting was adjourned at 7: 34 p. m. _ 

Libby Fart y
JQ> 

Administrative Assistant
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is

mting` 

receptacles without nging the garage door s . 

Ms. Brautigam led that in the pilot pro) , staff has been very Oexi in regard to the

kind of trash tainers used. They h ad with residents to eemmodale their

needs wi 64, or 96-gallon contest rs. Not titdng In the gahas not been a
problem either of the plot are / _ 

Mr. finer moved for passag the amended Ordinancer59. 03. 

Salley seconded the
ote on tM moUort: Ms. lay, yes; Mr. Leckllder, , Mr. Reiner, yes; Mr. KZn, 

Mayor Chinnici•Zuer yes; Mr. McCash, yes; rs. Boring, yes. r

REZONfNGS / 

The Clark me Ulles of Ordinance" - 03 ( Amended), 108 -0 ( Amended), 109. 03

Amended) d 119- 03 into the record
Mr. Gund an stated that, for the st part, these are area nings and involve

corre to the zoning map. H showed a map dellnead the various razonings
not t there have been fa faculties encountered in are process of infc

Ungs with area residenlpilAs Is the case with othe area rezonings, they are
rindpally composed of 14dd that either showed up the previous zoning map

City as a City zoning chit kation, but where re " did not demonstrate Or

records supporting O) d zoning classification. In her cases, the areas w shown

township zonings,, s(nd based upon the recd don from the Law Fartment, 

desire is to ass City zoning classilicati closest to the existing t ship zoning
classification

Ordina o U43 (Amended) 

shing Dublin Zoning 1 83 Parcels Comprisin sit Area of Approxbr
14 Aores as Annexed fro arty Township in 1961 d 1972, South of 1. 270

Sawmill Road and st of the Scioto Rive to R• 1, Restricted di
Residential, R -2, Um d Suburban Resident or R-4, Suburban sldl

Districts. (Case No. - 080Z — COD, Resident! Rezoning). 

the

as

the

Mr. Gunderman at that most of these areas that showed u s City zoning
districts, with a pie of exceptions. locations had shown u R 4, permitting
multi -fa d y. a neighborhood meetin ndicated a desire not tain the R- 4 which
permits sl family and multi - family. Nile this is somewhat discrepancy from the
policy to in other areas, base on the neighborhood' s Ire, staff did not see any
reaso t to assign the R -2 zoni . 

Ordinance 108. 03 ( Amended) 

Rezoning 50 Parcels Comprising an Area of Approximately 400 Acres as Annexed
from Washington Township between 1965 and 1969, Southeast of 1. 270. West of
Dublin Road, North of Rings Road, to: CC, Community Commercial, Ot.R, Offlcs, 
Laboratory and Research, $ O, Suburban Office and Institutional, and U, Limited
Industrial Districts. ( Case No. 03 -099Z — Inner Circle 1 - 270, Commercial Area

Rezoning) 
Mr. Gundenman stated that this Is the inner circle oommsrdal area. Thera was no
particular discussion on these, except for the LI district. It was pointed out that if
changes were considered to this, much of the development pattern in the area would be

non - conforming, 

Ord a 10" 3 (Amended) 

Doing IS Parcels Cosa tog an Area of A
m FranldIn County hington Townsh

of 1. 270, West of the do River, North of
Restricted Suburb Residential District. 

Residential Ares Ing - South Dublin
Mr. that these were fat

the zoning

Ordlnaa6a 119- 03

erg Approochnately 29 P s Comprising an A
mend from Washinon Township between 1
North of West Odd& Street. Eat of CoKmaM

tftely 136 Ace.. an Anne

an 1960 and 1999, Sou ast

i Run Road, to: Du n R -1, 
03 -105Z — inner 1 - 270, 

I and had shpOn up as R -1 on

I( Approxlmately 43 Acro" 
and 2001 South of Sod

West of th
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occur with I other area rezonings. would need to be red also. 

Mr. Gund an responded that the Ity arises with some o1 a oldest annexation

fhad
tried to ascertain the action on every parcel annexed to the City. 
with the older an ! tons Is the lack of at the township for zcring

taff then revie ow the properties were led in terms of zoning s
time were ann For these trails, the Cl ministered zoning as lhqAh

tse calagori - whether it was OCLC other busines s. This is th
lionstaff d take, once It was det nod that the township
clasalfiCatian oou be verified in their s. 

Mr. McCash led that if the City canno atemtine what the zon s in the township
records, much active dialogue place with the residents property owners to see
if they have any records reg Ing the zoning of their ash

Mr. G dennan responded that am property owners h is to a hearing with IN
tYP of Information about

Fee, 
township zoning. Staff on Investigated further. t

the most part, that has appened, and the own ip of the properties has
changed several times e time of annexatkm

Mr. McCash eta at there was an adopled 0 zoning map that Ifs a zoning
classifications tress propertes. I7ee. then, weren' t these ea rezoned

with the ad of that zoning map he claasiftcattons an map? Haw Is the
City then zing various piecety? 

Mr. Gu reran responded that he lieve the City i own inning any
s, other than the few re ntdal properties pointed L What is being presen

Is lly consistent with aq of the maps staff has u ed, and if staff had fo a

r map that was ad led as a map, he dog n elieve it is being dealt w' at !trio
particular time. 

Mayor Chkmid- ZW( cher called for a vote on to ordinances. 

lee 94 -03( Mandedf - Mg. Boring, yes; Mr. Keens yes; Mr. Reiner, yes; 
Mayor Chinnid -Zusrc r, yes; Mr. Leckiider, yes• r. McCash, no. 

Vote on Ordinance 108- 03( Amended) - Mayor Chinnlci- Zuercher, yea; Mr. Keenan, yes; 

Mr. Reiner, yes; Mr. McCash, no; Me. Salay, no; Mr. Lecklider, no; Mrs. Boring, yes. 

Vote on

ONtnaneglo
ended!; Mr. Keen , 

yes Mayor hinnic6Zu
r. 

Ler' yes. , yes; Mr. McCash, no• BorMg, yes; Mr. flat

Vole on Ord! Mr. Keenan, ) p4; Mr. Reiner, yes; Mayor
yes; Mr. Mc h, no; Mrs. Boring, yes; Mf Belay, yea; Mr. LadcRdeu

OMIn • 146. 03

R rep Approximately 43. 5 Acres Located on the Side of Riverside Or
the South Side of oat. Approximately eat from the Riverside
Hard Road IM , from: R4, Restricted burban Residential Dis to: 

PUD, Planned Unit pment Dist'rkt. (Case . 03 -155Z - Rlverelde W ), 
Mr. Gunderman sM this rezoning is on the east side of , dose to the
comer of Hard a Riverside Drive. It is ed as a PUD, and I rrounded by
residential PUD the east, the high UD, and a PCD zoning f the fire station at
the in of Hard and Riverside. alts plan In the parcel the current tree
pettema property. The site of 43. 13 acres and for 54 single - 
family i of 90 feet in width. It s reviewed by Planning on February
and by a vote of 8-0 11 conditons. He h suggested

Is related to the tree listed on the agenda L
yor Chinnid- Zuercher If Council would like to the tree waiver at time. 

Mrs. Boring stated ally, the zoning should considered prior to on of

any tree waiver for
W. Gundermm that the reason has suggested this that If stairs
recorrarrsrhda r the tree waiver Is ad , a correction would ad to the text
which would becorne Condition # 16. 
Mrs. that she would not to grant a tree w the developer before
having zoning approval for the
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PLANNING AND ZONING COMMISSION

RECORD OF ACTION

JANUARY 8, 2004

CITY OF DUBLIN. 

SI00 S6ierft b d
0wb' Olio 43016. 1236

PhonO00: 61441MM

FW 414. 4IM14I

WJNN: WWAApn." 

c: 

The Planning and Zoning Commission took the following action at this meeting: 

3. Area Rezoning 03 -099Z - Inner Circle I -270 Commercial Area Rezoning
Location: 46 parcels comprising an area of approximately 411 acres as annexed from
Washington Township between 1965 and 1969, southeast of I -270, west of Dublin Road, 
north of Rings Road. 

Request: Review and approval of ordinance to establish Dublin CC, Community
Commercial, OLR, Office, Laboratory, and Research, SO, Suburban Office and
Institutional and LI, Limited Industrial Districts. 

Property Owners: ( To the LI District) OCLC Online Computer Library Center Inc., 
6565 Frantz Road; OCLC Online Computer Library Center Inc, 5000 Post Road; 
Midwestern Enterprises LLC, 6540 Frantz Road; ( To the OLR District) Delphineus

Associates LLC, 5151 Blazer Parkway, Ashland Oil & Refining Tax Dept., P. O. Box
14000, Lexington, Kentucky 40512; Metro Medical LLC Bradford Investment Co, 5050
Blazer Parkway; William and Lujean Bay, 5178 Paul G. Blazer Parkway; City Of
Dublin, c% Jane S. Brautigam, 5200 Emerald Parkway; Great Lakes Reit L P, 655 S. 
Metro Place Road; Great Lakes Reit L P, 823 Commerce Drive, Suite 300, Oakbrook, 

Illinois 60523; Randal Garvey, 5142 Paul G. Blazer Parkway; Susan Park, 5158 Paul G. 
Blazer Parkway; Kendall - Dublin LLC, 5100 Rings Road; Pizzuti Properties, 2 Miranova
Place, Suite 800, Columbus, Ohio 43215; Duke Construction LP, 5600 Blazer Parkway, 
Suite 100; Tugys Ltd.; and National Tax Scarch LLC, PO Box 81290, Chicago, Illinois

60681 - 0290. ( To the CC District) Dublin Plaza LP, 225 W. Bridge Street; Dublin Plaza

LP, 221 W. Bridge Street; Heartland Bank, 6500 Frantz Road; Carolyn Nash, 220

Bridge Street; Carolyn Nash, 252 Monsarrat Drive; Host Restaurants, 5175 Post Road; 

NRS Equities, 5131 Post Road; Red Elm LLC, 5125 Post Roado 43017; Realty Income

Corp., P.O. Box 460069, Escondido, Ca 92046; West Bridge Street Associates, 200 W. 
Bridge Street; 5151 Post Road LLC, 5151 Post Rd.; Mid - America Properties, 5105 Post
Rd..; Bef Reit Inc, 5067 Post Rd; Brentlinger Real Estate Company LLC, 5035 Post
Rd.; Cooker Restaurant Corp, 5000 Upper Metro Place; Dublin Suites Inc, 5100 Upper
Metro Place; Live Oak Properties Ltd, c/ o Ohio Equities LLC, 605 S. Front SOt Suite

200, Columbus, Ohio 43215; Krisjal LLC, 9011 Fields, Ertel Road, Cincinnati, Ohio

45249; Richard Roby, 5200 Post Road; First American Tax L J Melody Co Inc., P. O. 
Box 560807, Dallas, Texas 75356. 0807; and Sullivan Acquisition LLC, 218 W. Bridge

Page 1 of 2
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PLANNING AND ZONING COMMISSION

RECORD OF ACTION
JANUARY 8, 2004

C

3. Area Rezoning 03 -099Z - Inner Circle I -270 Commercial Area Rezoning
Street. ( To the SO District) 250 Bridge Group. All addresses are located in Dublin, 
Ohio 43017 unless otherwise noted

Applicant: City of Dublin, c% Jane S. Brautigam, City Manager, 5200 Emerald
Parkway, Dublin, Ohio 43017. 
Staff Contact: Anne Wanner, Planner. 

MOTION: To approve this area rezoning because it will provide an appropriate Dublin zoning
classification for land within the City limits to provide for the effective administration of
development standards, procedures, etc., and will maintain the established development pattern

that has been in place for many years and establishes land uses consistent with those listed in the
Community Plan. 

VOTE: 7 -0. 

RESULT: This area rezoning was approved. It will be forwarded to City Council with a
positive recommendation. 

STAFF CERTIFICATION

G
Frank A. Ciarochi

Acting Planning Director

Page 2 of 2
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Dublin Planning and Zoning Commission
Minutes - January 8, 2004
Page 10

Messineo made a motion to approve area rezoning because it will provide an appropriate
Du • oning classification for land withr a City limits to provide for the effective
idministratio ' development standards, procedure . c., and will maintain the established

development patten t has been in place for many years, • stablishes land uses consistent

with those listed in the Co pity Plan. Mr. Zimmerman secon a motion, and the vote

was as follows: Mr. Gerber abstar cause his wife owned a property t s area for which

he paid a mortgage; Ms. Boring, yes; Ms. no; Mr. Sprague, yes; Mr. Sane no; Mr. 

Zimmerman, yes; and Mr. Messineo, yes. ( Approv - l.) 

3. Area Rezoning 03 -099Z - Inner Circle I -270 Commercial Area Rezoning
Anne Wanner said this area rezoning is comprised of 46 parcels totaling approximately 411
acres. Most of the parcels are located on the inside of I -270. Properties listed in this application
include s everal c ommercial, r etail, a nd o ffice a stablishments, i ncluding A shland Incorporated, 
Embassy Suites, and OCLC. She showed an aerial slide indicating the proposed zonings. The
zones proposed for these properties are: OLR, Office Laboratory Research District; LI, Limited
Industrial District; CC, Community Commercial District; and SO, Suburban Office and

Institutional District, She said these parcels have been shown on the Dublin Zoning Map for tine
last 15 to 20 years and the parcels range in size from 0. 5 acre to 40 acres. The Post Road

properties that are being rezoning are located on the south side. She said the MAG Dealerships
and the Field of Corn are also included in this application. 

These sites were annexed into Dublin between 1965 and 1969. Ms. Wanner said an

informational meeting was held and several property owners attended.. She had also spoken to

property owners by phone. Ms. Wanner said staff is recommending approval of this application. 

Ms. Reiss asked why LI was wanted along the freeway. Mr. Gerber said for the same reason
given for the previous case. She said if the Commission recommended this, someone could

come in tomorrow and put light industrial there. 

Ms. Wanner said those two parcels were fully developed with LI development standards as the
OCLC Campus. The sideyards and rear yards are dictated by the building height and depth. She
said t he d evelopment s tandards are n of as s trict i n t he LI District a s t hey are i n S O o r 0 LR
Districts. if something different was assigned to these parcels, it could potentially create non- 
conformities for OCLC that do not exist today. 

Mr. Gerber made the motion to approve this area rezoning because it will provide an appropriate
Dublin zoning classification for land within the City limits to provide for the effective
administration of development standards, procedures, etc., will maintain the established

development pattern that has been in place for many years and establish land uses consistent with
those listed in the Community Plan. Mr. Zimmerman seconded the motion, and the vote was as
follows: Mr. Messineo, yes; Mr. Saneholtz, yds; Mr. Sprague, yes; Ms. Boring, yes; Ms. Reiss, 
yes; Mr. Zimmerman, yes; and Mr. Gerber, yes. ( Approved 7 -0.) 
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RECORD OF PROCEEDINGS

Dublin City Council. Meerin

September 15, Page 6

I i[eld 7- 20 i 

or the next 120, square foot building. second component to the Tadao

growth of Car al Health. Cardinal has aggressive in to pursuing acquisitions

PDufbilen
may opportunities to bring Illonal employees; to 0 These amual

tive ! s are therefore d neat to encourage the direct that future gr r

nee Cardinal roaches bushed target income withholdings as out' 

sment, anything over above will be provided them in the form of
s. The intent is the Cardinal has the duniy to expand, they expand

based upon the ntivea offered to the parry for bringing
employees to Dublin. a can potentially pro" sign Mcant increase in 

provldl
Income

tax revenues and rate their need to begs ( rUCilOn on the next ng
additional service is from the eAsti IF and allowing acce n d
constructio n d Parkway east of ids Drive. 

Mr. Leddid noted that the provision icate that these are to be made solely

Inex
rovenues. He asked further clarification. 

by responded that in al the City' s economic de eN agreements, an

ves are made from n revenues. This relate certain restrictions upon

evenues. Non -tax include such items Income, buik9rtg is, 
and forfelhWMm f Language Is in regarding carry or balances

not paid to cover a si where in a given ye re arc not suf ldent tax revenues

to fund the payment Cardinal. At this time. a situation is not an ' led, but this is a
standard provis ned In economic d t agreements t City. 
Mr. I. ck Ider it staff is comfortable with adding this ottig
Ms. Grigsby apondad that the annual p is a protection for the as well. She does n9V
anticipate problems with avai non -tax revenues, bas the City' s history . 

There l be a second hearing at the 6 Council meeting. 

ZONING

Ordinance 107. 03

Establishing Dublin ping for 119 Parcels prising an Ana of proximately
69 Acres as Ann* d from Franklin Cou and Washington Tow hip between
1881 and 1980. of Rings Road, S th of West Bridge 8 t, East of Frantz
Road, West of Scioto River To: fin R -2, Limited Sub an Residential and
R- 4, Suburb Residential D tdc ( Case No. 03 -098Z - Irt r Circle 1 - 270 Residentia
Old Dublin a Rezoning) 
Mr. r introduced the nce and moved ref Planning & ZaNng

seconded the m
moom Mm . yet Mr. , yea; Mr. Reiner, yes; Ms

uercher. yea: Mayor . yes; Mr. Lec0lker Ms. Saisy. yes. 

Ordinance 108- 03

Rezoning 48 Parcels Comprising an Area of Approximately 411 Acres as Annexed
from Washington Township between 1988 and 11189, Southeast of 1- 270, West of
Dublin Road, North of Rings Road, To: CC, Community Connnarclal, OLR, Office, 
Laboratory and Research, 30, Suburban Office and Institutional and U, Lknited
Industrial Districts. ( Case No. 03. 099Z - Inner Circle 1- 270 Commercial Area Rezoning) 
Mr. Kranstuber introduced the ordinance and moved referral to Planting 6 Zoning
Commission. 

Mr. Reiner seconded the motion. 

Vote an the merlon: Mr. Kranstuber, yes; Ms. Salary, yes. Mrs. Boring, yes: I& Lecklldor, 
yet Wk. ChlnnbZuwctw. yes; Mayor McCash, yes; Mr. Reiner, yes. 

Ordinance 1

Raoni49 P s Comprising an of Approximately 113& ntu Annexed
i

from Fra in County and Wahl Township snot 1899, Sou t

of I of the Scioto R , North of Hayden Ru To: Dublin R- 1, 
Re Suburban at District. ( Case No. 1002- Inner Circle 1. 2 1
R South Dubin R Area Rezoning) i

Kranstuber ordinance and to Plamfng S
CortuNssion. 
Mr. Reiner motion. 

Vote an on Mrs. Boring, yes; Cash. yes; Ms. Sala y . Mr. 
Kranstuber, . Reiner, yes; Mr. L or. yes; Ms. Chkrrtc1- Z der. W' i1 -022V
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C I T Y O F D U B L I N

Office of City Manager

lQMraB Ol musTm

DDBLIN PLiNNna AND ZOMM CMEISSION

NARCN 8, 1990

1. Special Psrie t,0949 - 013 - Chi Restaurant / 

2. Special P SP90- 003 - J t or Past - Dubuc Wage Center III

3. Condlticna se Application 002 - Progres va Rent - A- Car - ' s

Oftw"aloWmt Vaamnk
4. ppl - Sivad Inves t Company
S. t Ps Ina.

srE
Periaeter Center

6. t P' a - Per Center

7. - eation

8. P - Per Center

The /

p. m. 

he Dublin P1 and Zoni ng C scion was called order

at Vice - chairman elvin. Other C ssion members i attendance

wor, Mr. Berli , Mr. Kranstuber, Leffler, and Manus. 

staattendan were Mr. Bowman Ms. Clarks, Mr. Ilis, Mr. Mack, 

Mr. ordan, Leittsell and Sanahafsky. Mr Bowman intxaduc

Mr. er, re ntly hired as DU in' s Development creator. 

ir. Banchefsky an raced that Dubli is experiencing sanitary aswer oblem, 

and the Ohio Sn ronmental Protec o0 Agency has i oked a ban. He s tad that

the Cosmissio could review an pprove plans as sualt however, t s approval

does not a tie an appiican connect into lira' s sanitary war system. 

While th ity is currentl r a building , the specifi on the extent

of the-. an are being rev ad with the 08P Mr. Banchefs assured everyone

that a City is worki to expediently solve the issue

lowing the roll all, Mr. Manus d for approval f the minutes of a

ebruary 8, 1990 ublin Planning Zoning Commis on meeting. The tion

was seconded b r. Kranstuber, the vote was follows. Mr. 8 lin, year

Mr. Kranst , yes. Mr. Leffl , yes. Mr. Mann • yest Mr. Amoros , yes. Mrs. 

Melvin, ye . ( Approved 6- 0) 

1. speaial Permit 8289413 - Chi C1ti'  Restaurant

Ms. Clarke presented slides of the site and surrounding area along with

information regarding the proposal as contained in the staff Report dated
March 8, 1990. The proposal is to install an eight - foot diameter, satellite
dish antenna on the roof of Chi Chi' s Restaurant which is located on the south

side of Post Road. The dish will be located inside the six -foot high parapet

walls which serve to screen the rooftop area. The proposal appears to address

both the spirit and the letter of Dublin' s Special Permit regulation, and
Staff recosimended approval. 

6665 Coffman Road Dublin, Ohio 43017 6 11 -022V
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Minutes of Meeting, March 8, L990

Dublin Planning and Zoning Commission
Page 2

Mr. Anthony Goldberg of Multivisiona, the applicant, stated that an

engineering site drawing showing the elevation of the dish antenna and the
height of the parapet has been prepared. He stated that the drawing
represents that the dish will not be visible by someone sitting in a car on
either US 33 / SR 161 or Post Road. 

Mr. Leffler asked about the proposed color of the dish antenna. Mr. Goldberg
replied that it will be a black mesh material but noted that Chi Chi' s has

agreed that the dish could be painted to match the color of the parapet if the

City so desires. 

Mr. Amoroso noted concern about the severe pruning of the Code required landscape

screening materials at the Chi Chi' s Restaurant. He stated that he had called

Chi Chi' s to request that a representative attend the meeting to address his
concerns. Mr. Goldberg stated that he will have Chi Chi' s manager deliver a letter
which states Chi Chi' s commitment to comply with Dublin' s prunning ordinance. 

Mr. Amoroso moved for approval of the special Permit subject to the condition

that no prunning is to be done on the perimeter landscaping at the Chi Chi' s
site. The motion was seconded by Mr. Manus, and the vote was as follows: 

Mrs. Melvin, yest Mr. Kranstuber, year Mr. Berlin, yesi Mr. Manus, year

Mr. Leffler, yeaj Mr. Amoroso, yes. ( Approved 6 - 0) 

Discussion ensued among Commission members about code enforcement or
development issues being tied to subsequent plan approvals. 

2. Special t SP90 - 003 - J for Feat - Dubli illage Center III

Ms. Cla presented slides the site and our ending area as we as

info tion regarding th roposal as contai in the Staff Re dated

M 8, 1990. The pr osal is to erect round - mounted, to oot diameter, 

h - type dish ante at Just for Feet thin the recently pproved Phase iii
of Dublin Village enter. The dish i to be painted the beige accent coZ

as the center, d it will be loca behind the build q along the west
elevation wi n the proposed se ce area just sou of the existing 0 ce

America St a. Staff suppor the proposal wi additional screeni by
either nding or evergree trues to improve v a from Village P ay into
the s as area. 

Sill Adams, repr enting Drexel De psient Corp., diet tad to Commissio

members a

reduF
d n showing the pl anent of the satel is dish antenna. 

stated that a posed future rat building on Vill Parkway will sore views

into this sop e area. Mr. stated his agr t with the conditi

V
ta:ddi nal evargraeaa be aced along Villaq ark way tsmporatil

as ! or a future ilding will final mounding and land aping
e Parkway s as to that in plat along Dublin Ceat Drive. 

ated that dish is necessit by the lack of le television

his area o accommodate the re' s marchandisi program. 

Mr. Berlin move for approval of th Special Permit for ust for Feet with the

condition th the existing acre is augmented additional evergreen

tsses. Mr rose seconded t motion, and the was as follows: Mr. 

Berlin, at Mr. Leffler, y Mr. Amoroso, you Mr. Manna, youl Kra. Melvin, 
yesl Kranstuber, yes. Approved 6 - 0) 
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V I L L A G E OF D U B L I N
6665 Coffman Road

Dublin, Ohio 43017

PLANNING AND ZONING COMMISSION / RECORD OF ACTION

MEETING DATE: October 2, 1984

CASE: McKitrick Plat - Post Road

COMMISSION ACTION: 
Approved

Mrs. Headlee moved that the Plat b"- 

approved with the following conditions: Disapproved

1. That the landscaping will be the same as the Red RUUf —Inn
scheme on Post Road. Approved

2. That the setback at the corner of Frantz Road be extenhih Condition
15' for a total of 50'. 

3. That the frontage treatment be consistent

4. That the building setback on the S. R. 161 side of lot # 3

1. will b ' 

5. That the developers have agreed to construct one additional lane in the

2. vicin

6. That the recommendations of the Village Planner written in his Staff Report
3. be included- Thnce xeovnend

a. That the intersection be found to be able to bear the additional
4. 

b. That the curb cut configuration be found adequate. 

c. That the developer agree to make the temporary improvements needed
AGREEMENTS: to make the roadway work. 

d. That the landscaping along the road frontages be made uniform with
additional landscaping at the corner. 

e. - That some measure of architectural continuity be demonstrated to sedate
what is to be a very busy intersection. 

Mr. Berlin seconded the motion. 

VOTE: 

2nd

A Berlin

Callahan

1st

YPS Headlee

X" 
iezerinac

Absent Macklin

Miller

Voc Reiner

Chairman
Date
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Minutes of eeting

Planning nd Zoning Commissi
Octobe 2, 1984 , 

Pa gle Eight

Mr. Miller mentip6ed the extension of uirfield Drive, and t was determined

that no one ca do anything about t Orr property excep the Village of DubI . 

Mr. Calla n mentioned that th' Plan is a drastic ' provement and much

super io to the approved pla that now exists, an the traffic flow had
addre ed as best it can b / 

Helman /

Mrjezeritnac

cost of capital i. rovements of the of plan, with

improvemened the cost of t new plan. 

Counsel toc that only ortions of the P. A. . could be approved
until the is / are d eloped. ( The link tween 14uirfield

DandBrand e. g.). 

Mr. Re' er moved to table t e Ea/

follows: 

Subdivi on request for 30 d s, 

sug sted that Mrs. Head a discCounc' the possibility of urchasing
t piece of property provide , d also the possibil' y of bike path

nderpasses be inves gated. As a motion Mr. Smith d Mr. Helman agre

to meet with inter ted private on Thursday, Octobe 18, 1984 at 7: 00 P. 

in Council Chamb s. It will noeeting of the Co Sion. Mr. Mille

the tion. The vote wllows: Mr. Berl' , no; Mr. Callahan, es; 

Mrs. Headle , yes; Mr. Jezerinac r. Miller, ye Mr. Reiner, yes. 

Mr. Rei er moved to table th Brandon Subdivision equest for 30 days. Mr. Miller

seco ed the motion. The ote was as follows: Berlin, no; Mr. C lahan, yes; 

Mry. Headlee, yes; Mr. zerinac, yes; Mr. M' er, yes; Mr. Reine , yes. 

There was a give Xinute recess. 

Mr. JezeriXfic announced that th next Planning and Z ing Commission Meet' g
will be eld Wednesday, Nov e r 7, 1984 at 7: 00 P ( Tuesday, Novemb 6, 

1984 V Election Day.) 

McKitrick Plat — Post Road

The area is approximately 6. 5 acres of a 22 acre tract bounded by Post Road, 
Frantz Road and U. S. 33 / S. R. 161. The applicant is proposing to create three
lots; the uses for the lots going west from the corner would be a bank, a

Bob Evans Restaurant, and a Chi Chi' s Restaurant. Mr. Bowman mentioned that

because the remaining portion of the 22 acres has been split, Ohio Revised

Code requires that for the three lot splits on the 6. 5 acres the remaining
ground must be platted. 

Mr. Bowman made the following comments and observations regarding the plat: 
1. An agreement was made some time ago with Mr. McKitrick ( when some right - 

of —way was taken from Mr. McKitrick) that two curb cuts would be

identified for the entire 20 acres. 
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Minutes of Meeting
Planning and Zoning Commission
October 2, 1984

Page Nine

2. At issue were the splits themselves; what operational needs will be

required to make the intersection work as well as the curb cut; 

identifying some of the setbacks, some of the landscaping, and even some

compatibility of building styles. 
3. Lot # 1 is to be used by Chi Chi' s Restaurant. 

Lot # 2 is to be used by Bob Evans Restaurant. 
Lot # 3 will probably be a financial institution. The lot has been deed

restricted against a future restaurant use. 

4. The curb cut is located between lots 1 and 2. 

5. The developers have agreed to construct a frontage road. 

6. An engineering study has been done but was not available to be presented
at the meeting. 

7. The developers have agreed to build a lane that will be a through lane to

accommodate a turn lane into these three uses. 

8. As regards the traffic study from an operational standpoint two issues
must be addressed: 

a. what will it take to make the use work, 

b. to take a larger look at the intersection itself — what improvements

will have to be done' to the intersection to accommodate future land

uses. It will probably involve two more lanes on the Frantz Road
intersection. Most of the traffic goes to the I -270 outerbelt. 

Eventually there will have to be two left turn lanes into Post Road
as well as two right turn lanes out of Post Road. 

9. Probably the worst configuration at the intersection is the loop of Frantz
Road that goes north into the OCLC site. 

10. In the short term the improvements suggested to the developers ( which they
have agreed to create) will be a temporary solution until Post Road is
widened from at least 161 to the bridge. 

11. Lot # 3 is a peninsular lot, very difficult to develop. 
12. The site plan submitted shows a 10' building parking setback line. 

Chi Chi' s setback line is 95' and Bob Evans' is 70'. The parking, however, 

comes up to the 10' line. 

13. Additional landscaping is being suggested on the 10' line to be consistent

with the Red Roof Inn site around the corner, and be picked up at the
corner with a hedge row. The developers have also agreed that there will

be 25' of landscaping from the new right —of —way. 
14. Red Roof Inn will not use the service road. 

Mr. Harrison Smith said that he felt that mounding works better than hedge in
landscaping because of the potential littering problems associated with hedges. 
Concern was raised regarding the diversity of architectural styles. Mr. 

Smith, at Mr. Bowman' s request, said that the Bob Evans Restaurant will be

built of brick. 

Mrs. Headlee and other Commission members hoped that the structures would be

compatible and offer some continuity of design. 
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Minutes of Meeting
Planning and Zoning Commission
October 2, 1984

Page Ten

Mr. Miller thanked Mr. Bowman for his work on the traffic pattern and said
that he felt this was the best that can be done. 

Mrs. Headlee moved that the Plat be approved with the following conditions: 
I. That the landscaping will be the same as the Red Roof Inn scheme on

Post Road. 

2. That the setback at the corner of Frantz Road be extended 15' ( feet) for
a total of 50' ( feet). 

3. That the frontage treatment be consistent. 
4. That the building setback on the S. R. 161 side of lot # 3 will be extended

to 20'. 

5. That the developers have agreed to construct one additional lane in the
vicinity of the curb cut on Post Road. 

6. That the recommendations of the Village Planner written in his Staff
Report to Commission members be included. Those recommendations are as
follows: 

A. That the intersection be found to be able to bear the additional
traffic. 

B. That the curb cut configuration be found adequate. 
C. That the developer agree to make the temporary improvements needed

to make the roadway work. 
D. That the landscaping along the road frontages be made uniform with

additional landscaping at the corner. 
E. That some measure of architectural continuity be demonstrated to

sedate what is to be a very busy intersection. 
Mr. Berlin seconded the motion. The vote was 6 - 0 in favor. 

CDD Review Office Project — ald Point. 
This is . 65 acre tract loc ed on the south side f West Dublin— Granvi a Road
across he street from Davi oad. Mr. Bowman ma the following Conn ts: 
1. his was to be an in rmal review of the cel. It was rezone in two

phases in April an June of 1984. At t t time the service r d concept
was identified; a beginning of that ervice road concept nto the office

site now woul a developed. 
2. Xised questions rega ing how the service ad would be built, 

noted that there a also some storm d inage questions

3. ances the ViI ge has required deve pers to build appro fate
service dri s; in other instanc they have required ly that
et aside a land. 

4. The developers wer requesting a waiver curb and gutter. 
Mr. Bowman said at at issue at pres t is: 1) the overall oncept of
development, d 2) the disposition nd building of the rvice drives. 
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REGEli6'El

Variance Statement for Crown Fiat - 5105 Post Road APR 0 4 2011

April 4, 2011 GLAND USE ' °' 
LONG RANGE PLANNING

C, Li

A. Explain the requested variance. 

5105 Post Road has been zoned as a Community Commercial district
under Dublin Zoning Code section 153. 028 for many years. The site has

supported restaurant and most recently automotive sales uses. The

Crown Automotive Group ( Crown) has chosen the site as the proposed
location for a new Fiat dealership to sell cars as part of a national launch
of Fiat' s " Cinquecento" ( 500) model introduction in the United States. 

Along with car sales, at the date of this variance request, Crown is also
seeking approval of a conditional use permit within the existing
Community Commercial district to allow automotive service. This would

entail significant upgrades to the existing building, including the addition of
service bays, which in turn triggers code compliance based on current

conditions. 

Since the site was last zoned, the City updated its Thoroughfare Plan, and
widened the applicable rights -of -way along US 33 and Post Road. This

dramatically impacts the available parking on the property for the
conditional use requested by Crown. Today 200 parking spaces exist on
the site. Without the restrictions of the new rights -of -way, up to 145
parking spaces would be allowed if the Fiat service bays were added. The
new rights —of -way, mean the southern and northern setback lines are
moved significantly into the site. This means the site would lose 49

parking spaces if the current building is expanded, the site is rezoned, or
as in this case, the applicant desires to add a new use. The new setback

lines mean that the site would be limited to 96 total parking spaces. 

In addition, parking code allocations require that 66 spaces be available
for general /business parking, leaving only 29 available for display parking. 
For the proposed conditional use, a required allocation of 66 spaces to

general /business parking is excessive. In addition, Fiat USA requires that

its dealers maintain at least 60 parking spaces for car display. 

Without the requested variances to setback regulations along US 33 and
parking requirements, the substantial investment in and upgrade of the
site via the proposed auto sales and service uses would be lost. The

requested variances would allow the site to keep and utilize a substantial
portion of the existing parking for the proposed conditional use. The
resulting parking spaces and ratios of general to display parking would be



adequate to meet parking needs based on the limited impact of this low
volume, niche market dealership. 

B. Identify the development text requirement or Code Section from
which the proposal is varying. 

The applicant specifically requests that variances from Section 153. 072
and 153.212 of the Dublin Code be approved as follows: 

i. 153. 072 ( E ): To allow up to 22 display spaces to remain
within an approximate 40 foot encroachment into the

required 50 foot pavement setback along US 33; 
ii. 153. 212: To alter the code requirement that 1 parking space

per 1000 square feet of outdoor display be required on site, 
so that 1 parking space per 2000 square feet of outdoor
display space is allowed; And; 

iii. 153. 212: To alter the requirement that 3 parking spaces per
each service bay are required, so that 2 parking spaces per
each service bay are allowed. 

The resulting ratio of display spaces and general parking
spaces shall allow at least 62 display spaces on the site. 

C. Explain how the requested variance relates to the development

standards applicable to the property. 

See (A) above. 

D. If the applicant has been denied a Certificate of Zoning Compliance
for the property in question, explain why the request was denied. 

Not applicable

E. Please provide any other information that would be helpful to the
Board of Zoning Appeals in making their decision. 

See below



ADDRESSING OF REVIEW CRITERIA

A. The site is relatively small ( 2. 5 acres) for many beneficial and /or potential
future uses. The existing building is close to the end of its useful life and will
need significant investment to support desirable uses. Any such upgrade, 
expansion or changes in use will likely face the same or similar challenges to
overall viability based on the impact of parking and possible other code
requirements based on the City' s changes to rights -of -way and impact on
setbacks. For this reason, there is a unique impact based on the property' s
location between two major thoroughfares. Other properties to the east between

Post Road and US 33 are less impacted based on their ongoing stable and

productive uses, and current occupancy. Similar properties to the west between
Post Road and US 33 have more acreage to work with and thus more flexibility. 

B. The special condition comes from the City' s changing the rights -of -way along
both Post Road and US 33. The existing site parking would be adequate for the
applicant' s requested conditional use but for the City' action. 

C. If the proposed variances are granted the applicant will meet City Code
requirements for open space, lot coverage, parking and will be Code compliant
overall. ( Outside of the variances requested.) No adverse impact to the property

or vicinity will result as the essentially the current conditions, with less parking, 
will be allowed to continue. The City will gain jobs and positive investment in the
property, with fewer parking spaces in service than exists today and less
intensive traffic to the site compared to alternative uses that could keep and
utilize all existing parking. 

D. The applicant is only asking that the requested variances run with the
proposed conditional uses, so it does not believe that a special privilege will be

conferred on the property owner in comparison to other owners in the same
zoning district. 

E. The specific conditions that apply in this situation are unique and not likely to
apply in general and be recurrent to make the formation of general regulation
practical for other sites. First, few properties of this small size and without a

stable and ongoing use exist between Post Road and US 33, where changes to
both rights -of -way operate to restrict the maximization of the property' s beneficial
use. Second, the parking needs of this applicant are unique in that enough
actual parking exists to support the proposed use, but the required allocation of
parking spaces based on the code, in combination with new setbacks lines, 
operates in a manner that uniquely restricts this use without variances. Most

commercial businesses do not need as many parking display spaces in relation
to general /business parking. This is based on the applicant' s need for a specific



0

number of display spaces ( 60) required by the manufacturers' specifications. 
Finally, the proposed dealership is low impact, and most appropriate for a smaller
site based on low volume sales, and niche target market. The site and

dealership will only support approximately 15 total employees. Most other new

car dealerships would need much larger site acreage in order to support greater

employee, customer, parking and display needs. Only larger properties could
support such size, scale and need. In the case of large volume car dealerships, 

which involve large scale operations, employee numbers and car volume, 

variance requests for setback and display parking could not likely overcome the
limitations of a smaller site. 

F. There would be no impact of government service delivery from the grant of
the variances. 

G. The practical difficulty of the proposed use cannot be overcome without a
variance as the impact of the rights -of -way on setback lines and the required
allocation of parking spaces operate to create noncompliance with parking code
regulations. The variances requested are the only method to allow the proposed
use to work on this site. 

431492v1

4/ 1/ 2011
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City of Dublin

CITY OF DUBLIN,. 

Agenda

BOARD OF ZONING APPEALS

Dublin Municipal Building
5200 Emerald Parkway

Thursday, April 28, 2011
6: 30pm

0

Our Mission... 

The City of Dublin strives to preserve and enhance the unique high
quality offered to those who live and work in our community by
providing the vision, leadership and performance standards which
allow for managed growth and development. We endeavor to

deliver our services cost - effectively, with an emphasis on quality and
innovation. The City of Dublin seeks recognition in the field of local
government as being responsive, cooperative, and culturally and
environmentally sensitive, while embracing the highest standards of
integrity and accountability to those we serve. 

Victoria Newell, Chair

Patrick Todoran, Vice Chair

Brett Page

Kathy Ferguson
Brian Gunnoe



Du in Board of Zoning Appeals
April 28, 2011 - Agenda

Page 2 of 2

I. ROLL CALL

II. ELECTION OF OFFICERS

III. ACCEPTANCE OF DOCUMENTS

IV. APPROVAL OF MINUTES - January 17, 2011

V. COMMUNICATIONS

VI. CASES

New Case: 

Crown Fiat - Parking and Setback Variances
11 - 022V

Proposal

Request: 

Applicant: 

Planning Contact: 
Contact Information

VI. ADJOURNMENT

5105 Post Road

Non -Use ( Area) Variances

Non -use ( area) variances to permit vehicular use areas to

encroach the required 50 -foot setback from State Route 161 by 40
feet and to permit 15 fewer parking spaces for vehicle service and
display areas than required by the Zoning Code for an automobile
dealership. The site is zoned CC, Community Commercial District, 
and is located on the south side of Post Road approximately 600
feet west of the intersection with Frantz Road. 

Review and approval of variances to Zoning Code Sections
153. 072( E) and 153. 212 under the provisions of Zoning Code
Section 153. 231. 

Crown Automotive Group, represented by Mike Close and Tom
Hart, attorneys. 

Claudia D. Husak, AICP, Planner II. 

614) 410 -4675, chusak @dublin. oh. us



NOTICE OF MEETING

DUBLIN BOARD OF ZONING APPEALS

DATE: Thursday, April 28, 2011
CITY OF DUBLIN_ TIME: 6: 30 p.m. 

PLACE: Dublin Municipal Building
5200 Emerald Parkway

It is the policy of the Dublin Board of Zoning Appeals to notify the applicant and adjacent
property owners of pending Variances, Special Permit applications and Administrative Appeals. 

If you are unable to attend the meeting and want more information, please contact Rachel
Ray, AICP, Planner I, at 410 -4600. If you have any questions or comments concerning the
pending case, please attend this meeting. The meeting starts promptly at 6: 30 p. m. and it is
advisable that you are present at that time. Meetings are held within the Council Chambers of
the Municipal Building located at 5200 Emerald Parkway. 

Crown Fiat - Parking and Setback Variances
11 - 022V

5105 Post Road

Non -Use ( Area) Variances

Proposal: Non -use ( area) variances to permit vehicular use areas to encroach the
required 50 -foot setback from State Route 161 by 40 feet and to permit 15
fewer parking spaces for vehicle service and display areas than required
by the Zoning Code for an automobile dealership. The site is zoned CC, 

Community Commercial District, and is located on the south side of Post
Road approximately 600 feet west of the intersection with Frantz Road. 

Request: Review and approval of variances to Zoning Code Sections 153. 072( E) 
and 153.212 under the provisions of Zoning Code Section 153. 231. 

Applicant: Crown Automotive Group, represented by Mike Close and Tom Hart, 
attorneys. 

Planning Contact: Claudia D. Husak, AICP, Planner II. 

Contact Information: ( 614) 410 -4675, chusak @dublin. oh.us



j I1 -022V 5105 Post Road

ICrown Fiat — Non -Use Variance

Michael L. Close, Esq. 
Wiles, Boyle, Burkholder & 

Bringardner Co. LPA

300 Spruce Street, Suite 100

Columbus, OH 43215

R -Roof III LLC

4001 International Parkway
Carrollton, TX 75007

0

Roby Holding Co. LLC
7100 Muirfield Drive

Dublin, OH 43017

BEF REIT Inc. 

5067 Post Road

Dublin, OH 43017 - 1115

17J
Marc Wigler

Crown Automotive Group
6350 Perimeter Loop
Dublin, OH 43017

Hinderer Family Realty LLC
5100 Post Road

Dublin, OH 43017



1. Crown Fiat — Non -Use Area Variance 5105 Post Road

11 - 022V Variance

Proposal: A variance to the required parking setback and parking

requirements for a proposed automobile dealership on an existing
site zoned CC, Community Commercial District, located on the
south side of Post Road, approximately 600 feet west of the
intersection of Frantz Road and Bridge Street. 

Request: Review and approval of a variance application under the

provisions of Code Section 153. 231. 

Applicant: Crown Automotive Group, represented by Marc Wigler. 
Planning Contact: Claudia D. Husak, AICP, Planner II. 

Contact Information: ( 614) 410 -4675, chusak@dublin. oh. us
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